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As I write this essay, I admittedly stand amid a generation to which,
in many ways, I cannot relate. Distracted by the concerns of technology,
food, and whatnots that are largely defined by speed and a click of
a trackpad, a button, or a mouse – this is the landscape now, at least
for those who have access to this vast mediascape. And one wonders
how art can still find its place in a horizon that is so fleeting and quickchange, plagued with the anxieties and perplexities of the young
Gen Z mind, particularly in the Philippine contemporary. That being
said, I must quickly interject that not everyone is part of this hectic
sensorium. While there is an impression of a borderless information
superhighway, there are digital divides as well to thoughtfully
consider, to say nothing of beliefs that are not easily swayed
by hypermedia fantasies or conveniences.

But art cannot and can never be, held in contempt.
Contemporary art is the expression of a milieu, a view of
what used to be, of what is, and of what can become. It reflects
on the intricate, productively ambiguous issues faced by
society and by humanity.
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Contemporary art in the Philippine sphere may still sometimes
be seen with “contempt,” having extracted that notion from
the word itself: art, particularly contemporary art, is privileged
as almost rarefied in its difficulty and thus removed from
the realities faced by the common Filipino. How can one see
contemporary art then as a subterfuge, a refuge, a chance at
expression, if such notion of “contempt” has been ingrained
in the core of its existence, or better still, its reputation?
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Holding firmly to such belief is the main reason why, through my
vision and support, the Philippine Contemporary Art Network (PCAN)
was established, launched, and fostered. It all began with a vision
to have our own permanent institute for contemporary art after the
Philippines triumphantly returned in 2015 to the Venice Biennale, one
of the most prestigious art exhibitions of contemporary art, after a
51-year hiatus. Our presence in such an exhibition, openly welcomed
by the world, with the curatorial proposal titled Tie A String Around
the World, curated by Patrick Flores, brought forth another idea,
another project, another goal to be realized: to develop the skills
and sensibilities of contemporary art curators, art historians,
cultural workers, and artists in the country. The vision evolved
into something more extensive; and after years of planning, it
was realized through PCAN, which now serves as a platform for
research, exhibition, curatorial exchange, public engagement and
publication, placing its core thrust on what contemporary art is
in all its complexity. It is not monolithic; it is modular. It is not a
center with an authority; it is a network with various nodes.
Since its inaugural launch in 2017, I am glad to note that PCAN
has already organized two exhibitions, a curatorial workshop
in partnership with the Japan Foundation and the UP Vargas
Museum, and four groundbreaking publications.
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The first exhibition, titled Place of Region in the Contemporary,
mindfully reflects on the notion of “region” as a level of
locality, to be defined or understood as hometown or an
island within a nation, even musing on the space that exists
beyond nations, their geopolitik. From the exploration of
such impulses, PCAN was able to come up with an anthology
titled Raymundo Albano: Texts, on the writing of artist-curator
Raymundo Albano, known for his critique and discourse of what
it is to create and ideate. Meanwhile, Hothouse is the second
exhibition supported by PCAN, organized for the Gwangju
Biennale Pavilion Project in South Korea in 2018. It explores
the idea of sensitivity and the social atmosphere, centering on
the intersections that lie between the elements (hot) and space
(house). Frisson: The Collected Criticism of Alice Guillermo is an
anthology of the critical essays of Alice Guillermo, a notable
and prolific annotator of the country’s creative forms since the
seventies, while Interlaced Journeys: Diaspora and the
Contemporary in the Southeast Asian Art and Ties of History:
Art in Southeast Asia are two publications hosted in and made
accessible via the PCAN website.
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This fifth publication of PCAN now seeks to center
on the active presence of new writing in contemporary
discourse. And that is what contemporary art should be. It
articulates not only interests that have already left a mark,
not only those crevices that have been explored, but also
reaches out to the margins, to the hitherto inert energies in
which the potential to create is pursued. The act of creation, of
refuting the concept that contemporary art can be contemptuous,
more so intolerant, is thus highlighted through this call of active
participation, such that an idea can never be limiting and static, but
encourages the notion of percolation, dynamism, and action, thus
breaking the alleged “center” that has inaccurately defined what
contemporary art is. It all starts with that impetus, and that openness
towards discourse and cooperation, that makes contemporary art
participatory more than ever through lively conversations across a
network of voices and perspectives.
Contemporary art never ceases to create. It constantly begs for
answers and assertions, opens windows and analyzes realities,
constructs, and imaginations. This is what PCAN seeks to sustain.
An idea, a thought can always become a sustainable reality and vision
through tenacity, willpower, and persistence.

Renan
Laru-an
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fig. 1: My brother’s attempt to draw a plane in my
notebook 1, 1995. All images courtesy of the author.
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fig. 2: My brother’s attempt to draw a plane
in my notebook 2, 1995.
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But this writing had been difficult. The delinquency of syntax is
an emotional quotient that expresses the agony of contracting
and expanding languages. A convoluted way of saying that
writing does not come to me; I have never been invited into
writing writing. Perhaps the preference occurred in this manner:
Writing disinvited my thoughts to settle—and excruciatingly—
to take residence with other writers, to be friendly with the
writerly. That is where the pain lies. It comes not exactly with
the difficulty in writing, but in the success of failing to write
alone. This is the source of passive voices, weak verbs, run-on
sentences, and overused punctuation marks. Clarity could never
be attained here, especially in the midst of wrestling with writing
difficulty. I am pushed to a narrow path where writing takes subjectobject relations: a map that links, structures, and summarizes a
conclusion, an argument, a narrative. Difficult writing bereaved the
writer of a relationship.
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I had several attempts to write this preface. Sentences were not
enough to punctuate a paragraph. And paragraphs never met the
cursor of my computer. Over the course of frustrated articulation,
words were frequently abandoned, orphaned while in conception.
No yield in phrases; ideas in moratorium, writing drove a physical
activity of coordinating my muscles to bring every word into a
line, to carry the matter in theory onto a page. It was a task in
terminating blankness. Only word count, character spacing, and
page thumbnail could receive such anticipation that summons
the flow of my thoughts and the cascade of forms for writing.
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This is called a writer’s block, and the long and short of it is
I resist the inadequacy of representing a writer’s difficulty.
I am not going to write about it. In fact, what really interests
me is the trauma that lodges into my psyche and body when I
am motivated to write, when I am looking for words, when I am
shaping thoughts to be grasped by a reader. Perhaps absentee
writing accurately describes this condition that stands between
the loss of writing and the current desire to become being able
to write. Writing with ambiguous loss. Like most eulogies, usually
spoken and delivered to a public and not always necessarily to the
dead, it is about telling grief, not showing; de-emphasizing the virtue
in showing and committing instead to the redundancy and fragility of
a telling that moves against the performance of good writing:
show, don’t tell.
Please allow me to return to an obligation here to produce a preface.
How do we read a preface that tells writing in difficulty, an absentee
writing as I mentioned earlier? Does it lead us to a history of writers’
block or histories of a writer’s block? Technically, these rhetorics are
depressed, a rabbit’s hole that commissions a passage for shapeless
emptiness that thinkers pursue. These questions are tied into an
enigma of inactivity, still proving to be the productive catatonia of
thinking writers, writer-thinker in all cases. But something else takes
precedence here; the tensions that burden and inflame distractions
to writing, or challenges to the reflective and analytical meritocracy
of hand-mind coordination: I command writing. Often this situation
informs disability to profoundly solicit meaning from duties
on hold: rehabilitating impressive questions that prioritize the
what and how in writing. Depleted in witty criticisms, I defer to
the value of contemporary meme culture that handicaps the
intelligence I have inherited. It is the new attention to writing the
writing that is distracted. I come forward to say that these words
do not belong to me, and the text written here would not be
composed without the grace of distraction.

Silence reappears in between waiting and surviving. I listened
to it, because I wanted words to speak to me again. Voices were
fading in the background. They were not mine, but they were
very familiar. Other writers owned them. All of them contributed
to this book. I hoped that their voices would sculpt and orient
my words into a world that they had written about. That the
tones of their writing could mute my scream. Or, they would
scream louder that their voices could drown mine. My body
receives them, and I cease to be alone in rewriting and unwriting.
I wanted to place my writing in the words I heard from them, to
re-place my imperfect words in a world that reads.

18
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The futurity of these words gave me extensions: deadlines to inhabit,
to profess another day for completion. In W. Don Flores’s “Reading the
Distance,” I followed the intervals that are only visible when the texture
of the written letters is enunciated from my mouth. The synchronicity of
breathing in pronunciation is indebted to the delay of symbols making
meaning, and therefore to speak about it indents all the words that
never came to me into a coastline of senses. I know it is going to be
hard to edit these words when they return to me. “Words separate
us,” writes the artist W. Don Flores. In living one paragraph at a time,
this preface reminisces the waves of unrelenting sentences that
once navigated and survived previous compositions. I could barely
jump from one paragraph to another. I saw boats passing by; from
where I was standing, which is a moment that I was not writing,
I heard that these boats would rescue me at the fissure where
pain and desire converge. That is where writing might be found;
I needed a transition from this point of wreckage. I don’t need a
point of departure; no writers do.
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In Jael Mendoza’s “Naglipana ang mga Mata,” attentions to
writing are accessed through reading. I opened this collection
of art writings with her assembly of texts and images, organized
and extracted from her film, because it possessed the richness of
orientation. The contribution presents directions that a reader could
embroil herself in a process of attachment and abandonment. A
springboard of emotional propositions that are only revealed in the
re-reading. I turn to re-reading when I could not write. When reading
the essays again in this volume, I feel the excess in myself, and I don’t
mean the multiplicity of analytical devices or the permutation of time
for reflection. It is more about the coming of worlds to me that exceed
what I could perceive and take at a given moment. A swarm of eyes,
just like the English title of Mendoza’s film. In receiving the morethan actual, I understand writing-in-refuge to be a reading poised for
marking and unfolding. Reading is life’s writing project.
The cycle of disclosures on this page retains the theater of nonwriting and the asylum of reading. Poetry lends me such structuring
of a private experience, the me-ness unravelling before the reader
who is holding this book right now and who is a different person
before and after reading this book. The reality of reading cleaves
our time in the writing’s history, prehistory, and future arrival in
social media’s ‘shares’. But what also escapes the timeline of
reading and writing is a promise of inaugurating exit wounds,
in appreciating and creating new tunnels of distraction. (I will
not call these routes as tunnels of vision.) Let me further overshare: In a period of writing this preface, I have switched and
toggled onto various tabs on my computer, from thirst traps on
Instagram, Ocean Vuoung’s podcasts, to a dedicated window of
streaming websites. In the same landscape, a blank page of my
inarticulacy reveals my status. The brittleness of my concentration
remains untouched by the categories and perspectives in writing.
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Because I do not have words in this book and I only have words
to offer, I invite you to read presently.
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The intervening paragraphs that fill this page is a story of writing
as a transmission of concentration. I did not know this before, yet
I sidled up to this pathway of writing because I am slowly getting
acquainted with writing to be a practice in re-reading. Reading is a
force that opens up and leaves its memories behind. It knows no
histories, when it takes itself to where the world worlds. Reading
and its many identities and forms are not logarithmic expressions
anymore, either of writing and art-making. To read is to transmit
new intensities of focus. This is the subjectivity that I wanted to
celebrate in Writing Presently.
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fig. 3: My brother’s attempt to draw a
plane in my notebook 3, 1995.
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These intersecting commitments are best embodied
by the book’s editor, Alicia M. L. Coseteng, who at this
time taught at the Institute of Mass Communication at the
University of the Philippines and wrote columns on art for
the Manila Chronicle and the Weekly Graphic. She would also
teach at the Department of Humanities in the same university
and over the years collected art. She had previously published
a survey of Philippine colonial architecture titled Spanish
Churches in the Philippines (1972). And here in the formulation
of the latter, it is quite clear that the modernity, of which
reflexivity is key, being aspired to in art was yet to be ingrained
in art history as betrayed by the claim: how can churches in the
Philippines be called Spanish?

24
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In 1972, the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization) National Commission of the Philippines
released an anthology of art criticism, titled Philippine Modern Art
and Its Critics and penned by a number of writers who were active in
the popular press. An interesting convergence emerges at the outset
of this publication: mass communication and cultural heritage shape
the context of art criticism and create the environment of its audience
as well as its significance in the public culture. In other words,
criticism in the arts, or the writing of the critical in art, assumes
salience because it reaches a constituency and, concomitantly,
feathers the nest of what it means to be Fiipino or Philippine,
which is the unarticulated constituency. The category “modern”
is invoked in the title, but it largely remains implicit; it is hailed
as if to say that the modern exists because criticism makes it
possible. The “art,” therefore, is self-consciously reckoned as
modern and as critical; and the other way around as well: the
modern and the critical ratify themselves because they bear
out or are made to bear on “art.”
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In her Foreword, Gloria D. Feliciano, dean of the Institute
of which Coseteng was a member of the faculty, reveals
that when the institution began in 1965, one of the courses
in the graduate school of journalism was Critical Writing,
which was “concerned with the reporting of the arts in
newspapers, magazines, and other print media.”1 For her,
criticism in the arts is meant to instill awareness about the
arts; traverse the “gap between the artist and his audience;”
and introduce the “contribution of the press as a mediating and
multiplier agent, in bringing culture to the mass of readers.”2
For his part, in his Preface, the former military general, diplomat, and
Pulitzer laureate Carlos P. Romulo, the Chair of the UNESCO National
Commission of the Philippines, raises in relief the importance of the
project as the “first of its kind to appear in this country.”3 To be able
to gather the “fugitive” articles from the “perishable
pages of the newspapers”4 was an accomplishment 1 Alicia M. L. Coseteng,
to be duly credited. He then proceeds to sketch out
Philippine Modern Art
the history of art criticism in the Philippines, positing
and its Critics (Manila:
as its genesis the toast of Jose Rizal to the triumph
UNESCO National
of the painters Juan Luna and Felix Resurreccion
Commission, 1972),
Hidalgo in Madrid, Spain in the 1884 Exposition. His
vii.
genealogy is to include the likes of Epifanio de los
Santos, Norberto Romualdez, Ignacio Manlapaz, I. 2 Ibid., viii.
V. Mallari, and Salvador Lopez. As he begins with
artists who have paved the way for critical discourse, 3 Carlos P. Romulo,
so does he end with artists whose writings have
preface to Philippine
enabled the audience to appreciate the modern
Modern Art and
and redeem art from academic protocol. Intriguing
its Critics (Manila:
in this roster is Ignacio Manlapaz, a name not so
UNESCO National
ensconced in the annals but whom Romulo thinks to
Commission, 1972),
be a “kind of cultural mediator between the East and
xi.
the West, performing roughly the same function that
James Huneker performed for American art.”5 This 4 Ibid.
is quite a revelation and becomes more so when he
continues that Manlapaz’s “bias was aesthetic theory, 5 Ibid., xii.
which is many degrees removed from art criticism.”6
In this matrix, thus, we see criticism and theory 6 Ibid.
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crisscross with journalism and heritage under the sign of the “modern”
but through the works of the “contemporary,” or more specifically, the
“vitality of contemporary art.”7
Romulo moves on to explain the demands on the critic of art who
must also be its historian: “The fact is that in the Philippines there is a
dearth of art scholarship, a necessary basis for intelligent art criticism.
The art critic often has to double as art scholar, with results that are
not always happy from the point of view of either scholarship or
criticism.”8 This notion of the “double” worries Romulo, but it
may well be productive, if not altogether constitutive of the critical
faculty and practice: to annotate the material is to place it in time
and place in the same vein, and to engage in the close reading of
art history and the speculations of critique.
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In this anthology of writing on art, as generously contemplated,
we again feel the anxieties of Romulo playing out in the
production of texts on art. And it is in this tense continuum
that the Philippine Contemporary Art Network (PCAN) nurtures
the protean predicaments of critique and criticism, theory and
theorization, history and the contemporary. PCAN is interested
in how writing shapes the contemporary and not only registers
or records its traces. We turn to someone like Kate Love
who believes that experience, which I rather intuit broadly as
sensing, is a form of explication itself, a conjuring of a lifeworld
through the making of a person, the relationship of the self
with species, a sensitivity to the turns of the planet: that “we
don’t have to bring words to art but rather that we can use the
experience of art as a form of criticism itself.”9
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PCAN’s investment in critical writing is evident in two publications
that chronicle how the enterprise is enmeshed in art history
and curation. Raymundo Albano: Texts (2017) and Frisson: The
Collected Criticism of Alice Guillermo (2019) testify to such an
intervolvement. And in this volume, PCAN again trains a light on
this kind of persuasion, only that we can delay
the naming of it as “criticism” and its attendant 7 Ibid., xiii.
hubris of judgment, which tends to drift towards a
normative route in capturing the writerly temper as 8 Ibid., xii.
a type of literature of a particular stripe. Instead,
the term “writing” may elude this seizure and 9 Kate Love, “The
open up the practice to a more ebullient textuality,
Experience of Art
bedeviling, because legion, in the tenor of Roland
as a Living Through
Barthes. Writing, too, in the estimation of Barbara
of Language,” in
Johnson, as she intensifies Jacques Derrida, slips
After Criticism: New
away all the time: “When one writes, one writes
Responses to Art and
more than (or less than, or other than) one thinks.
Performance, ed.
The reader’s task is to read what is written rather
Gavin Butt (Malden:
than simply attempt to intuit what might have been
Blackwell, 2005), 157.
meant.”10 I am personally intrigued by this onus
of the “reader’s task,” a kind of labor that I think 10 Barbara Johnson,
is not opposed to intuiting, which signals excess,
“Writing,” in Critical
lack, or alterity (more, less, other) and leads us
Terms for Literary
astray, as it were, and leaves us: second-guessing,
Study, 2nd ed., eds.
decrypting, speculating, extrapolating, suspecting,
Frank Lentricchia and
disambiguating, even overreading and overthinking.
Thomas McLaughlin
All these are generative stresses and emancipations
(Chicago: University
inhering in writing/reading.
of Chicago Press,
1995), 46.
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Aside from Romulo, two critics have attempted to theorize on the
contingencies of criticism in the Philippines, and both of them have
been moved to surmount certain dualisms that impair the circuit of
relations between putative opposites. Rodolfo Paras-Perez and Alice
Guillermo begin with the terrain on which the critical operation
plays out. The genealogy of Guillermo commences in the EuroAmerican academy and the salons, which propagated an approach
to culture as belletristic and tressorial, purveyed to the country via
colonialism. Criticism in this schema, therefore, is at the outset
imbricated in coloniality and the complicity in the perpetuation
of the hegemonic canons of art. The critic is cathected to this
apparatus of discrimination in what may be described as a
protracted colonialism and a continuing insurgency against it.
This is the anxiety and the political problematic underlying the
critical repertoire; and it spins off yet another antinomy:
“For us Filipinos…this definition implies a relationship of
tributary and mainstream— that Philippine art is the tributary to
the mainstream which is in the west, particularly in
Euro-American art institutions with its classical traditions
and modernist developments.” 11

11

Alice Guillermo,
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“Philippine

If Guillermo’s instinct is to entangle criticism in the
historicization of its practice within colonialism,
Paras-Perez’s reflex is to extricate it from the skein of
collusions so that its faculty and its distinctions can
be privileged. Guillermo tells time and finds place;
Paras-Perez idealizes and reifies. According to him:
“Art criticism is a precise statement from a seemingly
imprecise sense-data…the means cannot be less than
precise. To be less so is to be irresponsible. Thus,
the first fundamental problem of criticism is a senselinked language accurately framed.”12 This being
said, such framing in his mind must be stitched with
“strands of other activities— e. g., ethics, politics,
religion, philosophy, and science.”13 Both Guillermo
and Paras-Perez struggle with the most suitable
language to crystallize “art” through “history” and
“sense-data,” a mingling of the materialist and
the empiricist attitude. This language, as Michael
Baxandall has asserted, is “demonstrative,” pointing
to a specific presence with interest and with the
invitation to the reader or viewer to “supply a degree
of precision to broad categories by a reciprocal
reference between the word and the available
object. It is ostensive.”14 Precision, in other words,
is generated relationally and does not reside in the
acumen of the critic; and as such does not so much
tighten the focus of sensing or pretend to infallible
accuracy as to excite and attract what the philosopher
Alexander Baumgarten calls “extensive clarity.”

Art Criticism
in Historical
Perspective,”Art
Criticism Workshop:
Writing in context,
Context in Writing
(Manila: National
Commission for
Culture and the Arts,
1998), 9.

12

Rodolfo Paras
- Perez, “Art
Criticism in the
Philippines: Preface
and Premises,”
Solidarity (1971): 64.

13

Ibid.

14

Michael Baxandall,
“The Language of
Art Criticism,” The
Language of Art
History, ed. Salim
Kemal and Ivan
Gaskell (Cambridge:
Cambridge
University Press,
1991): 68.

For his part, Paras-Perez, through a metacommentary on
the tendencies of the statements of the critics Jolico Cuadra
and Paul Zafaralla, acknowledges the tropic nature of the
material of art in which the barest intention of art is not to
represent, but to assume agency: “The fundamental problem of
course— especially in the visual arts is how to convert an object
depicting protest into a protesting object: a defiant object asking
questions.”18 What might constrain Paras-Perez in achieving this
in art’s name through art criticism is his compulsion to resolve
tensions between the visceral and the philosophical, a form of
finesse that rests on a false choice and the fear of irresolution.
In other words, he cannot seem to live with the modernist aporia
so much so that he needs to endorse an almost hermetic dichotomy
between sense data and precision, connoisseurship and dilettantism,
art criticism and art appreciation, and art criticism and aesthetics.
He thus overinvests in “precision” as the necessary condition of artcritical language, a “sense-linked language [that] entails an empirical
point of reference for each assertion. Or— at least, a tightly knit set

30
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Guillermo would grapple with this burden by foregrounding the
“semiotic” as a way to draw meaning “out of the material signifiers
of the work.” She explains that “the meaning is not affixed to the work
like an appendage but it arises out of the specificities of the work itself.
The work of art has a horizon of meaning which is brought out in the
interaction of the viewer and the work.”15 The other impediment is the
wedge driven into “art” and “society,” and Guillermo exceeds this
boundary praxiologically, that is, by staking a position, a subjectivity
that is “not just cultural” but “primarily political.”16 Moreover, in
light of the structural asymmetries obtaining in society, it can only
be “oppositional, not to what is foreign as such, but to strategies
of containment and domination in which our national interests
are sacrificed to imperialist or global interests, and an identity
that is based on the great majority of Filipinos who have always
toiled to produce the nation’s wealth. It is in art that we seek
these liberating perspectives.”17 If the liberating inheres in art,
the meaning of the work ceases to be merely signification; it
ineluctably becomes action: to mean is not only to signify,
it is to act from a position.
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of inferences.”19 This empiricist imperative ultimately seeks
to adumbrate the end of tradition, which is for him the
beginning of art. While Guillermo marks out a genealogy
of liberation by way of art’s praxis, Paras-Perez posits the
limits of tradition by disclosing all its “ramifications” and
inaugurating another ascendancy. This is art criticism’s
“primary responsibility.” 20
This obsession with precision is intriguing, but lived out in ParasPerez’s work as a trained historian in Harvard. In an early text
on Auguste Rodin titled “Notes on Rodin’s Drawings,” he brings
together the concept of the print and drawing to clarify the condition
of sculpture and propose a system of ascertaining the authenticity of
a Rodin piece. The essay starts thus: “Rodin’s sculptures are in a sense
like prints. Conceived and molded in clay, they were later multiplied in
either bronze or stoned. In either case, the presence
of more than one original necessitates the distinction 15 Guillermo, “Philippine
between what is original and what is not.”21 He then
Art Criticism,” 14.
quotes Rodin who declares that “my drawings are
the result of my sculpture.”22 In this ensemble, we 16 Ibid.
see Paras-Perez bringing together print, sculpture,
and drawing, the better perhaps to glean the life 17 Ibid.
of forms within the oeuvre and to disorient the
perceived routine linearity of its unfolding. It is only 18 Rodolfo Paras-Perez,
in this transposition or translation, or maybe even
“Art Criticism in the
confusion, of urges that the full and recognizable
Philippines,” 64.
material coalesces. What might be neglected in this
perspicacity is the coloniality of those very urges. Let 19 Ibid.
us take note, for instance, how the astute art historian
and critic fails to discern the orientalist energy in 20 Ibid., 68
Rodin’s depictions of Cambodian dancers. When the
artist exhibited his copious drawings in 1907, a good 21 Rodolfo Paras-Perez,
part of the lot dwelled on these dancers, who were
“Notes on Rodin’s
part of the Colonial Exposition held in Marseilles the
Drawings,” The Art
previous year. Rodin was drawn to them, and this
Quarterly (Summer
fascination enlivened his sense of contour.
1967): 127.
As Paras-Perez remarks: “The Cambodian dancers
gave to Rodin’s drawings a new movement, 22 Ibid.

32
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‘the staccato shudders of the body’ articulated by a repetition of outline
in some parts, and a fluidity of shoulder movement ‘like the motion of a
snake.’ Also, after the Cambodian interlude, a certain richness of color
was added to his drawings.”23 It is at this punctum that Guillermo’s
colonial specter looms but is eclipsed by the connoisseurship of ParasPerez, who in this text is so fixated on originality that he represses the
colonial origin of the presence of the Cambodian dancers in France in
a colonial exposition of exoticist notoriety. Between the originality
of Rodin and the origin of the dancers is a lacuna, an “interlude,”
that a more politically urgent art history may cross. But for ParasPerez paramount is the authenticity of the graphic corpus of Rodin,
and not of the dancers. The passion in the nearly finical rhetoric
of verification further erases the dancing body that is thankfully
honed elsewhere: “Because of the variable density usually
seen in a forger’s line, such a line becomes a confusion-loaded
index for sequence identification…Forgeries…are usually on
lightweight paper, between 0.0004 and 0.00075 of an inch, which
usually has a brittle feel, and a sizing that gives it a chalkyeggshell type of finish which masks the fibers.”24
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As averred earlier, Guillermo and Paras-Perez endeavored
to theorize on the writing of art’s critique. It is, however,
Paras-Perez who hazards the idea that girding art criticism
is “aesthetics,” which for him is the “criticism of criticism.”25
If Guillermo tends to move away from the fetishization of the
aesthetic as the basis of art, Paras-Perez defends it and renders it
as overdetermining. A possible conjuncture between the former’s
plea for the specificity of culture and history as context and the
latter’s insistence on a system and its fastidious utterance is another
critic’s forays into the aesthetics of the Philippine or the Filipino in art.
Cid Reyes, writing in the catalogue of the exhibition The Sensuous Eye
in 1987 at the Cultural Center of the Philippines, asks a tricky question:
“Is there a national subconscious that drives all Filipino artists’ creative
impulses towards an acknowledged standard of
beauty?”26 He then identifies traits or tendencies in 23 Ibid., 136.
the production of visual culture in the Philippines that
may betray a Philippinicity or a Filipinoness: frontality 24 Ibid., 137.
of image; fragmentation: openness of forms; décor:
enhancements of the picture plane; horror vacui: 25 Rodolfo Parasappropriation of space; ‘focal point’: leading the
Perez, “Footnotes
eye to pasture; recession: shallow space; color:
to Art Through
radiation of energy. All these are nurtured by culture
the Nineties,”
supposedly; and all these are formal or formalistically
unpublished
fleshed out. The cultural aesthetic of art, therefore,
manuscript.
informs its criticism; and because culture intervenes
in the constitution of the aesthetic, a semantic crisis 26 Cid Reyes, “The
in language expectedly surfaces, as rightly pointed
Sensuous Eye: A
out by Santiago Albano Pilar, evidenced in such
Survey of Philippine
phrases like “earthquake baroque” or “transparent
Art Focusing on the
cubism.”
Filipino Artists’ Vision
of Beauty,” (Manila:
Contemporary Art
Museum of the
Philippines, 1987),
n.p.
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In this anthology, we tease out some notes that may forecast the
preoccupations of the critical métier of the future:
First the materiality of the artist’s articulation is given a chance to
preponderate, be it sound or object or image, as the interlocutor
painstakingly suffers the sensualities.

Third the conversation between writer and the world refers
to a broad “political” that ordains a discursive and sensible
universe. Part of this “political” is the “curatorial,” the hand
and the head that choreograph both the emergent and the
embedded, and not solely the so-called “alternative” or the
“counter-cultural” or the “anti-institution.”
Fourth, the discipline of art history still hovers but is
dispersed across related modes of inquiry like art theory and
aesthetics in which judgment or meaning or commitment is
permitted to unravel, or re-weave, across realms like the
digital or the diasporic.
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Second the language of the interlocution is calibrated, if not
tactically loosened, and is not poised to consolidate or confirm
a truism; rather it is tilted to conjecture, deliberate, and raise
questions. This being said, it is also an idiom that sharply cuts
in a queer way, which may be oblique or elliptical, patient with
indirection or even impertinence as it pirouettes around
the desire for rigor.
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Fifth, the resonance of Philippine art is assessed by writing subjects
residing elsewhere, thus further scattering the wide locality of
the Philippine and making it susceptible to “trans inhumanism”
or “exuberance” or any other parlance from gossip to polemic to
guesswork. The inchoate is not weakness; it is welter.
Sixth, the “currency” of the contemporary is parsed not only in terms
of the market but the politics in which it is traded as currency, the
heroism it embodies in its critique of the dominant structure, and
its militancy in the face of a perceived neoliberality. The modality
of critique is in itself part of the problematic, and is not doxa or
axiom such as “institutional critique” or “kulturkritik.” Neither is
it beholden or bound to the dialectical tradition or the politics of
negation. The écriture of this textuality does not only take us to a
different archive of inquiries and procedures; it also invites us
to listen to another tone, ambience, pulse, or rhythm of thinking
and elucidating urgency not by ideologizing it but by politicizing
it supplementally, that is, with an avid regard for both afterlife
and compassion for meagerness.
And one final pitch, in the alternation of interventions between
the viral and the vernacular, it is a foremost wish to harness
Filipino as a language of writing in the contemporary.
This should be the next step in the right direction as
the theory elaborates and the argot inflects.

Jael
Mendoza
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i.
By using my neighbourhood as the main subject and basis in
the analysis of rural surveillance1, and as the setting in the shooting
of the film, the project heavily relies on personal observations
and experiences of growing up in a small village in Talahiban,
San Juan, Batangas.

Naglipana ang mga Mata (A Swarm of Eyes) (2019) draws
much of its themes from an earlier film project Mga Bantas
sa Pagpanaw2 where I used my grandmother’s account of her
dreams and greatest fears as an audio to draw a continuum
to one of my greatest childhood fears (i.e. her death). The idea
that the subject’s narration of her dreams and fears is not an
altogether direct answer to the interview prompt, laying bare a
subject who can be further understood beyond these narrations,
makes it an operative material for Naglipana ang mga Mata which
examines the gothic nature of observation and visibility in the
rural village through ruptures and slippages.
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Becoming more of a transient to the place during the past years,
I feel both an insider and outsider to the village. The conscious effort
to act according to the expected ways of behaving and appearing
‘normal’ highlights the distance I have developed towards the
place and its residents, but the seldom homecomings do not
prevent me from knowing what goes around, the same way
that my neighbours know of my presence without me actually
setting foot outside the house. The visibility the place harbours
becomes a locus of both security and anxiety—there are always
people watching so there are less chances of someone causing
misdeed/disorder; there are always people watching and they
will know whatever you are doing.
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Naglipana ang mga Mata predominantly utilizes
interviews of old women (the topics of which
revolving around the myths in the village, their
recurrent/memorable dreams, and their greatest
fears), and shots of empty spaces and mundane
activities within the neighbourhood— a once
intimate site of my childhood and upbringing, and
now a space which I regard with certain distance
and anxiety. My choice of old women as sources of
narratives is influenced by my personal experience
of growing up in a household of women sustained
by a Catholic and moralistic grandmother, and by
my observation that the old women in the village
are the most visible agents upholding social and
moral order through their active involvements in
community works directed to maintain the social
fabric. As opposed to older men whose interactions
are mostly limited to occasional drinking sessions,
these women, who in most cases have also
outlived their husbands, have more frequent
interactions with each other, allowing them more
chances to exchange stories on the happenings
within the neighbourhood.

1

It is crucial to
acknowledge that there
are different modes
of ruralities, hence, it
cannot be generalized
that rural areas have the
similar nature of dealing
with disorder given the
varying socio-economic
contexts in these settings
especially if indigenous
communities and
militarized rural areas are
taken into account.

2 The project is an exploration
of detachment which
stems from my veering
off the traditional and
Catholic ways of having
been brought up by a
grandmother whose
death I used to fear when
I was a child. Having

While there is a tendency for the project to be
easily dismissed as another Gothic film because
in the first place, it still utilizes tropes which are
defining of the Gothic genre and the rural, the
film suggests that the rural can be re-presented
beyond the binaristic notions of urban-rural, and
that surveillance can be explored beyond its usual
mechanical and depersonalized associations. The
use of old women as the main subjects tends to
reinforce stereotypes on the rural and nature of
hearsay as a form of surveillance, but at the same
time, it presents another way of framing the rural
as not only a site of haunting through the visibility
it fosters, instead, it becomes a locus of tenderness.
ii.

ritualized the mourning
process and being aware
of its performativity
resonate to the use of my
grandmother as a subject,
along with the familiarity
of an existing belief that
the camera can steal
the soul (its irony on my
childhood fear of losing
my grandmother and my
current position as the
one holding the camera).
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ii.
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The opening scene suggesting a homecoming grounds the point
of view of the film, that is, the director’s, with my ambivalent
position of belonging to the community and recognizing a sense of
estrangement from not settling down the place, allowing me to filter
images and information because I am an insider, and to suggest an
insidious atmosphere because I feel like an outsider. Because the
POV has reflexivity, it cannot be confused with the voice-over of
old people since there are shots of spaces not navigated by these
people, and of the old people themselves where the camera’s
scrutiny is not possible from their own point of view but from an
outsider’s. Moreover, both the voice-over and some of the shots
intermittently break the fourth wall as the narrators address the
interviewer or as the residents become conscious of the camera.
The shots of the villagers also hint at the relationship of the
director and these subjects as evidenced by their familiarity with
the one holding the camera.
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Although one of the initial intentions of the project is to elude
direct indications that will divulge the transgressions in and
the dark secrets of the place and its residents so as to follow
the logic of unspoken rules/relations within the village, the
closing sequence, with its audio vaguely referring to a severe
offense by a community member, is the closest to a transgression
the film discloses. No matter how fragmented and distilled the
last sequence is, it seeks to reiterate the gothic quality of the
place through the gravity of the narrator’s transgression, and her
paranoia in making the confession in the town parish because of her
knowledge on the nature of surveillance in the place.
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The myths about the village are juxtaposed with shots of empty
spaces and mundane activities in the neighbourhood, and sequences
of photographs of occasional celebrations—the sites where the
community members move about emphasizing the quotidian order
the place tries to uphold. While scenes within the village dominate
this section, images indicating spaces outside the village, which
include videos captured and uploaded by community members in
their Facebook and Youtube accounts, are interspersed within these
sequences to denote the social mobility of many of these villagers,
and to emphasize that the rural is not static, frozen in time, as
stereotyped and romanticized in many literatures.
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The visual sequences juxtaposed with the audio where old women
narrate their recurrent or memorable dreams exhibit spaces not part
of the village mainly to corroborate the surreal in both the audio and
the visual, and to indicate the shift within the film, the audio-visual
elements no longer revolving around the village, but moving towards
the more intimate, the more personal, possibly humanizing the
narrators who, more or less, have only served as conduits of oral
history easily conflatable with one another.
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As the audio of the film shifts to the accounts of the narrators’
fears and anxieties, the visuals return to the spaces in the
village, but mostly limited to shots in which the narrators
themselves can be seen on screen as they engage in religious
activities that constitute the fabric of their community life, and
serve as the occasion which sustains their interactions with one
another. The aging bodies on the screen, with their preoccupation
in ritual, are iterations of the fears of these very bodies whose
anxieties revolve around death and old age, along with their
incessant recognition of and resignation to the divine.
iii.
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iii.

Notably comprising most parts of the film, the tales in the
village are iterations of the nature of hearsay. These accounts
serve as crucial aspect of the film that illuminate relations in
the village as they surface the interwoven lives of the villagers,
mostly indicated by the recounting of a series of names even if
only one person is being talked about to show familial connections.
Spaces of ghostly encounters are also referred through the names
of villagers.
Other than the close-knittedness of the place, the narrations reveal
the extent of knowledge these old women have about the other
members and those not from the village.
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Although myths, dreams, and fears are overt Gothic tropes, the
gothicism proposed by the project lies in rural surveillance, and
not in these devices per se. These devices are primarily utilized
because of their potential to reveal the nature of the dynamics
within the place along with the village’s capacity for observation
and maintaining social order. Their concurrent ties with the
gothic only become apparent throughout the project, making
them more organic even on a theoretical level. Because these
devices touch upon the terrors of the subjects, they have
more potential to uncover slippages beyond the accounts.
The narrators as terrified subjects then reveal part of the self
through their accounts and inevitably about the village, the self
being inextricable with the place, having spent most of their
lives in the community.
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These details are fundamental points that hint at the nature of
surveillance, the heavy familial relations, and the visibility the place
harbors, from which the gothic characteristic of the village can be
traced. More than this, the place is gothic because of its insistence to
uphold social order through the understood ways in which community
members avoid or deal with transgressions. Authorities such as
policemen or people not belonging in the village are usually kept at
bay when conflicts arise, and barangay officials are the last resort
when disagreements cannot be settled, which seldom happen.
Because of debt of gratitude and the long-time relations among
members—the weight of the past over the present (another
common Gothic trope)—direct confrontations are avoided. Rumor
then becomes the sole channel through which the unspeakable
becomes articulated. Thus the unspoken remains a simmering
undercurrent that only ruptures the otherwise even, normative,
and quiet surface of day-to-day by way of the hearsay. One
is therefore expected to behave properly or correct his/her
misdemeanour to avoid being the talk of the town.

iv.
These accounts containing utterances that entail both explicit
and implicit anxieties of narrators further reveal how these
anxieties are shaped by and/or connected to their material
and social space, i.e. the village, which is one of the foremost
sources of their security. This sense of security—both physical
and social—is a central and unrelenting concern among members
of the community whose long-established and immediate locus is
the village. The anxiety over the threat to the security/order is most
apparent in the old women’s knowledge about and regard toward
an outsider manifest through their delivery and frequent references
throughout the narrations.
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The recounting of stories of ghostly encounters also provides
avenue in articulating the anxiety incited by an outsider—an actual
person capable of executing physical force which can threaten
the order in the village. The resort to myths redirects this anxiety
by attributing the threat to an otherworldly being which, in
reality, does not have any material bearing in destabilizing the
community members’ physical and social security. By using and
believing in these tales, the anxiety over a real intruder
is repressed and disguised in the ghostly narratives.
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These narrations bear references to physical security and also
inform the social order the community tries to maintain. In the first
place, these ghost stories are used to make children behave and
listen to elders. However, they also insist on ways of upholding social
order by reminding community members to be wary of strangers
(they might be ghosts and otherworldly beings); to avoid going
to strange places (or wandering off the familiar perimeters of the
village); to return home before evening falls (which is most likely
related to the Angelus, when one has to be home before six P.M.);
and to always pray to avoid ghostly encounters (an obvious
insistence of the Catholic tradition).
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Throughout the narratives, these old women have a tendency
to be moralistic, noticeable in their disdain towards other
members who come home late and drunk hence experiencing
the unusual; in their constant mention of God; and in their
reiterations of the familial and social ties, which manifest even
in their dreams. This didacticism is again indicative of their
desire to preserve the community’s social and moral order.
The anxiety of the old women over the threat to social order
is most apparent in the narrations of their fears, in which they
are hounded by old age and impending death, along with the
realization that no one might oversee their families, or their
actions, and consequently the values they instilled in them to
become proper members of society.
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v.
As the narrations draw closer to more concrete and personal fears,
unlike the fear elicited by the myths and ghost stories, the narrators
are hysteric subjects whose statements do not offer
‘factual accuracy’3 as they become confronted by the 3 Slavoj Žižek. The
certainty of the sources of their anxieties.
Plague of Fantasies
The narrators as hysterical subjects further invite
(London: Verso, 1997),
a closer look within the gaps and beyond what
36.
is literally exclaimed or the contrary of such
proclamations in the accounts in Naglipana 4 Maria Beville. Gothicang mga Mata.
postmodernism:
Voicing the Terrors

Anxieties and desires are then channelled in the guise
of fantastic devices such as myths and dreams, and
Gothic literature as a ‘literature of excess’4 becomes a
fitting displacement of these repressions. In addition,
liminality as its staple theme caters to the hysterics
as ‘intermediaries between the “civilised” and the
“wild”, between the structured and the unstructured,
between the formal and the heterogeneous’5.
Because the narrators are the overseers of order,
one which demands a subscription to a rigid system
of social and moral codes, it becomes necessary to
restrain oneself so as not to succumb to the ‘absolute
peril of pleasure’—a restraint interestingly parallel to
the Catholic teachings on asceticism and excess.

of Postmodernity
(Amsterdam and New
York: Rodopi, 2009),
202.

5

Christopher McMahon,
“Hysterical Academies:
Lacan’s Theory of the
Four Discourses,” The
International Journal:
Language, Culture,
and Society. 2, (1997),
accessed November
22, 2019, http://
www.anialian.com/
Hysterical_Academies.
htmFour Discourses.
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vi.
While the increasing neoliberal advancements and their attendant
communication technologies virtually augment the village and link it
to various elsewheres, these same modalities also ensure surveillance
and a locked insularity among its inhabitants. By providing another
form of social space, social media serve as a possible locus of
resistance to the community’s surveillance since this is where
community members present versions of themselves not fully
confined by the village. However, they also lend themselves to the
gaze of fellow members because they are visible among one another
in these social spaces, the social media thus reinscribing gothic
surveillance but not completely nullifying the escape from the rural
gaze. Even community members who work abroad or outside the
village maintain their drive for observation, as exemplified by
their extensive knowledge of the affairs in the community without
being physically around.
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vii.
The visibility within the village is possible because everyone has the
capacity for observation but the film focuses on old women because
they are the utmost representative of the village’s surveillance through
their influence in maintaining social and moral order. Therefore the
line between the surveyed and the surveyor does not hold as the
nature of rural surveillance is paradoxical, and it is with everyone’s
complicity to be subjected under one another’s gaze that the
gothicism in rural surveillance persists to make the social
and moral order possible.

Although the raw interviews successfully exhibit the tendency
of the narrators to reveal the relations and visibility in the village
without intervention (i.e. interviewees just narrate the tales, their
dreams and anxieties without interruptions/questions from me),
the process of cutting and weaving snippets of the interviews
automatically obscures and fictionalizes these accounts, the
resulting audio becoming surreal and liminal.
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The authorial intervention trusts in weaving the accounts into a
seamless and presumably coherent narrative, taking up most
of the post-production process. The audio serves as the most
crucial aspect that would uncover the film’s objective to surface
gothic surveillance. The narrations bear the old women’s
policing capability, conscious and subconscious, through
their anxiety/disdain towards outsiders and their extensive
knowledge on community members, their vices, transgressions,
and social interactions, surfacing the embedded violent truths
about social life.
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Recurring in my writing, photography, and video works is the
dreamlike treatment of the subject matter. This kind of approach is
fitting and useful in Naglipana ang mga Mata because the liminal
voice-over and images condition the audience on the unconscious
to underscore the slippages within the audiovisual cues in the film
rather than taking them as they are. The dreamlike treatment further
assists in relaying to outsiders/viewers the obscurity of surreal,
sometimes absurd, but actual experiences/sensations/encounters as
an insider to the community.
The fragmentation of these narrations also serves
as a recognition of the limits of conventional storytelling to
account for experiences that can be argued as incommensurable,
for the instability of memory, and for the very plurality of these
oral histories that serve as counter-narratives to an objective
worldview, allowing the gaps and in-betweens to cater
to subjectivities and encounters that cannot be
written down and represented.

Other than the use of personal archive, the work as a subjective
video diary is highlighted by the blurring of binaries between
the filmmaker and the subjects as I also occupy the position of
the subject, being an insider in the community, making the work
a memoir, confessional and autobiographical through
the accounts of the old women that are themselves
also confessional and personal.
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The choice of shooting with phone and consumer-grade cameras also
aids in illustrating the nature of memory—with its very instability and
elusiveness for a definite representation—through the low resolution
of images produced by these technologies. The quality of shots of
the scenes in the village attempts to remove these sites as indexes
to an everyday and familiar space through their low resolution,
rendering them a haunting quality as opposed to a more mimetic
appeal created by glossy images. The defamiliarizing and haunting
characteristic of grainy and pixelated images also facilitates the
use of online videos in the project by removing them from their
very contemporary associations. Because of the degradation
of these clips in the process of downloading them, they create
a visceral dimension as opposed to the mundane and easily
recognizable nature of images uploaded in social media, making
them more coherent with the rest of the sequences in the film
and with the voice-overs.
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With the diversity of audio-visual materials used, it becomes a deluge
of floating signs extricated from their original contexts, this extraction
resulting in the blurred relationship between subjects, time, objects,
consciousness, and spaces which seeks to induce liminality and
eventually the slippages from the buildup of these audio-visual cues
that will reveal the collective unconscious and social imaginary
of the community. The removal of these materials, both the
audio and the visual, from their contexts, or the withholding
thereof, is deliberate as the film seeks to immerse the viewers
in the accumulation of these floating signs that if particularized/
individuated will defeat the sense of collectiveness these
audio-visual cues create.

Christian
Jil
Benitez
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A brown figure sits, her torso bare, her left arm outstretched with the
palm open. A skirt in yellow and red folk pattern wraps around her
waist—not too chromatically unlike to the three or so stand-in trees
behind her, most vibrant in their orange and green, suggestive of a
thicket that must be surrounding the moment. Her toes barely touch
the ground, whose pebbled surface is made sense by a nearby flatness
of blue-green: an implication of a river, whose lone white whorl in
the middle suddenly conjures into the scene a gentle sound, albeit of
course inevitably muted by the figure’s certainty of being a figurine,
encased as it is in a bell-jar.

fig. 1: Roberto Feleo, Mebuyan, 2009.
Image courtesy of the UP Vargas Museum.
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Mebuyan, the Bagobo deity believed to be residing in the
underworld, is depicted as such in one of Robert Feleo’s vitrinas
at the permanent exhibition of the Vargas Museum (fig. 1).
However, what the deity is most known for seems to be missing
in this particular rendition: her body, often imagined to be filled
with layers of breasts, is merely specked instead with white,
what could then be inferred as her nipples. Her body, therefore,
is ultimately shaped to be as that of any indigene, which is
to say human. And so, while the mythic provocations of the
figure—by the virtue of its name, at the very least—insist that
what is beheld under the glass dome is indeed the famous
many-titted deity, Mebuyan (2009) appears to undermine too
the same myth, in its seeming turn away from crucial details.

*
In the Bagobo mythology, Mebuyan was originally known
simply as Tube’ ka Lumabat, or sister to Lumabat, the Bagobo
hero who first journeyed to the sky and became immortal.
Prior to these events, Lumabat invited his sister to accompany
him in his adventure, only to be rejected for the reason that
she just did not want to go. A disagreement ensued between
the two, culminating to her filling a mortar to its brim with
rice grains, then sitting upon it. As the mortar began to spin
slowly and then downwards, grains fell to the ground, which she
declared to embody the human mortality thereafter: these grains
were human souls inevitably coming to the underworld, first to a
village that she herself would establish, and then finally
to Gimokudan, the spirit world.
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Such deviation, however, can be possibly fruitful in its revitalization of
this mythic figure thought to be already ascertained. It is this creative
opportunity that the present essay attempts to interrogate, through
a consideration of Mebuyan in her refractions, as in Agnes MiclatCacayan’s critical and literary engagements, as accompanied by Aster
Delgado’s illustration and Sadhana Bux’s From the Womb of Mebuyan
(1998); parts of Agnes Arellano’s Tatlong Buddhang Ina (1996), Project
Pleiades (2007), and Project Pleiades 2 (2018); Rita Gudiño’s Mebuyan
sa Idalmunon (2017); Kublai Millan’s Goddess (2002); and Robert
Feleo’s illustration in The Soul Book (1991) and the aforementioned
vitrina Mebuyan (2009). While these works differ in their respective
media and locations, ranging from portable paper to site-specific
ceramic, the navigation of these works and attendance to each of
their materiality ultimately proposes a mythographic syncopation:
from merely concentrating on the trope that is Mebuyan and
toward considering as well her tropicality, that is, her being a
trope, as actualized by particular ecologies. This way, another
way of seeing is aspired, one that is before the word that is
the myth, as to foremostly recognize and perceive instead the
material encountered in the present.
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Mebuyan came to be known by her own name since then, with
her village in the underworld called Banwa Mebuyan. In this place,
a black river is to be found, in which Mebuyan would assist the
gimokud or the souls of the dead through the ritual of pamalagu,
the washing of the head and joints that relieves the gimokud of
their longing to the bodies they left behind, easing them into their
inhabitation below the earth henceforth. Only after this ritual would a
gimokud be allowed to proceed to the Gimokudan—that is, if it does
not turn out to be an infant gimokud, in the case of which it would be
required to stay in Mebuyan’s village until it is finally able to eat rice.
Until then, the deity would take care of the infant gimokud, feeding it
from one of her many nipples that have grown all over her body since
settling in the underworld.
Mebuyan’s narrative presents thus a bifurcation of her figure:
that while she is believed to have originated human mortality itself,
she also signifies the promise of a most tender transition from this
earthly life toward the next as a spirit. Her ultimate transformation
then as the many-tittied deity only intimates her seemingly
contradictory position in the Bagobo mythology: the layers of
breasts that render her body grotesque to one’s imagination are
also the parts of herself that make her kindest, particularly to the
most vulnerable of spirits. “In this respect,” anthropologist
Jan Pieter Raats writes, “Mebuyan would be the great mother
of life as life actually is, containing the germs of death, thus
being mother and monster both, and very much qualified
to represent the totality.”

*
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These gestures nominated as all epithetic of Mebuyan becomes
clearer considering especially the intuitive association of
the Bagobo deity to the earth. According to Miclat-Cacayan,
Mebuyan’s layers of breasts that cover her body only translate
her as “a metaphor for the earth’s extravagance and exuberance,”
rendering her figure as the land itself, with their respective contours
and cleavages reminiscent of each other. Mebuyan’s being alreadythe-earth-itself is ultimately revealed in Aster Delgado’s illustration
of the deity, which accompanies Miclat-Cacayan’s texts a la comics:
with her eyes closed, the deity lies supine, her long black hair flows
like a river, with eight of her breasts protruding upwards, two of which
currently suckled each by a couple of infant gimokud.
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Mebuyan’s myth provides the potent opportunity for a handful
of decolonial attempts toward articulating a Philippine feminist
future, precisely for her figuration of a resistance that is also
most sustaining. For instance, in the story “The Shaman
Woman’s Dream” by Agnes Miclat-Cacayan, Mebuyan’s resolute
refusal to her brother’s whims, which extends to the creation
of her own place in the underworld, is cherished as a sign of
the possibility to begin anew, at any given moment. Through
such understanding of the myth, Miclat-Cacayan insists the
possibility to call Mebuyan in her many other names too,
among them “Renew, Recycle, Recreate, Restore, Reinvent, Reappropriate, Reclaim, Rebirth, Regenerate…”

Or as in the painting by Sadhana Buxani featured as the
cover of another book, aptly titled From the Womb of
Mebuyan (1998): sitting on the ground with three infant
gimokud, with two of them clinging to her breasts, the deity
is stark brown, her skin like the most generous of loam while
her body is lineated roundishly, already like the most succulent
of fruits. And that she looks down on these infant gimokud
only sets the trope: that certainly, “Mebuyan / Earth goddess /
Nurturing mother / Life-giver / Woman.”
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*
Agnes Arellano asserts that at any instance, an assemblage of her
works is considered as an “inscape,” that is, a topos whose sense
of continuity between objects is primarily perceived from their
essential—rather than the immediately material—interrelations.
Structuralism then lends her oeuvre a syntax: the “sacred” and the
“feminine” meet, as to permit the possibility of the “erotic,” that
mythic third in which even transgression itself must be transgressed,
effectually denaturalizing the most purported of logics. Hence the
surrealism in Arellano’s sculptures: the feminine is not only divine (or
the divine is not only feminine, for that matter), but more critically
multiple, as how citations of several mythologies can simultaneously
cohabit a single figuration.
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fig. 2: Agnes Arellano, Dea in Tatlong Buddhang Ina, 1996,
reinstalled in Inscapes, 2019, located at the Areté, Ateneo
de Manila University. Image courtesy of the author.

In Dea, the middle in the triptych of cast marble sculptures called
Tatlong Buddhang Ina (1996), Mebuyan is manifested as figure in
meditative pose, with creases on her neck as if a diaphane on the
skin through which the body insists to pass (fig. 2). From the figure’s
crotch, itself hidden by her folded legs, a serpent rises, its shape
reminiscent of the naga said to once protect Gautama Buddha himself
from natural elements during his own meditation centuries ago.
Instead of the similar stillness, however, Dea’s arms intimate another
possibility: while these seem to be tied behind her back, walking
around the sculpture reveals the apparent transition of these arms as
a pair of folded wings. Thus, any moment now can be a chance for
flight: Dea, Latin for “goddess,” sits between Vesta and Lola, dwelling
and dolor themselves, most misshapen because she is an embodiment
of the event itself of transformation. And so, pace the Barthesian
striptease, in Arellano’s Dea, immobility itself becomes a vesture,
a signal for imminent movements.
This concern on change, in another of Arellano’s work, turns in/
to a comparative moment among Asian mythologies. In Project
Pleiades (2007), currently four out of projected seven goddesses
stand with their arms open, each of them an amalgamation of
various mythic females. Here, Mebuyan coincides with Inanna, the
Mesopotamian deity associated with love fertility, and war; their
con-figuration is accentuated with tamaraw horns and hooves,
suggestively specifying into the vernacular the Bull of Heaven,
an animal whose incredible ferocity is at Inanna’s bidding. With
a triton in her left hand and a noose in her right, Inanna as
Mebuyan—and possibly as a tamaraw as a bull too—materializes
a certain argument toward a divine newness: transcendence, for
it to be true, must not only depart from this world, but as well as
from its worldly cultural boundaries.
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Hence, the prospect of the project as well to reiterate itself—and in
doing so, execute another moment of comparativity. In Project Pleiades
2 (2018), the above inscape partakes in Lawas, a public arts project in
UP Diliman, translating thus the four deities to an outdoor space. This
shift then warrants the change in color of the sculptures, from brown
to green, which in turn extends the invocation of Asian mythologies
toward a suggestion of an arguably global supposition: that the sacred
feminine associates with (if not already is, as Miclat-Cacayan has
asserted) the earth itself. This correlation of the sacred feminine
with the ecological permits these deities, standing amid the greener
thickets, for their tropical names: they too are the diwata of the folk
imagination; Inanna, as Mebuyan, is intuited to be the Marias of
the mountains as well.

*
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Under the solid material of Arellano’s sculptures is thus their
essential plasticity: that beneath the fixity of molds, the
possibility of figures melding as well with other figures, as
far as the potent rhetoric of myth is concerned. And so, while
these figures are revealed to be tropic, that is, structurations of
the most figurative of turns—indeed, the sacred, the feminine,
that vocabulary of archetypes—the tropics itself, as the trope’s
milieu, persists to collaborate: with its providence of habitat for
these works, the erotic.   
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A trope is a critical turn in any discourse, as a figuration of language
that simultaneously directs away and toward particular matters.
As such, a tropic image—say a grain of rice, a mortar, a breast or
even layers of it—is realized to be not merely an image, but perhaps
a force that is most vital in its implications that shape the very thing
it is presumed to merely represent. Thought, therefore, is truthfully
more dangerous than it seems: a trope deployed to define the outline
of a thing, in turns and in time, would substitute for the totality
of the thing signified.
Rosario Cruz-Lucero exemplifies the precariousness in the trope
through what she claims as “the first sex change operation in
the history of the Philippines”: “Only the androgynous diwata of
Makiling survived, because it transformed itself into a seductive
numph, her long brown hair waving in the wind, her Andalusian
nose cutting an angular silhouette in the twilight as she sat stock
still on a rock and dipped her lovely pointy toes into the Laguna.
And then, for a coup de grace, she appended ‘Maria’ into her
place of origin—and thus became the fairy godmother Mariang
Makiling.” Henceforth, these metonyms have altered the
Filipino perceptions on the intersection between nature
and gender: “bayan,” that earthly field, becomes an “ina,”
a mother whose manifold of sufferings has diminuted her figure
as perpetually in need of restoration, as to regress finally
to her virginity, that purity of being.
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Maria, therefore, is not mere variable a name, as it
significantly points to a sensibility at work in the trope of
the feminine naturale: that of coloniality, whose hierarchical
rhetoric of over/under is, of course, only gendered.
The Spanish theologian Tomás Sánchez, for one, in his
De sancto matrimonii sacramento (1602), first suggested that
during an intercourse (after marriage, obviously), the woman
must lie supine with the man on top of her, likening her to the
earth to be plowed and planted with seeds; it was for this reason
that it came to be known as the “missionary position.” Christopher
Columbus, in 1492, makes a similar comparison in a letter he sent
back home, saying that the earth was not round, but shaped like a
woman’s breast—that he was, in fact, at that time, heading toward
the direction of its nipple.
Despite the liberating potential then in harnessing the feminine
subjectivity through the terms of the natural, its tropicality, that is,
its being a trope must be reckoned, most especially for its
entanglements with colonial and patriarchal history. Such is a
necessary task, regardless of the seeming intention of one’s troping.
Therefore, this must include even attempts at flattery—just as how
Jose Rizal, an ilustrado and the national hero, idealizes the beauty
of a woman as Mariang Makiling as ineffable, unless through a turn
to the natural: by the figure of mutya, which can either be a small
stone considered as an anting-anting or a fetish; or a pearl, as in a
vernacular from the orient. Mebuyan, as a mythic opportunity, can
only be erotic then in her activation of an imagination that exceeds
the naivety of merely corresponding the feminine with the natural.
After all, a trope remains as such, and has not calcified into a
path, as long as it retains the capacity to turn toward elsewhere
at any given chance; a trope, in other words, must foremost be
erotic, with its turns only furthering to other turns.

fig. 3: Rita Gudiño, Mebuyan sa Idalmunon, 2017,
located at the University of the Philippines, Diliman
campus. Image courtesy of the author.
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Therefore, for each encounter with the figuration of the Bagobo deity,
a refusal must also somehow take place: the vision must see itself
too in moments and places away from what has been overtly, and
violently, offered. It is to chance upon the mythic figure, not only in its
figuration, but in its very figuarality—that entire ecology which gives
rise to this thingness. That is to say, it is to perhaps contend with a
figure its self-sufficiency, not only semiotically, but also materially:
it is to consider Mebuyan not only in terms within the silhouette
or mold of her representation at hand, but also through the
milieu beyond, as her extension in fact, with “external” elements
partaking as much the “internal” ones, all due to inevitable
contact and collaboration in time.

*
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In this sense, the tropics must then be allowed to intrude the
tropic: it is to realize the material ecologies at work simultaneous
to a given figuration of the trope. It is to perceive, for instance,
how humidity vigorously interacts with a figure, say to a marble
sculpture placed inside an airconditioned gallery, or to another
left outdoors, vulnerable to the possibly harshest turns of the
weather. And in turn, it is also to envision such figures recasting
ecological materials: what are mist droplets and raindrops on
the same sculpture, but perhaps sweat of varying degrees?
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The urgency in Rita Gudiño’s Mebuyan sa Idalmunon (2017)
lies not only in its figuration of the Bagobo deity in plump black
ceramic, but more so in its emplacement in the University of the
Philippines Diliman campus (fig. 3). For being situated by the
university lagoon reminiscent of the black river in the Bagobo
cosmology, the sculpture’s mythic implication is expanded through
its very milieu, intimating the tropics itself as part of the tableau
the figure rouses. A present encounter with the sculpture is thus
perceived to be a dislocation, too, in time: the mundane is now
made concurrent with the mythic past—and yet, the figure refuses
the exoticizing nostalgia, as the modern insists itself through
the sculpture’s techne, apparent as it is on the ceramic surface
alone. In other words, what takes place is the contemporary, that
simultaneity of times that can only be erotic, permissive as it is
for the trope to turn elsewhere, and elsewhen.
That is then to say, the contemporaneity of the figure turns
perhaps toward a spectral moment of comparison to another
figuration of Mebuyan—say, Kublai Millan’s Goddess (2002), one
of the four bronze sculptures located at the University
of the Philippines Mindanao campus.
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fig. 4: Kublai Millan, Goddess, 2002, located at the
University of the Philippines, Mindanao campus. Image
courtesy of John Bengan.

In such comparative chance, however, the latter figure must be
considered in its utmost materiality, as to not diminish it in mere
homogenizing of the trope, and thereby claiming it for an imaginary
of an untextured nation. For Millan’s rendition of the Bagobo deity,
in fact, distinctly disturbs the myth: Mebuyan is figured to not only
have multiple breasts, but also multiple hands—one holding a torch
above another holding a book and another a seedling, as a baby rests
in peace upon another arm (fig. 4). Each hand then gesturing toward
a different narrative, the outrageous simultaneity contemporizes
Mebuyan’s myth, not simply through its seemingly innovative addition
of limbs to the deity, but through the sculpture’s vital materiality
that intimates the present material conditions of many women: that
of laboring, in multiplicities, at any given moment, which demands
limbs whose strength must be no less than that of bronze. By turning
toward Mebuyan’s hands, therefore, the myth finally is bared of the
superficially pastoral, as to reveal a critique timely to the now.

*
In perhaps the first illustration of Mebuyan, Feleo’s depiction of
the Bagobo deity in The Soul Book (1991) seems to prefigure his
rendition of her in one of his vitrinas almost two decades later:
the deity sits on her mortar too, her breast-filled legs crossed, her
toes barely touching the ground. The sarong she wears eases her
into the scene, as its pattern blends her in to the detailed lone
tree behind her, as well as to the ground, pebbled as it is, with
the black river nearby, at the edge of the page. Other details are
visible too this time: the deity’s age, for one, is recognizable, with
her cheeks hollow and eyes sunken. On her left arm, itself layered
with three breasts, an infant gimokud lays, sucking another nipple
hidden behind the infant’s head.
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Meanwhile, her right arm rests, her palm on her lap, open for one
to see: another nipple. And yet, because it is without a breast, and
because the illustration is in merely black and white, another sight
becomes possible: that at the center of her open palm is instead an
eye, its pupil small, as if exposed to much light. What it sees remains
uncertain, as much as the small white stuff that seem to fall from the
said palm: drops of milk, grains of rice, or few tears of what could be
joy, or what could easily be sadness too. The illustration can only
imply so much, colorless and flat as it is. This way, what is ultimately
pointed out is the material: the paper that is foremost perceived
upon contact, what permits the event—and what also bounds
the figuration as a moment.
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It is in such awareness of the figurality that the trope becomes
tropical, and not merely tropic: for while the latter pertains
to the accordance to the turn of the trope, the former
recognizes being in such accordance, and therefore grasps
the materiality that engenders the turn. In other words, it is in
the sensing of the tropical that the erotic occurs: an epiphany
becomes possible, at hand even, through an encounter with
the very surface of things, their plain yet vital materiality. For
through an intimate recognition of the material, the present
is exposed and made more palpable. In such moment,
art is realized to be not a mere artifact or representation
of something else: it is a thing of the now, and thus most
contemporary with the one who perceives it.
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And so, Feleo’s Mebuyan vitrina is now understood to realize
its most urgent potency, not through its mythical reference alone,
but all the more so via the glass that encloses the figure of the
Bagobo deity. For with this glass, one is reminded of being presently
located in a museum, not just in the ideological history signaled by
the vitrina, but simply through the reflection its surface casts back
at the onlooker. In such literal moment of reflection, one can almost
reimagine the white specks on Mebuyan’s body as, in fact, her
eyes: perhaps she is looking back, for the one who looks at her is
apparently not so unlike her, similar as they are of being visible.
This way, glass is therefore turned inside-out, and the deity, as it
turns out, is actually omniscient.
What can be more erotic than this, knowing that one is indeed
being watched, too, and closely so—by a deity nonetheless?

This essay is an abridged version of Wong’s MA thesis
titled Gendered (Im)mobilities: Contemporary Art of the
Filipino Queer Diasporas (2019).
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In my practice, I adopt a “queer methodology” that
“scavenges” and pastiches peculiar sympathies and unlikely
sources towards an ekphrasis of equally idiosyncratic subjects
and visualities that remain unbound by the dictates of
nation, discipline, and body.2 Empirical proof of subjectivity
is not necessarily the endgame. Mel Chen theorizes this
indiscriminate, free-for-all attitude as a “feral approach to
disciplinarity” which irritates the expectations of “proper
archives for scholarship.”3 Jack Halberstam calls these
methodological perspectives “low theory” that “refuse to confirm
the hierarchies of knowing” in ‘high’ academic discourse.4 These
and other subterranean operations clandestinely entreat perishable
and insouciant forms that would have otherwise been occluded in
historicizing missions, without constricting them within the same
registers of evaluation.
I am particularly interested in mobilizing queer diaspora as method to
imagine differently Southeast Asia’s regionality, and in turn diversify
and re-territorialize its art historical affinities and disciplinary strictures.
Although the inclusion of a specific Philippine national framework and
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In her attempt at imagining the “unthinkable” queer diasporic
South Asian subject, Gayatri Gopinath makes a case for “illegibility
and unrepresentability,” putting into question the often-totalizing
expectations of identity and respectability politics. For Gopinath,
the intricacies of “minor…small, inconsequential, and ephemeral”
things propose alternative registers of the visual with which we might
empathize with experiences that are not necessarily amenable to
canonization or categorical inquiry. Incognito and oblique approaches
may reveal more about queer life and habitus. Faced with a lack of
evidentiary tools, Gavin Butt proposes gossip and other kindred and
“unverified forms of knowledge” in his writing of what he calls a
‘queer art history’. By privileging the casual, fleeting,
and unprofessionalized activity of gossip as source material,
Butt “queers the very practice of historical accounting itself”1
to accommodate, without necessarily consecrating, queer
subjects. Eccentric research methodologies nurture
earnestly imperfect hagiographies.

identity might seem incongruent to my exercise in
categorical agitation, that all the artists belong to
and/or are deeply informed by the Philippine queer
diasporic experience warrants certain address.
More concretely, the artists continue to learn and
create artworks over the course of several ongoing
residencies in the Philippines, complicating
premature judgements that theirs are tokenistic,
universalizing, or exogenous impressions of a
particular cultural experience.

1

Gavin Butt, Between
You and Me: Queer
Disclosures in the
New York Art World,
1948-1963 (Durham:
Duke University Press,
2005), 9.
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Gayatri Gopinath,
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Queer Diasporas and
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Her name was Jennifer Laude. Or as she was
affectionately known, Ganda, meaning ‘beauty’ in
Tagalog. The touching documentary Call Her Ganda
(2018), directed by PJ Raval, traces the events
preceding and following Ganda’s untimely death
on 11 October 2014, when she was drowned in the
toilet bowl of a motel room in Olangapo City by
American marine Joseph Scott Pemberton after
he realized that she was transgender.5 Like other
Philippine women in the port city, Ganda partook
in sex work that catered to American soldiers
docking in the Philippines. Proceeding under an
existing Philippines-United States Visiting Forces
Agreement, which allows the United States to
retain jurisdiction over its soldiers who are accused
of committing crimes in the Philippines, Ganda’s
criminal case sparked heated debates around
transgender rights, lingering American imperialism,
and Philippine national sovereignty. Sensational
and macabre details aside, Ganda’s story is an
important entry point to the fourth and most recent
work in Filipino-Australian artists Bhenji Ra and
Justin Shoulder’s ongoing episodic digital video
series, Ex Nilalang (2015–present). Riffing off the

2005), 22. Jasbir Puar,
Terrorist Assemblages:
Homonationalism in
Queer Times (Durham:
Duke University Press,
2007), xv.

3

Mel Y. Chen,
Animacies: Biopolitics,
Racial Mattering, and
Queer Affect (Durham:
Duke University Press,
2012), 18.

4

Jack Halberstam,
The Queer Art of
Failure (Durham: Duke
University Press,
2011), 16.

5

In September 2020,
President Rodrigo
Duterte granted
Pemberton an
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dyadic meaning of the Tagalog word ‘nilalang’ as both ‘creature’ and
‘creation,’ Ra and Shoulder conceived of the video series as a way
to bring forth non-normative genders and non-human vitalities in
Philippine creation mythologies.

fig. 1: Bhenji Ra and Justin Shoulder, Ex Nilalang (still),
2017, HD video. All images courtesy of the artists.
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Unlike the previous three episodes which were shot on location in
Australia and the Philippines and utilized sartorial and cosmetic
technologies, the fourth, approximately thirteen-and-a-half-minute
long iteration was created largely with computer-generated imagery
(CGI) in Australia. Digital technology enabled the artists to upkeep
communication and kinship relations with their collaborators in
the Philippines. It also allowed for more experimental, original
subjective representations, and more importantly, a remediated
treatment of water as elemental force and artistic material.
Cadence Kinsey, in her study of artworks that foreground the
use of digital technologies to represent water, cogently theorizes
that these works point to the ways in which the “apparently

immaterial and abstract are coming to have a tangible
impact on our daily lives [and the realm of the material].”6
Although technological space can be treated as a “social
and physical one,” rendering porous the material contours
and stakes of embodiment, Ra and Shoulder ground their
newfound virtuality with accountable artistic interpretations
of their discussants’ lived experiences.7 In Ex Nilalang, water,
previously fecal and asphyxiating to its primary interlocutor,
is reimagined as so many warped
and salubrious fantasies.
absolute pardon.
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More details here:

The opening scene of the video depicts a watery
vortex in a starry black atmosphere: a cylindrical
ocean suspended in an extra-terrestrial milky
way. This is the artists’ digital manifestation of the
skyworld, an “early Filipino view of the universe”8
wherein the sky is revered as the “creator of the
universe.” Trans inhumanism blooms at the heart
of this skyworld’s liquid, ontological primordiality.
Accompanying this opening tableaux, Christine
Villareal, a close friend of the artists, narrates in
Tagalog a fictional text written by them:

https://www.nytimes.
com/2020/09/17/
magazine/philippinesmarine-pardon-duterte.
html.

6

Cadence Kinsey,
“Fluid Dynamics: On
the Representation of
Water and Discourses
of the Digital,” Art
History Vol. 43 No. 3

Beautiful Sireyna, did you forget you had gills,
That you were once fish?
When he held your crown below the sea,
Why did you not swim away?
Could you not breathe under lies?
When his hands occupied your islands.
Scary

(June 2020): 22.

7

Allucquère Rosanne
Stone, The War of
Desire and Technology
at the Close of the
Mechanical Age
(Massachusetts: MIT

In this text, the artists clearly personify Ganda’s
abject, watery demise, likening her instead to a
queenly and “beautiful sireyna” – a mermaid of
Philippine mythology. They also refer to Super
Sireyna, a trailblazing pageant for transgender
women that was first televised in the Philippines in
1995. Shunning prior incidents of destitution and

Press, 1995), 42.

8

Francisco Demetrio,
Myths and Symbols:
Philippines (Manila:
National Book Store,
1990), 33.
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demonization, transgender and inhuman beauty become intimate in
regal phantasmagoria. Here, water is a recuperative field. Likewise,
in his anthropology of transgender Philippine tomboys employed in
seafaring jobs, Kale Fajardo knots the ‘trans’ in ‘transgender’
and maritime ‘transportation’, conjecturing that the expansive
prefix generates multiple mobilities across space and subjectivity.9

Blooming water petals usher in the ensuing minute-long
interlude. The screen is then inundated with kawaii, or hypercute, anime-style selfies of fellow transgender Filipinas dressed
in sexy lingerie. The selfies are layered one on top of another,
forming a patina of airbrushed, glossy prettiness. Meanwhile,
generic stock images and video clips of waterfalls and water ripples
play out in the background. The aspirational girl gang are Ra and
Shoulder’s friends and artistic collaborators who have featured in
previous Ex Nilalang videos. In their selfies, the women’s eyes are
digitally decorated with glimmering tears, giving an appearance
of petulant vulnerability. A giant bedazzled water droplet closes
out the section.
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Further into the video, another visual reference to water: against an
aquatic backdrop, Ra’s pained countenance comes into focus. Large,
spherical tears emblazoned with yin-yang symbols stream from
her eyes (fig. 2) as Shoulder’s distorted voice narrates in English, a
second elegiac ‘prayer’ for Ganda that calls on a supreme maternal
force to “split our bamboo and make us babaylan.” With this
resonant plea, the artists summon the pre-colonial Philippine
shamans who embody femininity and gender variance to
perform an origin myth. At the prayer’s conclusion, the music
climaxes and Ra’s tongue elongates to unnatural proportions,
approximating an image of the manananggal: a nocturnal
“viscera sucker” who takes on the guise of a pretty maiden by
day, and “become[s] monstrous” by night, detaching its lower
body and sprouting wings and a long tongue to feed on human
innards and fetuses.10 Ra and Shoulder’s wet digital world is
transformative. Ensconced within, a body’s permutations and
their possible life-paths are remixed.

For Simon May, cuteness is often perceived as trivial,
powerless, innocuous, an infantile distraction, cuddly,
comforting, and most “certainly not…a worthy subject of
investigation.”11 Cute is a minor category reminiscent of
the ancillary or awkward place of gender and sexuality in
art history of the region and beyond. Conversely, because it
is so easily underestimated, cuteness is capable of satirizing
the “value we attach to power – as well as our
assumptions about who has power and who 9 Kale Bantigue Fajardo,
doesn’t,” who is idolized or punished
Filipino Crosscurrents:
12
for their charms.
Oceanographies
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of Seafaring,

The digitally doctored and beautified selfies
illustrate how the artists foreground digital
technology to create, enhance, and instrumentalize
images of saccharine prettiness to revise phobic
assumptions that have been drawn between
transgender people and monsters like the
manananggal. Here and elsewhere in Ex Nilalang,
Ra and Shoulder have cleverly privileged an
aesthetic of digital cuteness and superficial appeal
as an ameliorating salve and shield for Philippine
trans and gender non-conforming communities.
In their work, cutesy prettiness is protective and
ennobling, not a prohibitive archetype.

Masculinities,
and Globalization
(Minneapolis:
University of
Minnesota Press,
2011), 158.

10

Maximo D. Ramos,
Filipino Cultural
Patterns and Values
and their Mythological
Dimensions (Quezon
City: Island Publishers,
1973), 20-1. Ra

In the final, four-minute-long scene, a severed
robotic arm floats ominously through shallow
waters. Appearing to possess a mind of its own,
the arm proactively rejoins and awakens its host:
Shoulder’s inert, supine body. Recalling an earlier
scene depicting Ra’s multiple avatars poised on
a mountain of waste (fig. 1), Shoulder’s body is
stranded on a shoreline of detritus and refuse
littered with tabos (household water buckets used
in the Philippines), rundown air conditioning units,
decrepit architectural scaffolding, and even a
towering, decapitated Jollibee statue.

and Shoulder have
also referenced the
manananggal in
previous episodes of
Ex Nilalang.

11

Simon May, The Power
of Cute (New Jersey:
Princeton University
Press, 2019), 1.

12

May, Cute, 2-3.
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fig 2: Bhenji Ra and Justin Shoulder,
Ex Nilalang (still), 2017, HD video.

fig. 3: Bhenji Ra and Justin Shoulder,
Ex Nilalang (still), 2017, HD video.

DECORATIVE DICKS ONLY: AMY LIEN AND ENZO CAMACHO
RESEARCH AND REPROGRAM ALFONSO OSSORIO’S
ANGRY CHRIST

Positioned symmetrically like an angel’s splintered wings,
brown coconut husks bear menacing crimson stigmata; eyes
that gaze back unflinchingly. A ghoulish body anchors, and is
enmeshed within, this composition; its outstretched hands and
giving heart rendered in robust orange and yellow hues. This
effusion, titled Big Dick Energy (2019), belongs to a suite of five
paintings by Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho which features motifs
from, and is situated within, their sprawling recreation of PhilippineAmerican modern artist Alfonso Ossorio’s (1916-1990) infamous
Angry Christ mural (1950) [figs. 4 and 5]. Magnifying nuclei in a
loaded terrain.
Located in the Chapel of St. Joseph the Worker on Negros Island,
Ossorio’s mural continues to exert its powerful presence on the
church’s main constituency of local sugar workers. In their visual
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This noxious trash-scape was modelled after Smokey Mountain,
a landfill and slum in Manila. The prominence given to lifeless,
decaying ruins in Ra and Shoulder’s video counterpoints the predictable
absence of undesirable stuff like rubbish and poverty in utopic myths.
In contrast, as fireworks emblazon the dusk sky above, Shoulder dances
freely atop the trash-scape, growing mechanic wings that emit blue
flames and zoomorphic pikachu tabos: an electric and reproductive
machinic assemblage plugged in to their environmental context
(fig. 3). In the artists’ dreamworlds, a surplus of banal, dispensable
items like tabo are celebrated as fantasy portals. At the video’s
conclusion, Shoulder’s body appears to degenerate, puffing steam
and sprouting debilitating, kaleidoscopic mould. This time, his
head detaches into a crab-like creature, floating away, as his arm
did, on its own quixotic journey. For Ra and Shoulder, extinction
is Edenic: an ironic hospital that births mythical, flummoxing
creatures. Ex Nilalang (2017) locates abundant geneses in the
compounded death-drives of queerness, inhuman creatures, and
subjective annihilation.

reinterpretation, Lien and Camacho monochromatically and
meticulously trace, in the present, the tributaries of Ossorio’s
mural – his flamboyant version of the biblical scene,
The Last Judgment – annotating it with their research 13 For further reading on
on the mural which has also been presented as a
Ossorio’s biography,
series of lectures. This Russian doll of a text is a study
consult Amy Lien and
of artists studying an artist who studied an art object.
Enzo Camacho, The
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Angry Christ, lectures

Someone who has big dick energy does not
necessarily need to be in possession of one. Dicks
without utilitarianism, for decorative purposes only.
The salacious millennial colloquialism divests from
biological essentialism and abstracts the prowess
of a socially constituted masculinity, meaningfully
imbibing its forcefulness into other ostracized
figures. In the same way, through their researchintensive lectures, recreated murals, and works
on paper, Lien and Camacho seek to “radically
reprogram” the energies and intensities of Ossorio’s
mural, channeling them into receptacles and
realities in the present.

at NTU CCA Singapore,
1 December 2018,
and House of Frida,
Bacolod, February
2019; Alfonso Ossorio:
A Survey 19401989 (Manila: Ayala
Foundation, 2018);
Angels, Demons, and
Savages: Pollock,
Ossorio, Dubuffet
(New Haven: Yale
University Press,
2013); Brian Friedman,

In Ossorio, Lien and Camacho identify a productive
ambivalence. Disregarding sensationalist
interpellations of Ossorio, a glimpse into his
biography, which the artists have investigated more
thoroughly in their lectures, provides insight into
his alignment with their line of inquiry.13 Born in
Manila on 2 August 1916 to a Spanish father and a
Chinese-Filipino mother, Ossorio left the Philippines
for boarding school in England less than a decade
later. In 1933, he became a naturalized American
citizen, and in the years that followed, like Lien and
Camacho some decades later, majored in fine arts at
Harvard. His senior thesis, titled “Spiritual Influences
on the Visual Image of Christ,” underscored his
deep Catholic faith. Ossorio went on to marry and
divorce one Bridget Hubrecht before settling down

Alfonso Ossorio
(New York: Harry
N. Abrams, 1972);
Francis V. O’Connor,
Alfonso Ossorio:
The Child Returns,
1950-Philippines,
Expressionist Paintings
on Paper (New York:
Michael Rosenfeld
Gallery, 2000); Helen A.
Harrison, Horror Vacui:
Filling the Void – A Fifty
Year Survey (New York:
Michael Rosenfeld
Gallery, 2002).

fig. 4: Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, Big Dick Energy, 2019, ink, candle wax,
watercolour, and gouache on paper made from cotton, bagasse, and palm
husk, 56 x 56 cm. All images courtesy of the artists and Renan Laru-an.
Photographs: Agnese Sanvito

fig. 5: Installation view of Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, Notes on
“The Angry Christ”, 2019, charcoal, real/imitation blood, molasses,
semen, soil, and sweat, dimensions variable; and Immersion, ink,
candle wax, watercolour, and gouache on paper made from cotton,
bagasse, and palm husk, 66 x 30 cm.
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with his eventual life-partner, American ballet dancer Ted Dragon,
in a Hamptons estate from 1952 until his death in 1990. Numerous
speculations are made in exhibition catalogues on Ossorio’s sexuality,
which conflicted with his religious devotion and worsened an already
unhappy childhood marred by familial rifts and divorce.
A biracial, queer, and diasporic figure, Ossorio never quite belonged
in this or that social environment or artistic milieu. As one writer
succinctly summarizes: “Ossorio escapes classification.”14 It could
be said that Ossorio embodies the queerness of queerness. While
working on the Angry Christ mural in Negros, Ossorio kept
diaries which illuminate his personal thoughts. On the first page
of an entry from 1950, Ossorio saturninely summarizes the
lifelong internal tensions that surfaced upon his first and final
return ‘home’:

In the next diary entry, he continues: “There is no ‘purity’: no
completely male or female, black or white, good or evil, created
thing,” exemplifying his “duality of being” and “longing for
wholeness.”16 Ossorio’s inveterately irresolute identity bled
into his artistic practice, which art historians and critics have
variously characterized as ambiguous, “amorphous,” decentralized,
“equivocal,” and overwhelmingly excessive.17
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The necessity for [word erased] childhood
As lonely as his was to prepare
Him to reflect honestly in his work, the anxieties
Of an age that had not know[n]
The touch of a happy family life.
The necessity of being
An Eurasian, deracinated
Never at home in any
Conventional category
The necessity of being among
The insulted and injured.
The necessity of being hs or bs [homosexual or bisexual].15
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In their lectures to date, Lien and Camacho have privileged
the undecidability of Ossorio’s subjectivity and mural,
especially through their analyses of these key passages in his
diaries. Through generative gestures of writing, they (mis)read
the “distinctly libidinal charge” of Ossorio’s mural, drawing out
its “kinky...indulgent pleasure.” Diction is not without intention
in Lien and Camacho’s lectures: their description of Ossorio’s
rendering of Christ’s stigmata as “swollen, puckered…anuses,”
suffuses the revered mural with sexual flagrancy and abject
corporeality. Unsurprising, then, that their revivified mural, Notes
on “The Angry Christ”, was delineated in a textured mauve paste of
blood, molasses, semen, soil, and sweat. A swirl of bodily secretions
for a holy caucus.
The artists have, however, been careful to inject their freeform
research inquiry with sobering doses of reality. For example, they
contextualize a fluid approach to Ossorio’s subjectivity with indepth research on the mural’s political histories and surrounding
communities. Informed by extensive field research,
their lectures weave together such pertinent issues 14 Friedman, Alfonso, 92.
as sugar worker uprisings since the 1970s, personal
accounts of sugar workers’ living and working 15 Lien and Camacho,
conditions, and alternative farming practices.
The lives of Negros sugar workers who perused
Ossorio’s mural are integral to Lien and Camacho’s
information-gathering process. In their researchdriven practice, the seemingly disparate propositions
of queer speculations and rural class politics are
two “unexpected collaborators” in a wider project
of social emancipation. In pressuring the artists
to commit to locational, ethical, and conceptual
permanence, the Ossorio project also, in their own
words, “presented a clear challenge [and revision of
their] peripatetic form of art practice.”

Angry Christ, 2018.

16

Lien and Camacho,
Angry Christ, 2018.

17

Jean Dubuffet, “The
Initiatory Paintings
of Alfonso Ossorio,”
in exh. cat. Angels,
Demons, and Savages:
Pollock, Ossorio,
Dubuffet (New
Haven: Yale University
Press, 2013), 116-20.
Friedman, Alfonso, 45.
Harrison, Horror, 11.
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fig. 6: Detail of Amy Lien and Enzo Camacho, Notes on
“The Angry Christ”, 2019, charcoal, real/imitation blood,
molasses, semen, soil, and sweat, dimensions variable.
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The duo’s representational strategies mirror their revitalized
commitment to the local context. On a recent research trip
to Negros Island, they made the material surfaces of their
new paintings with an improvised paper presser. Given the
makeshift handmadeness of the presser, each piece of paper
is heavily textured, personalized, and hardly industrial – no two
sheets are identical. Lien and Camacho sourced natural materials
like empty bird’s nests, bagasse (a fibrous byproduct of cane
sugar manufacturing), and sugarcane flowers from the island’s
terrain which they then pressed into the papers, literally imbuing
their visual propositions with Negros’ fecundity.
Through parallel gestures, Lien and Camacho think both expansively
and with accountability around the unpindownable figure of Ossorio.
Their research-driven lexicon reads Ossorio’s work and subjectivity
in relation to contemporary socio-political commitments. While
these allochthonous associations are kindred and generative, one
might also wonder whether Ossorio’s slipperiness is amenable to
any identifications at all – this text included. Lien and Camacho’s
mural seems to allude to this productive quandary. Annotated with
the artists’ intentions to “radically reprogram” Ossorio’s mural
through “collective expressions of anger in the present”, a hand – its
vascularity almost fleshy, touchable – escapes its spatial
confines, deviating onto an adjacent wall in a gesture
towards unknown paths (fig. 6).
(IM)PERFECTLY ME

I may not be perfectly beautiful
I may not be perfectly sexy
But I am proud and happy
Because I am perfectly me…
- Audio excerpt from Super Sireyna Beauty Pageant, Ex Nilalang (2017)
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Following the glossy prettiness of the trans girl selfies, the above
soliloquy closes out the interlude of Ra and Shoulder’s Ex Nilalang.
For the anonymous transgender pageant contestant, sincerity and
authenticity outweigh the pressure for flawless excellence. Indeed,
she views herself as perfect precisely because of her imperfections.
Tensions are also palpable in Ossorio’s subject position. In his eulogy,
his brother and commissioner of the mural Frederic recognized the
“pull and clash of painful forces within Alfonso’s very being,” and
the “polarized tension [that] wrack[ed] him with oscillating surges…
in his life’s work.”18 Retaining and embracing the unresolved nature
of these competing forces, Lien and Camacho channel them to
augment the theoretical, historical, and socio-political scopes
of Ossorio’s work in the contemporary moment. Formulated
in relation to English literary works by Philippine writers,
Denise Cruz’s concept of ‘transpacific femininities’ edifies
my methodological approach to these artistic practices. For
Cruz, gender complicates Philippine national identities and
borders, the primacy of which she acknowledges and further
deconstructs by welcoming more capacious “states of transition
and change.”19 Resisting the urge to entrap and stabilize
fluctuating and competing notions of being Philippine, Cruz
intently holds up their disconcerting and “unstable potential.”20
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Throughout this paper, I have consulted queer research
methodologies to delicately trace bodies, objects, and approaches
that have been considered unorthodox or unclassifiable within
institutionalized canons, languages, and epistemologies. I take
seriously the alternative valuations and sightlines required to
address queer diasporic subjects and their artistic production and
am interested in the potency of queer diaspora as method, not
empiricist fodder for a teleology of liberalist umbrage. By investing in
analyses of contemporary art practices, I propose instead that queer
diasporas tactically vasectomize the regimes that have
insidiously marked, structured, and delimited our 18 Liliane Rejante
existential possibilities.
Manahan, “Beyond the
Fury and the Colour,”
in Alfonso Ossorio:
A Survey 19401989 (Manila: Ayala
Foundation, 2018), 22.

19

Denise Cruz,
Transpacific
Femininities: The
Making of the Modern
Filipina (Durham: Duke
University Press,
2012), 7-8.

20

Cruz, Transpacific, 23.
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Martha Atienza (Netherlands/Philippines) and Nathalie Dagmang
(Philippines) have often been conceptually linked together for their
shared preoccupation in developing socially engaged, communitybased art practices, focused on issues including empowerment and
sustainability. In recent critical writing, both have been connected
with an ethnographic tendency within contemporary art. While
Dagmang has overtly acknowledged her desire to use art and
ethnography collaboratively, Atienza does not employ the term
in regards to her own practice. A comparison of Dagmang’s
2019 exhibition Turbulent Waters and Atienza’s Para sa Aton
(est. 2013) through the lens of an ethnographic turn highlights
the convergences and dissimilarities in their practices, and
reveals how each takes on multivalent artist roles to broaden
understandings of the definition and purpose of art. 1

TURBULENT WATERS (2019)

Nathalie Dagmang was born and raised in Marikina City, a
neighborhood on the outskirts of the city of Manila. Since 2015,
Barangay Tumana, where most of her mother’s family reside,
has formed the subject of her art practice, addressed through
various media, including photography, paintings, video,
installation, and the presentation of archival material.
Tumana is subject to periodic flooding from the Marikina River,
which often rises several meters in height. Many of its residents
do not have the means to move away from the area, despite its
flood-prone nature, and are dependent on the lands surrounding
it as a source of living. In recent years, studies have taken place to
try to alleviate the floods, as their impact is felt far beyond Marikina
City. Expensive and controversial engineering projects have resulted
in the building of enormous concrete floodwalls, brutalist structures
which divide towns from the river and the fertile land below.2 Despite
this, numerous dwellings are flooded each year.
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ART AND ETHNOGRAPHY: NATHALIE DAGMANG’S

fig. 1: View of Tumana River and the village surrounding it, Barangay
Tumana. Part of Turbulent Waters, 2019, photograph on C-print in multivariable installation, Tin-Aw Art Gallery. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Dito sa may Ilog ng Tumana: A Sensory Investigation on The
Contradictory Relationship of Barangay Tumana with the Marikina River
(2015) was Dagmang’s thesis exhibition and her first work to focus on
Barangay Tumana. Comprised of video footage, still photographs, and
found objects, this award-winning work created a sensory space in the
gallery at the University of the Philippines (UP) - Diliman’s College of
Fine Arts, the floor scattered with broken rubber flip flops, and washed
with a thin layer of mud and dirt as though river waters had swept
through it. Videos were projected on a large tarpaulin screen and
across corners of the gallery, giving an impromptu feeling to the
display, and reinforcing the notion of salvage after a flood.

This thesis project collects sensory imageries that are
reflective of the relationship of an urban riverine community
(Barangay Tumana) with its environment. Ethnographic
methods will be incorporated in my art-making process in
order to ensure a deeper understanding of the community,
while methods of montage will be used in reconstructing
the sensory data gathered in the context of an art exhibition.
The field of ethnography can provide the visual arts
alternative routes in examining and portraying landscapes and
communities, and vice versa.3
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Although she was enrolled in Fine Arts at UP at this time,
Dagmang was interested in the ways in which art and
ethnography intersected, and the exhibition represented her
conscious investigation of this relationship. She indicated the
importance of ethnography to her thinking and her methodology
in an explanatory statement prefacing the exhibition:

1

Articles associating
Atienza with
ethnography
include: , Lara Acuin,
“Martha Atienza,
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Fair Isle 59°41’20.0N

Dagmang’s use of the word “sensory” in the title
of her work, and her desire to collect “sensory
imageries” is significant in this context.
First identified in the 1990s, the “sensory turn”
in ethnography was informed by a consciousness
of the dominance of language and narrative in the
discipline, and a call for a stronger engagement with
visual, performative and material representations.4
(This has run parallel to a comparable “ethnographic
turn” in visual culture, with many contemporary
artworks incorporating elements of practice-led
research and fieldwork, inquiring into
colonial knowledge or archives, and
utilizing documentary methodologies.5)

2°36’23.0W,”Silverlens
Galleries, accessed
August 5, 2020,
https://www.
silverlensgalleries.
com/artists/marthaatienza/series/fair-isle5941200n-236230w,
and Claire Wilson,
“Ateneo Awards
2016 announce
winners”, Art Radar
Journal, 21 September
2016,https://
artradarjournal.

In 2019, Dagmang extended the research she
undertook for Dito sa may Ilog ng Tumana to present
a solo exhibition titled Turbulent Waters at Tin-aw
Art Gallery.6 Diverging from the overall sensory
environment established in the earlier work, the
installation of Turbulent Waters became both an
artwork and ethnographic project. With Dagmang
taking on a curatorial role, the exhibition was
composed of a set of still photographs, carefully
placed and considered in their proximity, a miniature
artist book tied with string, a single video work, and
a glass cabinet containing gathered or found objects.
Many of the photographs were pinned directly to the
wall, with some smaller framed works resting on a
shelf, often in loose grids of five. Most dated from
2015, when Dagmang first began her investigations in
Tumana, and she also included a group of new works
made in 2018 and 2019.

com/2016/09/21/
ateneo-art-awards2016-announcewinners/. Atienza has
also commented on
connection between
her practice and
Dagmang’s in terms of
community focus. See
Don Jaucian, “Why the
international art world
is paying attention to
Martha Atienza’s art”,
CNN Philippines, 25
November 2016,https://
cnnphilippines.com/life/
culture/arts/2016/11/25/
martha-atienza-coverstory.html.
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This sense of an extended temporality in Turbulent Waters fits
with Dagmang’s “multi-temporal” style of fieldwork, completed over
time at frequent intervals and involving a continued relationship with
the site of her original research – thus deepening the relationship with
the Tumana community, and widening the scope of her ethnographic
study in subtle ways. Dagmang is now enrolled in a Masters in
Anthropology, and continues to work towards a “fieldwork method
that can utilize art as a more collaborative and inclusive tool to both
represent and mobilize communities”. 7

fig. 2: A checklist of items in a disaster kit. Detail of
Turbulent Waters, 2019, multi-variable installation,
Tin-Aw Art Gallery. Image courtesy of the artist.
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2
In Turbulent Waters many of the photographs
were landscapes, with human figures distant or
implied through the presence of industry. Close-up
photographs (devoid of linear perspective) focused
on floodwaters, accumulated detritus, and random
objects impacted by the floods, with descriptive
classifications according to use or current status. As
Tessa Guazon notes, she “records numerous facets
of the river: its murky waters, sludge peppered with
garbage, agglomerations of trash and waste, or the
stray verdant greens that thrive in the waters.”8 The
video work, Floodwater (2015/2018) recorded the
brown floodwaters from above in action, churning,
and bubbling in constant movement. Another group
of photographs showed more distant views of the
landscape – farmers washing their buffaloes in the
river; a looming concrete bridge; the black smoke
from a local factory against a golden sunset; the vast
flood wall dividing the houses from the fields below;
and the same concrete wall adopted by local children
as an impromptu diving board and giant waterslide.

Dagmang confirms
that these projects
were initiated by the
local city government
following the
devastation caused by
the 2011 supertyphoon
Ondoy. See Nathalie
Dagmang, artist’s
website, https://
nathaliedagmang.
wixsite.com/portfolio/
project-greenhouse.

3

Nathalie Dagmang,,
“Dito sa may Ilog ng
Tumana: A Sensory
Investigation on
The Contradictory
Relationship of
Barangay Tumana
with the Marikina
River” (undergraduate

Also part of the display and experience of the
exhibition was a rectangular glass-lidded cabinet
containing objects more traditionally associated
with archives and anthropology – maps and satellite
views of the area, and personal objects, including
a worn checklist disaster kit (fig. 2) used in times of
emergency and family photographs held by
pieces of gravel.

thesis), University of
the Philippines-Diliman,
2015), abstract.

4

More elaborate
discussion here:
Kris Rutten, An van
Dienderen, and Ronald
Soetaert, “Revisiting

As noted above, Dagmang took on the role of the
curator in this exhibition, a strategy that is becoming
important to a range of contemporary artists in
the Philippines who are concerned with social
engagement.9 The trajectory of the exhibition was
reminiscent of Geeta Kapur’s definition of a curator
from her 2007 paper “Curating: in the public sphere”:

the Ethnographic Turn
in Contem-porary Art,”
Critical Arts 27, no. 5
(2013).

5

Some of the important
texts on art and
ethnography include
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fig. 3: Turbulent Waters, 2019, installation view,
Tin-Aw Art Gallery. Image courtesy of the artist.

the writings of Hal

I favor looking at an exhibition as an itinerary,
and an argument, where the curatorially determined
itinerary and the expositional argument
are intertwined and unfold in time to a walking
rhythm, and where the installed exhibition,
a synchronous structure supported by a
mise-en-scène, is staged by the curator.10

Foster, “The Artist as
Ethnographer,” in The
Return of the Real
(Cambridge: MIT Press,
1996);); George Marcus
and Fred Myers, eds.,
The Traffic in Culture:
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Reconfiguring Art

Dagmang in fact extends this notion of the curator
to what could be termed a para-curatorial strategy
by incorporating modes of visual ethnology.
She integrates the qualitative research methods
associated with the discipline (participant
observation, informal conversations, and interviews)
which are traditionally textual, in a visual form.
She collects ethnographic data through the visual
means of photography, video, objects and an artist
photobook annotated by hand. In addition, the
culmination of the study is presented in a visual form,
through the means of the exhibition itself.

and Anthropology
(Berkeley:University
of Califor-nia Press,
1995); Nora A. Taylor,
“The Southeast
Asian Art Historian
as Ethnographer?”,
Third Text 25, no. 4
(2011) and “Art without
History? Southeast
Asian Artists and Their
Communities in the
Face of Geography,”

11

In her broader practice , Dagmang has consciously
employed strategies such as participative
observation, interviews, and background research.
In order to invite modes of active spectatorship and
to share “ethnographic power” and authorship, she
incorporates methods such as placing the camera in
the hands of the subject; asking questions that can
be answered by images rather than text; and using
captions written by the subjects and contributors.
Sharing the artwork with the community is also an
important aspect of her practice – for example, with
Turbulent Waters Dagmang had the photographs
printed on tarpaulin and displayed them in front
of the Barangay Hall in Tumana as part of a public
exhibition and alongside a climate change workshop.
This and her method of display in terms of
“montage” and “sensory data” assist in blurring the
lines between participant, subject, and artist.12

Art Journal 70, no.2
(2014).

6

“Turbulent Waters,”
Tin-aw Art Gallery,
accessed August 5,
2020, http://tin-aw.
com/exhibit/145.

7

Nathalie Dagmang,
“Artist statement,”,
artist’s website,
accessed August
5, 2020, https://
nathaliedagmang.
wixsite.com/portfolio/
about.
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Another key strategy in Turbulent Waters was her use of montage
(fig. 3), a careful arrangement of the photographs according to
perspectives and viewpoints, allowing an oscillation from the
immersive and sensory, to the classificatory and archival,
and the distant ‘objective’ view. Rather than presenting an emotional
perspective on the issues faced by Barangay Tumana’s residents, she
classified and organized the sensory data and accumulated materials
to build up meaning, allowing viewers to be immersed in the
materiality of the situation as it confronted the people
in the community. For this reason, the landscapes in and
around Tumana take on a stronger presence than the
representation of individual people.

fig. 4: A floating station rebuilt by community members in
Madridejos. Part of the photo documentation initiative by
Para sa Aton. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Turbulent Waters demonstrates Dagmang’s experimental
approach to ethnographic representation, and her privileging
of art-based, visual and participatory methods, both in the
gathering of data and its presentation. As she comments: “the

8
field of ethnography can provide the visual arts
alternative routes in examining and portraying
landscapes and communities, and vice versa.” By
taking on multivalent roles of curator, ethnographer
and artist, Dagmang demonstrates that visual art
and ethnography can be productively intertwined to
create new meanings, understandings, and methods
of display that interpenetrate the objectivity of science
and dissolve accepted disciplinary boundaries.

Tessa Maria Guazon,
“A Restless and
Raging River,” Tin-aw
Art Gallery, accessed
August 5, 2020,
http://tin-aw.com/
uploads/exhibitions/
publications/ 20190916
143416000000f0
a6 dd8b01e2
579172cafa44304333
3254ac5495.pdf.

ART AS VISUAL COMMUNICATION: MARTHA
ATIENZA’S PARA SA ATON (2013-15)

9

For example,
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earlier avant-garde

One cannot say that the audience is ready or not
for contemporary art. Art equalizes. There are some
points that you cannot even explain. It is definitely
an art project. Without using words really. For people
who are not from that area, they can still understand
it. It is a universal work. It is a reflection”.13

movements with a
social agenda, such as
Kaisahan, Sanggawa,
or Salingpusa,
Kasibulan, had little
engagement with
the curatorial mode.

Like Dagmang, much of Martha Atienza’s practice
focuses on a single community, the municipality of
Madridejos on the Visayan island of Bantayan. A
fishing and seafaring community, Bantayan Island
was her father’s birthplace, while her mother was
raised in the European city of Rotterdam, known for
its canals and riverboats. Atienza grew up between
both cities and later attended university in Rotterdam.
She continues to spend concentrated periods of time
living and working on Bantayan Island. Her working
processes and concerns are ongoing, and she regards
the artworks she exhibits as moments of pause, when
she stops to communicate, rather than indications
of a completed project. Working predominantly with
video installation, she also incorporates elements
of found and constructed materials (from mangrove
trees to improvised motors).

See Patrick Flores,
“Social Realism: The
Turns of a Term in the
Philippines,”Afterall 34
(Autumn/Winter 2013).

10

Geeta Kapur, “Curating:
in the public sphere”
in Cautionary Tales:
Critical Curating, eds.
Steven Rand and
Heather Kouris, Asia
Art Archive, accessed
August 5, 2020,
https://cdn.aaa.org.
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In 2013, Atienza established Para Sa Aton (‘for us’ in Cebuano)—
a community-driven, socially engaged and long-term art project on
Bantayan island.14 Para Sa Aton grew out of the experience of making
the three-channel video installation Gilubong ang Akon Pusod sa Dagat
(My Navel is Buried in the Sea) (2011) on Bantayan Island. It would also
lead into works such as Our Islands, 11°16’58.4”N 123°45’07.0”E (2017)
and Equation of State I Rhizophora stylosa (2019).

Atienza’s objective was to use art to find “solutions in regards
to a community’s, financial, social and environmental, issues
and needs”.17 On commencing, she and the Para sa Aton
community identified a set of inter-related issues that
contributed to poor quality of life on Bantayan island. These
ranged from damage to the sea caused by people and typhoons;
pollution; food shortages; illness and malnutrition; lack of income
and education; lack of land ownership; and poor quality housing;
to feelings of powerlessness and community dislocation as family
members were forced to find work overseas.
The online archive gives a good overview of the project, by
documenting the events and exchanges that were organized by
Atienza and took place between March 2013 and January 2015 in
Madridejos.18 The videos include interviews with women regarding
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As an artwork, Para Sa Aton is a complex entity and difficult to
define. It has a number of archival, sociological and documentary
components or branches, including an ongoing community group;
a new media platform and video/photography archive15; and a
series of social, economic and environmental initiatives, presented
in the form of interviews, research, seminars, discussions, field
trips, training and implementation, as well as the building of
minor infrastructure, and community film screenings. (While
acknowledging Claire Bishop’s critique of “socially engaged
art” and its connections with neo-liberalism, it is important
to note that in many Southeast Asian countries, including
the Philippines, little to no support is given to the arts by the
government, let alone at a community level.16

hk/_source/digital_

their experiences following the Typhoon Haiyan, and
discussions of how this impacted their livelihoods
and access to basic needs such as housing. We see
the establishment of a bio-intensive community
garden and nursery, field trips to learn about
composting, and the making of new recipes. On the
social level, the purpose of these initiatives was to
improve quality of life through the introduction of
a sustainable alternative livelihood (bio-intensive
farming), and the training of women to become
active community leaders (both empowering
women and filling the gap caused by the men’s
long absences at sea).

collection/fedora_
extracted/10900.pdf.

11

Subsequent projects
have also involved an
overt relationship with
ethnography, such as
working with Filipina
migrant workers in
London and Hong
Kong through the
AHRC-funded Curating
Devel-opment in the
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UK; with street sellers

In order to address the environmental issues Atienza
worked closely with young people from Madridejos,
including a group of compression divers. By teaching
them how to use video themselves, Atienza enabled
them to document and share with the community
the damage done to the ocean bed, once a plentiful
source of fish and alive with colorful corals. This later
resulted in the establishment of the offshoot video
group Atonisla. In the shorter term, it also highlighted
the dangers of the profession to other family
members. Another significant achievement was
the re-establishing of a marine protected area and
the rebuilding its floating station (fig. 4) – likewise
destroyed in 2013 by Typhoon Haiyan.19 The video
and photography archive also includes a video by
emerging artist Roberth Fuentes on the associated
problem of waste that pollutes both sea and land.

in Manila’s Escolta
district through The
Southeast Asia Neighborhoods Network
(SEANNET) program,
as well as recent video
works commenting on
employment, housing
and political corruption
scandals.

12

Dagmang established
the group Gulay sa
Barangay in 2015 to
support sustainable
urban garden-ing, as
well as addressing
waste management,

As well as building the marine station, the team also
constructed a ‘mobile working station’, a purposedesigned vehicle carrying a projector and sound
system, powered by solar panels, and mounted on a
platform connected to a tricycle. Capable of folding

unemployment,
malnutrition and
disaster risk management in Barangay
Tumana. An extension
of this initiative, her
Project Greenhouse
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aims to estab-lish a
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out into a large desk and working area, it was able to
travel easily around Madridejos, acting as a space to
host discussions and meetings as well as screening
the documentary videos back to the community.
Encapsulating the concept of ‘post-studio’ practice in
literal form, the ‘mobile working station’ (figs. 5 and
6) both turns the studio into an office (from where
it is possible to organize a multiplicity of operations
and interactions), and a quasi-exhibition space.
This flexibility allowed Atienza to share her videos
to a broad audience within the community. It also
ensured that those without access to the internet
were able to view the videos. The playback element,
of returning the gaze back to her audience, is a crucial
one in Para sa Aton. Commenting on these sessions,
Atienza remarks:“as a result, our community started
to see themselves from a different perspective”. The
video images “triggered questions and highlighted
social, environmental and economic issues” that
were not usually discussed. Through the screenings,
video became a powerful tool for Atienza and her
community to initiate change and reflection.

space for young artists
to gather and share
ideas with the Tumana
community.

13

Martha Atienza,
interview with Dayang
Yraola, 2013. See
Trailing: A Survey of
New Media Art
Practices in the
Philippines, (Manila:
The Japan Foundation,
Manila 2013), 8.

14

Atienza’s broader
concern has
grown with time to
encompass the impact
of global warming
and climate change
on small island
nations, particularly
in Southeast Asia,

Para sa Aton is a project about visual communication
as a means to finding solutions: “How can art be
used to counter social, economic and environmental
issues in Madridejos?” While Atienza does not overtly

Oceania and the
Pacific. See Martha
Atienza and Jake
Atienza, “about
Dakogamay,”
Dakogamay, accessed

fig. 5: Para sa Aton’s mobile working station in
transit. Part of the photo documentation initiative by
Para sa Aton. Image courtesy of the artist.
fig. 6: Para sa Aton’s mobile working station utilized
as a discussion venue in the community. Part of
the photo documentation initiative by Para sa Aton.
Image courtesy of the artist.

August 5, 2020, https://
www.dako-gamay.com/
who-we-are.

15

Archive is a loose term
here, since it does not
follow any specific
taxonomy other than
chronology.
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fig. 7: Para sa Aton’s working diagram. Image courtesy of the artist.
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16
connect her work with ethnography, some of her
modes of working suggest those later consciously
employed by Dagmang and identified with a more
visual and inclusive form of ethnography. For
example, Atienza and her team collected data and
research material through videos and photographs,
as well as documenting interviews and discussions
in video. In addition, as writer Lara Acuin notes,
with Para Sa Aton Atienza “expand[ed] her role as
recorder to becoming part of the community she
represents, continuing the discussions initiated by
her video and sound installations and extending
them further to actual interventions”.20 The new
media platform or campaign she established (through
Facebook, Tumblr and Vimeo for example) similarly
enabled a visual presentation of the outcomes. These
various strategies broadened the reach of Para Sa
Aton beyond its physical location in Madridejos.
Engagement with an international audience was also
crucial in creating dialogues with other small island
communities – later a key feature of her DAKOgamay
and part of her broader project as an artist.21

Claire Bishop argues
that the elision of
neoliberal and radical
leftist positions
appears in the writing
of numerous artists
and curators on
socially-collaborative
art. See Claire Bishop,
“The Social Turn:
Collaboration and Its
Discontents”, Artforum
44, no. 6 (2006),178.

17

Atienza, unpublished
statement, 2018.
All statements by
the artist, unless
indicated, are from an
interview between
the author and artist,
November 2018 or the
unpublished statement
provided by the artist.

For components of Para sa Aton, Atienza work
collaboratively with other organizations to achieve
her results. For example, the Para Sa Aton women
received support and attended seminars conducted
by TIGRA (Transnational Institute for Grassroots
Research and Action). To return to Claire Bishop’s
critique of the social turn, this raises the question
of how Atienza’s project differs from those
developmental agencies which use communication
tools such as new media to address social problems
in “third world” or “evolving” societies. Recent
studies suggest that local knowledge and experiences
are drawn into development in a very limited way, by
both theorists and development institutions. Without

18

The archives can be
found here: https://
parasaaton.tumblr.
com/.

19

The project received
financial support from
the Norway-based art
platform SmallProjects
and the Philippine
Association in the
Norwegian city of
Tromsø.
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fig. 8: Local children swimming in Tumana River. Part
of Turbulent Waters, 2019, photograph in multi-variable
installation, Tin-Aw Art Gallery. Image courtesy of the artist.

20
this engagement with local and specific ways of
perceiving development, the possibility of devising
more challenging and lasting alternatives is lost.

Acuin, “Martha
Atienza.”

21

Para sa Aton evidences
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how the growth and

A still photograph from the media platform
encapsulates the nature of Atienza’s practice in a
simple diagram (fig. 7). On a blackboard, below
the project’s title, is a chalk sketch of the mobile
working station. Arrows and dashes radiate to
possible activities, solutions and outcomes: listed are
‘aquaponics’, ‘movie showings’, ‘changes through
images’, and ‘online campaign’. Tying together these
disparate elements, Fig. 7 is a final statement writ
large ‘ = ART’. In other words, all of these diverse
things, together, equal ART. In turn, for Atienza art
enables “equalization, understanding and reflection”.
The Para Sa Aton workshops, dialogue sessions and
new media campaign were all built on this idea of
engagement and exchange through visual art:

ubiquity of digital
culture and the
increasing impact of
social media have
created new spaces
for interaction,
transforming the
ways locations
are represented,
moved through and
experienced within
visual culture.

22

Atienza, interview,
2018.

Through arts we hope to encourage people to dream, unite, and see
what people do individually and collectively. People can see how they
affect each other and look differently at themselves and each other so
that they can appreciate who they are. This will empower people and
encourage them to take action and take control of their future.22

CONCLUSION

Through different strategies, Martha Atienza and Nathalie
Dagmang create participatory works that can be seen to
contribute to a tradition of art that is socially and ethically
concerned, and reflect the views, ideas and narratives of others.
This brief overview of Turbulent Waters and Para Sa Aton
highlights both the similarities and differences between their
practices. Both work with the communities where they grew up
and are concerned with the environmental devastation caused by
typhoons, flooding and human intervention, as well as the social,
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fig. 9: Nang Merley posing with eggplant harvest
as part of Para sa Aton community initiatives, 2013,
photo documentation by Para sa Aton Archives. Image
courtesy of the artist. Photograph: Sandra Dans

economic and physical wellbeing of the communities. They
collect data and information through photography and video,
and understand the importance of returning this information
to the community in visual form.
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Dagmang consciously engages with ethnography as a visual
methodology, and uses objects, video and photography to
create a sensory experience for an audience, communicating
her own immersion in and understanding of the community of
Barangay Tumana. In her exhibition Turbulent Waters she employs
a method of “sensory montage”, acting as artist-curator while
similarly expanding definitions of the artist-ethnographer and the
role and purpose of fieldwork. The final presentation of the material is
essential to the meaning of the work.
Atienza does not explicitly refer to ethnographic methods, but uses
video and photography in Para Sa Aton as a means to create social
change, and to document and disseminate information, both through
a new media platform and through screenings held in Madridejos for
the local residents. The appearance or arrangement of the final visual
presentation is less important in impacting the overall meaning of
the work. As both artist and facilitator, she uses art collaboratively to
address and empower her community, opening up a field of dialogue
and exchange that continues beyond the life of her specific projects.
Open for reflection is the larger question concerning the ongoing
relationship between art, ethnography and social engagement,
and how it would play out in different geographical locations. If
the discipline of ethnography is conscious of its own limitations
as text, art is often seen to express something beyond
words. What happens to ethnography when it is mediated
by contemporary art practices? Is it still ethnography, in an
expanded, more visual form, or does it become something
other? And if art crosses into ethnography, how does this
change the role of the artist and the nature of the artwork itself?

This essay is the first published segment in a
currently untitled book project since the curated
exhibition, Transpersonal, Instructions (2018-2019)
at the Vargas Museum.

Stephen
Wilson

Unpre
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Pamilya Ordinaryo identifies a baby-snatching transsexual
with the creeping normalization ensuing desperation and
homelessness, not to mention the terror of helplessness that
unfolds in a failing state system that unashamedly exploits and
cruelly depicts every direction the protagonists take. For Jane
and Aries, however, the final truth to Roy’s directed storyline
is quickly broached and sadly replaced in favor of mainstream
entertainment. It becomes self-evident as both Jane and Aries
become casually broken to the charms of the cinematic medium in
a rather underdeveloped emotional form of poverty porn. Pamilya
Ordinaryo – titled Ordinary People for its international release
– manages to tap into a relapsing and circular theme of artistic
ambiguity through homeless adolescent class–based struggles
inside a socio-economic Philippine reality. As recently published by
the Manila Bulletin in late September 2019, Senator Leila de Lima
spoke widely to the Senate regarding the rise in street children and
homeless families: “There are approximately 250,000 street children
in the Philippines, based on the statistics provided by the Department
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Filipino film director Eduardo W. Roy Jr captures the many terrors of
homelessness and helplessness in his 2016 film Pamilya Ordinaryo.
While it is uncomfortable to view at points, the film centers on a true
story of the survivalist activities of street children living in Manila. It
follows a teenage couple, Jane and Aries, aged sixteen and seventeen,
who lose their one-month-old baby to a transsexual falsely named
Ertha while buying diapers in a supermarket. After Aries leaves in the
morning, Jane is left with the baby and is easily fooled into
a deceptive loan-arrangement by the older and seemingly
‘baby–doting’ Ertha. While sharing a little money and holding baby
Arjan for the mother at the supermarket checkout, Ertha mentions
they will need more cash to purchase the diapers. And so
gradually gliding through the bustle of a supermarket queue with
baby Arjan underarm, Ertha walks outside to an imaginary ATM
never to appear again. As Jane begins to search for them, the
scene promptly enters the callous judgment of a supermarket
surveillance camera, a downcast perspective that cruelly
witnesses everything and nothing from the crime itself. Jane is
soon left crying alone.
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of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD). Some
reports claim that their number can be as high as one
million.”1 These street children “…are particularly
vulnerable to forced labour, child prostitution, sexual
and physical abuse, early pregnancy and many of
them show severe symptoms of depression and
anxiety,”2 which the meta-narrative of Pamilya
Ordinaryo exposes throughout its telling.
In one sense Pamilya Ordinaryo articulates the
complexity of ordinariness. After all, this is about
‘underage-adulthoods’3 that are in fact unsuspecting,
abandoned minors who are poor, street-bound and
ill-equipped to handle adult predators. Yet, this
depiction is not solely for the educated classes or
the public bystanders who watch and rarely engage;
rather, homeless people share circumstances that are
in fact participatory and public. After an exhausting
sequence of relentless events, Jane and Aries
cautiously have sex on dirty flat packed cardboard
out in the streets as if someone nearby is watching
them throughout. Aries constantly turns his head in
anticipation, while Jane glances searchingly over his
shoulder telling him to be faster. They know this is
controlling and emancipatory even whilst engaging
in a feral glimpse of public participation. At issue
here is nothing less than the ongoing creation
of a demolished state – an urban instrument for
governing displaced early livelihoods – with children
living outside the security of an ‘ordinary’ homelife.

1

This statement was
published by the Manila
Bulletin on September
30th 2019 in an
address by Senator
Leila de Lima to the
Senate “to investigate
the increasing
numbers of street
children and families
wandering on the
streets to determine
concrete government
interventions in
addressing the root
causes that led them
to street begging.”
Accessed July 1, 2020,
https://news.mb.com.
ph/2019/09/30/de-limawants-senate-probeinto-alarming-rise-innumber-of-street.

2

Agence Francaise de
Developpement, “A
breath of hope for
street children in the
Philippines,” AFD,
accessed July 1, 2020:
https://www.afd.fr/
en/actualites/breathhope-street-childrenphilippines.

3

I am offering
two examples
to contextualise
‘Underage Adulthood’
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fig. 1: Raquel de Loyola, Mound (performance documentation),
2011, live performance with mixed media installation and video
projection. All images courtesy of the artist.
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further: (1) Teenagers

To a large extent, adolescent trauma is an ‘ordinary’
agent in the passing representation of children’s
stories and adolescent lives. If we consider
the cultural significance of formative learning
experiences anywhere in the world, there is always
a public fascination for the inconsistency of what
seems secure. Yet, in an absolute or ideal sense,
‘ordinary’ representations of such adolescent realities
could equally be deemed a betrayal. After all, where
do Jane and Aries really belong besides existing
somewhere in Manila? This is a question in the story
that remains unanswered and, more interestingly,
it also raises the consideration of why there is not
more time to imagine a good answer. One could
argue that this scenario is made as an exception
to, and outside of, what society should address.
Increasingly today it occurs that most societies are
unwilling (or not prepared) to repair such exceptions.
However, Roy’s film positions the most vulnerable
of lives as indistinguishable from society’s definition
of acceptance, and Pamilya Ordinaryo attempts to
highlight this in the context of modern Manila.

often go to the cinema
to watch films that
are rated 18 & R18.
This is a teenage
thrill that somewhat
deterritorializes
adulthood with little
consequences. (2)
Kidult is a notion that
describes a prolonged
state of adolescence
(kid/adult). This is
largely a western
phenomenon and
often refers to a
culture of university
graduates who regress
to their teenage lives
by co-habiting back
with their parents
upon graduation, as
opposed to fulfilling the
standard expectations
of ‘adulthood’.

In bringing these
examples together, I
am thus connecting
biopolitics to
the subject of
‘unpreparedness’.
Both cases exemplify
a passive model of
adulthood without
sovereignty. Globally,
young people today
in relative privilege
remain suspended in
a bioinsecure state
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In an equally compelling encounter of insecure biopolitical
circumstances, Racquel de Loyola’s durational performance, Mound
(2011), gives exceptional form to an unforgiving aspect of life in
Manila. Looking at this installation online, I am captivated by
the intersections of a vulnerable Filipino body. In paraphrasing
Jennifer Doyle’s perspective on Ron Athey’s Incorruptible Flesh:
Dissociative Sparkle, “The real show in this performance is not
de Loyola’s body but the spectacularization of our communal
relationship to it.”4 I first came across this particular work
while developing an exhibition context for Transpersonal,
instructions at the Vargas Museum in 2017, which included de
Loyola as an exhibiting artist living in the Philippines. Some
time later, it became noticeable that this earlier work had not
been repeated and was only produced once for an exhibition,
curiously allied to a residency under the theme of ‘aliveness,’
or rather the inanimate object coming to life through
performance, art and absence.5
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of precarity. Marked

Mound itself comprises a large wall projection (ten by
eight feet approx.) mainly encompassing the Manila
skyline alongside a view of high-rise buildings that
appear slightly cropped and cut off. The pictorial
focus attends to the height of each building and how
they remain visible under a dominant gray/blue sky.
Occupying the heart of the exhibition space as one
might enter is a large ‘mound’ of debris, which is
piled high with the artist lying prostrate across an
industrial grey concrete ground. The performer, de
Loyola, is partially visible from the head, arms, and
shoulders while buried underneath a large bank of
loose debris covering her legs and waist. Over a
four- to five-hour period, she appears settled as if
‘playing-dead’ (fig. 1) amongst a variety of materials,
from breeze blocks, rubble, and wood to the metalbased fixings that suggest a broken home or perhaps
part of a demolished building. Once the performance
ends, the artist is substituted by its documentation on
a monitor that sits on top of one side of the mound
gently flickering. What finally remains for the viewer
(and is especially lasting), is the delicate image of
a contemporary female artist who is consciously
situating herself in the center of techno-patriarchal
congestions living in Manila. It is an urban sphere
that encompasses the additional surveillance
of invisible brutalities alongside interminable
adjustments, which have to be considered living
in Manila – “the world’s most densely populated
city with 42,857 people per square kilometer.”6

by the inflation of
incurred-student-debt,
recessions, reduced
social services and an
environmental crisis.
So while previous
generations occupied
a period of relative
adult preparedness,
in financial terms,
the state of
‘unpreparedness’ today
predicts a futurepresent of eternal
precarity.

4

For a cogent analysis
and history of
performance art, see
Jennifer Doyle, Hold It
Against Me (Durham,
N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2013), 50.

5

Absence: Performance
art is alive was the
title given to a group
exhibition at the
now defunct Manila
Contemporary in June
2011. Contributing

Mound etymologically suggests a pile of dirt, a
rounded heap of sand or stones, or a raised area
from the earth; yet, in this instance the subject is not
predicated on a fiction or an imaginary construction.
Rather, it is redeeming, communal, self-orientated
and driven by the artists’ own experiences, which
return to an adolescent history around a similar

artists included the
Indonesia-based Mella
Jaarsma and Melati
Suryodarmo, and
Manila’s visual and
performance artist
Bea Camacho, in
addition to Racquel de
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fig. 2: Raquel de Loyola, Mound (performance documentation), 2011, live
performance with mixed media installation and video projection. All images
courtesy of the artist.

Loyola. This exhibition
was also developed
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in the context of the

period to Jane in Pamilya Ordinaryo. Aya Yuson
writes a review in GMA News Online on Absence
at Manila Contemporary Gallery and makes the
following observations: “Mound’s statement seemed
to be about the absence of moorings in a childhood
marred by displacement from a childhood home.
Perhaps the artist was uprooted as a child—plucked
from a safe childhood home and transplanted to
some kind of setting of extreme urban decay. The
reference may have been the demolition of one’s
home. In any case, of this we are certain—the psyche
whose point of view was represented by this piece
was a psyche scarred.” 7

gallery’s month-long
Performance Art
Residency project,
which de Loyola
attended.

6

World Population
Review, accessed
June 12, 2020: https://
worldpopulationreview.
com/world-cities/
manila-population/.

7 Terence Krishna
While Yuson remarks on a ‘scarred psyche,’ it can
V. Lopez, “Manila
also be explained that this performance is one
Contemporary’s
among many offered by the artist with a continued
‘Absence’:
reciprocal thought to a long-drawn-out violence. After
Performance art
all, this is an artist who understands how cautious
is alive,” Bulatlat tales attribute and serve to emphasize oppressively
Journalism for the
gendered socio-political realities. Furthering
people, accessed
this position, this is an artist with a live art and
June 3, 2020,
performance-based history in numerous titles such
https://www.bulatlat
as Subsisting Sustenance (Mebuyan Series – 2006),
.com/2011/06/08/
Blemish (2013) and Traces: Encompassing Time and
manila-contemporary
Space (2018), to name three projects that return to
%e2%80%
the daily problems of living, persisting and finding
99s-absence
coping mechanisms in Manila. In either instance,
performance-art-isRacquel de Loyola embodies the spirit of feminist
alive/.
performance histories within the Philippines and
continues to address this. While successfully engaging in a
critical art practice that continually isolates trauma through acute
national oppressions, several projects by the artist openly expose
a less conventional root towards decolonised self-care and the
indentured body as acknowledged by Audre Lorde, who reminds
us that “caring for myself is not self-indulgence,
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it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare.”8 Yet
conversely, the personal history and biopolitical contouring of
durational–life–practices surrounding the production of Mound,
highlight a position that stands to defamiliarize the very ground where
such artistic practices lie. In other words, it unmistakably carries the
increasing precaritization of work, life, labor, desire, extinction, and the
insecure passing of personal costs.

De Loyola’s father, Gene de Loyola,9 led a resistance10 against
the demolition plans, which would have affected so many homes
in Commonwealth Avenue. Working closely with the inhabitants
of the community, he organized and radicalized an imperative
to support “freedom from exploitation and foreign domination.”
At the heart of this struggle was how to engage with the wider
social and political housing reforms that can defend a community
commitment, and therefore lay claim to a national responsibility
involving a decolonizing economics of urban homecare against
family extraction and demolition. While Gene de Loyola’s paintings
sought to improve and question the unequal conditions of proletariat
laborers, farmers and the under-class, which are frequently depicted
in his drawings and paintings, from 2001-2008, his own family was
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Let us remember the years between 2001 and early 2008, when
de Loyola was going through adolescence while her family was
being evicted and the home they occupied for eight years was
being demolished. As de Loyola recollected in conversation,
her eighteenth birthday was spent in Montalban (Rodriguez,
Rizal), a relocation site, and she celebrated under the moon
and stars without walls, floors or a roof. Her life partner, Mideo
Cruz, was also there, cooking pasta and a baguette which they
shared together with the whole family. Prior to this, the family
had suffered and experienced the political tyranny of local
governments, while living within the unsettling margins of
‘home-security’ on Commonwealth Avenue in Quezon City.
They were severely exposed on multiple fronts inhabiting a
building right in front of Kristong Hari Church – an area where
3,500 families were devastatingly affected by the repeated
threats of physical displacement.

8

Audre Lorde, as referenced and blogged in detail with ongoing
insights by Sara Ahmed in “Selfcare is Warfare,” Accessed July
7, 2020, https://feministkilljoys.com/ 2014/08/25/selfcare-as-warf
are/.

9

Gene de Loyola (1956-2018) was a prized Filipino artist,
acknowledged activist, and in general a highly respected
figure for his social realist paintings. Through a committed
and generous spirit, his art practice successfully developed
throughout his lifetime. In a Philippine era of artistic politicization
and nationalism during the 1970s & 80’s and being “no stranger
to grassroots organizing during Ferdinand Marcos’s martial law
…” Gene de Loyola continually sought to improve, socially
connect and question what constitutes a Philippine National
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identity in the arts and the cultural sector. More so, he often
taught workshops to the most deprived children in the depths
of Manila’s slums and in 1975 founded Sining Binhi art group
of Ermita and in 1981 developed Buklod Sining – a grassroots
community group that created influential protest murals and
banners against the Marcos reign and significantly impacted
the political climate of the time. Gene de Loyola’s activism
and his paintings tackled the unequal conditions of proletariat
laborers, farmers and the underprivileged environments, which
are frequently depicted in his drawings and paintings. Similar to
artists searching for a deeper independent autonomy in Taiwan,
Hong Kong and across Southeast Asia, Gene de Loyola shares a
necessary understanding, sensitivity and legacy that remains vital
today and touches many contemporary artists living and working
in the Philippines. The scope of this brief text prevents me from
discussing this in more detail, however the National Museum of
the Philippines houses several of his paintings.

10

Gene de Loyola founded the organisation SATAMAKA Inc.
[Samahan Tanglaw ng Maralita sa Kapaligiran Incorporated],
which united various homeowner’s associations and combined
guidance to a vulnerable range of displaced communities and
individuals across many regions within the Philippines.
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preoccupied with the unsolicited harassment of organized housing
threats, family devastation, syndicate intimidations and profound
insecurity. What is important to consider is how no teenager, child, or
adult, can be immune to such a threatening situation. Just as Pamilya
Ordinaryo exposes the ‘unprepared’ extremes of living inside family
homelessness; Mound equally studies a family home in devastation
and demolition.
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It is common knowledge that many years may pass before we draw
attention to traumatic events. Racquel de Loyola’s Mound traces
a fragile line of purpose between contemporary art, feminist
performance, social practice, patriarchal histories, and political
activism, which declares a ‘broken-habitus’ in knowing how
belonging is everything, particularly when out of reach and in
pieces. As her arms and one hand can be seen to flail around
the surface floor of the gallery space (fig. 2), there is a gentle
acknowledgment of bare life, social endurance, and something
possibly for afterwards—although this is maybe less culpable.
What remains accountable during the physical hours the artist
occupies the debris, is a post-patriarchal-deposit between a
female artist’s body of work and historically a predominately
male tradition of art. In other words, the artist is “unleashing
creative energy from patriarchal bonds.”11 The anti-fragile
corners of a ‘broken-habitus’ are potentially a broken-society
– a mini–planet tearing through its own respiratory systems
and now fully ventilator dependent.12 Perhaps this is a cue
to explore the slumbering inequalities of social and private
housing reforms? Or perhaps not. Yet, the staging of a semiposthumous existence in Mound is exhilarating and traumatic
as much as it is simultaneously a puppet of urban exhaustion.
As noted by Lisa Ito-Tapang, “if there is anything that history
teaches us, it is that Filipino artists refuse to remain passive
amidst censorship, poor governance, and social injustice.”13 Here,
in this artwork, the artist constructs unknown divisions, or rather,
‘in-house-demolitions’ that refer to unjust consequences and socioeconomic turmoil, where political and cultural decisions sit alongside
failed policies and corruption.

11

See Rivolta Femminile, March 1971; free translation by Arlene
Ladden from Carla Lonzi, Sputiamo su Hegel: La Donna clitoridea
e la donna vaginale e altri scritti, Scritti di Rivolta Femminile,
1,2,3, Milan, 1974. Mound deploys a type of ‘non-performance’
by the artist which doubles as a withdrawal or a castration of
the patriarchal unity of the past – to adopt a psychoanalytical
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framework. By ‘not-quite-performing’ in Mound, Racquel de
Loyola assertively refuses to play the art game and instead
proposes a symbolic résistance that circulates beyond the
traditional readings of her work as well as the depictions of her
father’s artistic identity – both anchored in the restrains of social
realism, the mainstay of an older patriarchal guard in Philippine
art history.

12

See “Life Support”, an interview between Zoë Wool and Nick
Dupree (a writer and activist living on mechanical ventilation
support since 1992). The emphasis of ‘ventilator dependence’ is
equally focused on early and mid-life support and not centered on
the process of dying as this interview articulates. Accessed July
8, 2020, http://somatosphere.net/2014/life-support.html/.

13

Lisa Ito-Tapang, “Visual Arts and Activism in the Philippines:
Notes on a New Season of Discontent,” in ART ARCHIVE 01,
ed. Patricia Tumang (Manila: The Japan Foundation, Manila,
2017), 21. Another excellent example of this is ‘Solidarity against
Silencing’– the given name to a collective initiative of cultural
workers in the Philippine arts sector. Together this actively
generates a valued consensus and defining testament to those
parties involved that condemn the Anti-Terrorism Act of July 8th,
2020, introduced by president Rodrigo Duterte.

Alternatively, when I read an article recently written by Laurie
Garrett for foreignpolicy.com titled, The World Knows an
Apocalyptic Pandemic Is Coming – I drew a connection. In
raising an outlet, Garrett points to how powerful national
leaders and individuals around the globe tend to overlook
the importance of ‘preparedness’ in the context of a crisis,
a pandemic disease, or an outbreak, and reinforces how
“preparedness is hampered by the lack of continued political
will at all levels.…Although national leaders respond to health
crises when fear and panic grow strong enough, most countries
do not devote the consistent energy and resources needed to keep
outbreaks from escalating into disasters.”16
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What later reverberates is how simply Mound repositions and
questions the viewer into an arc of cultural destruction, one that
notionally belongs inside ordinary peoples’ urban dwellings within the
Philippines. While this proportionately aggravates homelessness and
demolition in relation to Pamilya Ordinaryo – de Loyola’s point is how
the public fails to acknowledge their general tendency to look away
if they can. While the work is both persuasive and eloquent, it is our
public perception of private and intimate space that is challenged.
This installation further internalizes the self-demoralized sentiments
of isolation, which harbor incessant remote living (A constant threat
to life during COVID-19 as our lives continue without a vaccination).
Moreover, this artwork locates an unfamiliar site that drives the
artist’s practice to radically imagine new preparations and new
positions: “…in an era of resurgent and terrifying ethnic and
racial nationalism around the world, how can contemporary
writers, artists, and thinkers reimagine the concept of nation
itself? What does it mean to belong?”14 How do you organise
the unprepared? What does it mean in Manila to be prepared for
tomorrow’s devastations? ‘People grow old but their fears do
not,’15 is this not the state of ‘unpreparedness’ within our times?

14

On Nationalism, Borders and Belonging is a co-curated research
exhibition with the Racial Imaginary Institute [TRII] curatorial team. It
was organised for the CUNY Graduate Centre, New York (April 2020)
and touring to David Kordansky Gallery in LA. However, as the installing
process began, Covid-19 moved this to next year. Please see the press
release, which was co-written and is on the TRII website. Accessed July
6, 2020, https://theracialimaginary.org/issue/on-nationalism-borders-and-
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belonging/.

15

This is a script line taken from the recently produced documentary film
Aswang by Alyx Ayn Arumpac (2019).

16

This fascinating article, which critically reports on rise of disease
outbreaks, climate crisis, vaccine development, antivirals and ‘appropriate
nonpharmaceutical interventions’ for airborne microbes is understandably
described as ‘ominous’ and is carefully qualified by an independent panel
comprised in the form of “the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board
(GPMB), which was assembled last year in response to a request from
the office of the U.N. secretary-general, and convened jointly by the
World Bank and World Health Organization (WHO). Co-chaired by the
former WHO head and former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem
Brundtland and the head of the international Red Cross, Elhadj As Sy,
the GPMB commissioned expert studies and issued a scathing attack
on the political, financial, and logistical state of pandemic preparedness
affairs.” Garrett interestingly mentions the pandemic diseases that
have wiped out millions and millions of humans throughout history and
how the “the African swine-fever epidemic that started in China late in
2018 has spread across Asia and just turned up in the Philippines: Tens
of thousands of pigs in the region have died of the incurable, usually
lethal disease.” What is interesting here is how the disease was spread
by forty dead pigs being left to rot in the Marikina river in Quezon City,
Manila. Accessed March 6, 2020, https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/09/20/
the-world-knows-an-apocalyptic-pandemic-is-coming/.
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De Loyola’s Mound attests to such a condition – a ‘state’ upending
disaster, an outbreak of hurt and social maturation. Similarly,
Eduardo W. Roy Jr. captures loss, corruption and teenage despair in
Manila, and the viewer is equally presented with an imaginary field of
art that sits within a failed political infrastructure. It is both destitute,
homeless, and unstable. Yet, it is also uncomfortable and is about
people on the edge, about the forgotten, and it promises that the
real work begins during the burden of solidarity and anticipation.
In other words, while it is possible to constantly surround our
thoughts with such catastrophic events, both Pamilya Ordinaryo
and Mound occupy real-life experiences that are specific to
‘unpreparedness.’ While they both engage with aspects of
despair, it is their shared sense of catastrophe that distinguishes
the construction of both the film and the installation. When
Pamilya Ordinaryo focuses on losing what you cannot have or
keep hold of, Mound equally presents no clear future of repair,
yet it begs the question that we must keep trying regardless. In
subjects that are uncomfortable to stay with, there is a genuine
appetite for contemporary art in the Philippines. An art that
continues to strive for a sense of relief while tackling the
meditative journeys that overcome personal atrocity alongside
unjust memories. Or rather, as Marc Auge remarks on the
question of time as material in Everyone Dies Young: “This
is neither glorious or truly hopeless. The results constitute a
failure but also the possible beginnings of another story.”17
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Marc Auge, Everyone Dies
Young: Time Without Age,
(New York: Columbia University
Press, 2016), 36.
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WritingPresently
fig. 1: A screenshot of the poster for
Ang Mga Maharlika from Facebook

The internet is a noise of image and text; it is also
a tool for surveillance and consumption. In 2017,
an artist by the name of Rombutans drew flak
from Marcos supporters for the poster art,
which he designed with username @esheigwapings
(or @esheii), based on the play Ang Mga Maharlika
by novelist and playwright Rogelio Braga.1 The poster
drew the ire of Marcos supporters and the image
was permanently banned from Facebook. Rombutans
is one of many artists who share their works on
social media and use the internet and hypertext
as medium and conduit.

1

The play, which
revolves around the
former president’s
affair with American
starlet Dovie Beams,
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was staged in various

Though the internet is a frontier for a variety of
thoughts and works that would otherwise find no
place in conventional mediums and platforms,
reception and response is tricky and unpredictable.
Plenty has changed and come up since I first wrote
this essay in 2016, I’ve met people who were born on
the internet and have had to wrap my mind around
influencer culture, and still, somehow, there is too
much and too little of everything.2 What does the
internet, and the content it supports, at present—a
tool for social and corporate surveillance—imply for
artistic production, and criticism?

locations in Metro
Manila in the same
year. Rombutans’s
poster, which had been
posted on Facebook,
was used to promote
Braga’s play. The
image in the poster,
rendered digitally,
presents Ferdinand and
Imelda Marcos, and
Beams engaged in a
threesome. A version

In this essay, first written in 2016 and rewritten
three times since then,3 I look into the practices
of and selected works by artist Mica Agregado,
writer and musician Itos Ledesma a.k.a. Maldoror,
writer and UP professor Vladimeir Gonzales, and
writer and artist Adam David. The works they
have been consistently producing, I would argue,
completely engage with the internet as a medium
and the subcultures/microcultures it produces.
My engagement with their work barely scratches
the surface of what they’ve done and continue to
do. The aim of this essay is to locate their artistic

of the poster features
the cut-out faces of
current president
Rodrigo Duterte as
covering the nipples
of Imelda and Dovie,
as well as Ferdinand
Marcos’s small penis.
In this arrangement,
Duterte also appears to
be like confetti around
the ménage a trois.

WritingPresently
fig. 2: Screen capture of the opening
sequence for Re: Amore

practices and works in the digital landscape, and how they
navigate (or avoid and contradict) the conventions of artistic
and literary production in the Philippines at present.
Under the screen name Manila Automat, Mica Agregado’s style
and the aesthetic she works with, as seen on her blog and comics,
respond to particular groups of people. “As much as one tries
to stay from a particular group, it’s impossible not to have any
audience in mind. ‘Cause either way, everybody’s work will fall into
a scene,”4 she writes, demonstrating a receptiveness and awareness
that helped her gain traction both as an illustrator and now as an artist
working with video art. Further, she states, “Note that the internet
will debunk all your quirks that make you a special snowflake. There
won’t be an exact replica of you but rather traces of you in three

2
different people.”5 Exploring rapid urbanization and
modernized tradition,6 Agregado’s video works7 bear
semblance to vaporwave, a genre of electronic music
that became popular around 2010, also understood
to be an artstyle and a vehicle for dank memes.8 For
some, it is more than a genre; it is an approach and
attitude towards popular culture,9 as well as a way of
life embedded in and sustained by it.

Data mining is the
largest industry and
information is now
a commodity. As I
write this on Google
Doc, Google Inc. is
most likely collecting
and interpreting data
about me. This is
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how I always come

Posted on her Youtube account Vision Interactive,
her work Re: Amore, a video art piece produced in
2016,10 shows flash-rippling photographs of cheap
trinkets, from Hello Kitty to AlDub pillows being sold
in markets during Valentine’s day, bordered by bright
colors and decorative motifs. A robotic female voice
addresses a beloved interlocutor with impassioned
words, but the images of cheap trinkets and a speech
that seems to have been auto-generated amplifies
the alienation and absurdity of the encounter.11 An
automatic reading would show that within the world
of Agregado’s Re: Amore, digital fantasies flatten
the depth of genuine real-life experiences. The
design within Re: Amore can be considered a ghost
that insists its contemporaneity.12 An ambiguity
also lingers when I consider that there might be no
distinction between digital fantasies and genuine
real-life experiences. The title, about amore or a
beloved, suggests that I could assume either the role
of the beloved or the one addressing that beloved—
or that I could be both, messenger and addressee or
creator and receiver, an idea that later emerges in my
discussion of Vladimeir Gonzales’s Hyperkuwento.

across ads for writing
workshops, and my
laptop rigged with
Grammarly.

3

Each one worse than
the last.

4

Agregado, email
interview, 2016.

5

Ibid.

6

“Artist Profile | Mica
Agregado,” Goethe
Institut, accessed May
5, 2020, https://www.
goethe.de/prj/nus/en/
art/21353582.html.

7

See Manila Automat on
Vimeo: https://vimeo.
com/manilaautomat.

8

Images with text
circulated on the
internet that have
specific references
to human experience
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fig. 3: Screen capture of Maldoror’s
bandcamp homepage

or an absurdization of

Towards the two minute mark, the voice and video
experiences a glitch, and is unable to finish its
message. Re: Amore with its parodic strangeness and
ambiguity wipes away the toxic, maudlin sheen of
notions about love and romance. The video turns into
a pixelated swirling chaos of colors shutting into
a black, empty screen.

political issues to make
them funny.

9

Simon Chandler,
“Genre as Method: The
Vaporwave Family Tree,
From Eccojams to Hard
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Vapour,” Bandcamp

Itos Ledesma, also known as Maldoror, elucidates
the point of being an artist on the internet and
negotiating identity or identities online. Maldoror
began as an attempt to create music through
influences that he felt weren’t being expressed by his
band, Yūrei, “so I decided to take things in my own
hands. I wanted something to make music that was
generally darker than what we were doing… and
incorporate the influence of dada and surrealism into
the process of sound design/music-making.” This
intent also eventually informed Maldoror’s process,
“the music is a result of imposing a rigid conceptual
framework that scaffolds the entire project: the
imposition of almost arbitrary constraints (for
example: I once tried to make something in under
10 minutes... composing in a convenience store with
the sound turned off, and sometimes the inclusion of
certain notes is determined by flips of a coin or tarot),
sampling from more than one source per track, and
using software, that I do not actually know how to
manipulate, to my advantage. The entire process is
automatic, determined by accidents.”13

Daily, https://daily.
bandcamp.com/lists/
vaporwave-genres-list,
accessed November
21, 2016.

10

The video was posted
on YouTube on June 7,
2016.

11

“It is only on the
screen, I can be with
you,” also, perhaps,
alluding to virtual
romances or even the
possibility of A.I.human relationships,
“lost memories to
the time of Never. My
cursor moves to click
it”.

12

I look at Re: Amore
within the frame
of hauntology, a
term introduced by
Jacques Derrida in
1993, describing
the persistence of
elements in the
past, specifically
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Maldoror’s compositions are an aural collage. He uses various
samples, from voices of a crowd to a reading of Dada poem Gadji
beri bimba (1916) by Hugo Ball. The compositions are marked by
Maldoror’s sonic signatures of repetition and irregularity in texture
and pace. They are variations on chaos: beats and electronic sounds,
synthesized twangs evoking futurism, tribal drum beats, jarring
industrial sounds tempered to become oddly soothing, punctuated
by Muzak14 samples. This musical psychogeography elevates these
series or assemblages of sounds to create music that evokes the
action of wandering streets without a formal guide but rather
propelled by intuition or imagination.
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A point of interest and visual counterpoint to the music is also
the accompanying track images or covers on Maldoror’s music.15
Album covers and thumbnail images are generally understood
to be art forms in themselves, just as books need good covers
to complement their stories (or provide the reader with the
right sense of bad-read-dread). It is also perhaps worth noting
that the album cover for Maldoror is the one used for MIASMA
APPARITION SKETCH and, according to him, was specifically
designed to “offend graphic designers.”16 Maldoror posits that
“the construction of an identity of a certain musical venture has
changed radically from the days of internet yore. Soundcloud,
unlike platforms like the late Myspace music, cannot be
customized (apart from the profile picture and the header).”
He states that, “I guess it’s the hashtag and the description
that actively shapes how the listener experiences the song/
sound/whatever, and I think this limits the range of the horizon
of experience… I guess it’s difficult to carve out an online identity
without being limited by the algorithm that certain sites provide for
easier navigation/categorization.”17
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in a genre such as

He explains the use and experience of using a
hashtag as a suggestion, and one that he does not
fully take up as suitable for the type of compositions
he produces. Hashtags also foreground the question
of acquiring an audience and the demand for
popularity obscuring originality. It seems that to this
point, uploading or publishing work online is also a
tightrope walk between intent and getting the right
amount of exposure. On the other hand, enigma
and obscurity could also be used as successful
gateways to notoriety. On what he thinks of an
audience, Maldoror writes, “I think that it’s quite
difficult to describe an audience; any effort to do
so would be the fruit of imagination… I thought it
[the music] would have been disseminated into the
vast expanse of the internet land, but it seems as
though everyone is screaming at the same time and
there has been difficulty finding my work because it
is buried underneath all the noise.” But rather than
view this being “buried underneath all the noise”
as a deterrent to his practice, Ledesma looks at it
differently: he imagines Maldoror as something that
exists in a niche environment and would appeal to a
fringe audience—or perhaps a non-scene? Someone
is always bound to encounter the music by chance
(really by algorithm) and like it. The rest is noise.

vaporwave, dissolves
the perception of
timeliness when
regarding a work of art.

13

Ledesma, email
interview, 2016.

14

Also known as
elevator music, Muzak
is associated with
advertisements, and
an aid to productivity. It
occupied offices, malls,
and public spaces.

15

For example the track
“TULISAN TULISAN
TULISAN” has John
Arcilla, of Heneral
Luna fame, for its track
cover or “IN FAVOR OF
A LESS DEFINITION
OF GLORY” with
Justice Friends as its
track cover. Others
are references to

Where Agregado and Maldoror talk about their
audiences, partly defined by internet trends and the
mechanisms of an algorithm, the recent work of
Adam David and Vladimeir Gonzales directly engage
with the formal identifiers of information technology:
their hyperfiction innovates in form and content,
subverting literary conventions, and expands upon
pre-existing texts as meta-commentaries: David’s
hyperwritings *snip* (2010) and should i stay or
should i go (2015), both posted through blogspot,
and Gonzales’s Hyperkuwento (2010), a collection

classical art, such
as the corrupted
‘conservation’ of Ecce
Homo.

16

A revisit to Maldoror’s
music showed me
that the Soundcloud
page I wrote about in
2016 no longer exists,
and so do the album
covers and music I
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fig. 4: Screen capture of Adam David’s should i stay or should i go

described in the entire

of interactive web-based fiction and fan fiction that
combines the experiences of teens and young adults
at the beginning of the 21st century. Both works are
examples of cultural production that use hypertext,
a software system that encodes information into a
computer that translates into graphics and text.

section. Maldoror’s
music is now posted
in Bandcamp: https://
mldrr.bandcamp.com/

17

Ledesma, email
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interview.

Adam David’s hypertext projects, of which he has
several with a list available in his blog OBLIQUE
STRATEGIES, are concerned with a number of
issues and concepts: should i stay or should i go
is about changing geographies and urban ennui,
while *snip* is about body horror. Perhaps the
most potently explicit and effectively contentious
of his hypertext works is Hi Ma’am Sir or HMS, a
randomizer generated as a parody of the anthology
Fast Food Fiction Delivery edited by Mookie KatigbakLacuesta and Noelle Q. de Jesus, posted around
April 2015. Through HMS, David reveals his own
process of doing hypertext in the micro-essay “thirty
minutes or less,” the original title and posted in place
of the deleted randomizer.18 He then provides the
motivation for doing HMS: “HMS was also intended
to be a continuation of my critical and creative
practice: one of my main branches of critical and
creative exploration of the last ten years in what I call
drawing the infinite from the finite, a development
of my interest in Constrained Writing.”19 Responding
to a literary anthology, Fast Food Fiction Delivery,
with hypertext, Hi Ma’am Sir, fulfills the idea of
criticism as discernment. The anthology is a direct
association to something without substance and
non-vital, “something we equate with mindless
consumption,”20 hence a subject of criticism through
parody. Though I would argue that it does more.
David expanded its potential through parody and
hypertext, which he predicted would “come up with
new stories expressing coherence despite their

18

“Here is how HMS
worked: I went through
the anthology and
copied four sentences
per story—two random
sentences somewhere
in between… I typed
them all out in four
rows and encoded a
hypertext machine in
Javascript to generate
random combinations
of what amounted
to roughly two
hundred and seventytwo sentences,”
from Adam David’s
microreview “Nutrition
Facts: Always Look
at the Label,” blog,
accessed May 20,
2020, http://wasaaak.
blogspot.com/2015/03/
nutrition-facts-alwayslook-at-label.html.
However, this link only
leads to the homepage
of his blog OBLIQUE
STRATEGIES: an
exercise in youthful
blasphemy.
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disparate origins,”21 giving vitality to an otherwise chewed up genre. In
turn, the editors and its publisher Anvil charged David with copyright
infringement for his “crime of writing” that could also be punished
under the new Cybercrime Law.22
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David continues to explore and refine his idea of drawing the infinite
with the finite through several other randomizers, should i stay
or should i go (posted on March 11, 2015) and *snip* (posted on
January 22, 2010) among them,23 seeking in various degrees ways
to innovate form and content. In should i stay or should i go,
changing landscapes, geologic time, and geographies are used
to propel or create a narrative. Pressing “go” leads the user to
three image panels, evoking movement as though driving on a
highway. The triptych of landscapes however, do not follow an
expected chronological or geological form but rather functions
as a combinatoria of text and image. One panel might show a
sun setting and next to it, a sun high in the sky; a flat landscape
is then followed by a cityscape. I consider the unpredictable
combinatoria a response to the predictability that presides
over a program or an algorithm. It also calls to mind the
unevenness of local landscapes, where the urban encroaches
upon the rural and industrial complexes appear in the middle
of the countryside.24

19

Adam David, thirty
minutes or less, 19
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April 2015, http://

*snip* tells the story of a man who finds himself
in a dire predicament and as the story progresses,
escape or some sort of clarification seems all the
more unlikely. Its hypertext form differs from should
i stay or should i go in that the words themselves
propel the narrative forward and in circles. Each page
contains a short paragraph or single sentences with
two to four words. The choice of words or phrases to
highlight as gateways or links to new pages concern
themselves with the man’s body, or things which
immediately bear some effect to his person, words
like blood, vomit, food tray and legs; phrases like
“he twists it again” (“twists,” underlined, being the
link word), “it snaps,” “his tired body rippling in
convulsions,” “he is too sleepy to care,” or “What
was once a glass of water is now a toilet for flies.”
Vladimeir Gonzales’s Hyperkuwento, uploaded on
the internet around March 2010, opens on a page
that is purely image: a desk filled with items which
seem to be the contents of a college student’s
back-pack. The CD-ROM opens to a series of animé
characters and upon clicking, the user will be led
into works of fan fiction from original shows such
as Magic Knight Rayearth and Ghost Fighter. There
are traces or considerable influences of fan fiction or
influences of Japanese animé and fandoms, due to
what was previously expressed as the widespread
availability of these cartoons on local television
(though it seems to have died out sometime in
the mid-2000s to the present). This can be taken
as an example of what Agregado has previously
stated, that artists will find traces of themselves (or
their influences) in other artists. Because cultural
producers both share the same interests, as well as
a shared sense of nostalgia for the pop culture they

himaamsir.blogspot.
com/.

20

Adam David, “thirty
three, and two more
new things,” OBLIQUE
STRATEGIES: an
exercise in youthful
blasphemy, 12 March
2015, http://wasaaak.
blogspot.com/2015/03/
thirty-three-and-twomore-new-things.html.

21

Ibid.

22

Conchitina Cruz, “On
Writing and Value,”
blog, 22 October 2015,
https://curiouscouch.
wordpress.com/.

23

A personal favorite
is “Sandaang Salita
Mula Sa Kalikasan,”
a word generator
of descriptions of
natural phenomena in
different indigenous
languages, see http://
mulasakalikasan.
blogspot.com/.

24

Often wreaking havoc
among communities
and ecosystems.
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fig. 5: Homepage for Hyperkuwento
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consumed growing up, the common objects of
desire seep into a collective consciousness and translate
into generation-specific or epochal
creative practices and production.25
The Rubik’s Cube in Hyperkuwento
opens to AKO ANG DAIGDIG, each word
containing its own set of stories, and in which the
user can also submit their own works.
In Hyperwriting: Isang Walkthrough, Gonzales
also expresses some of the fascinating qualities
of hyperwriting, “Baka mas may pang-akit na
ang anyong nagmumukhang tagalikha na rin ang
tatanggap ng teksto” (Perhaps it would be more
alluring to think of the reader as both receiver
and creator of the text).26 Resonating with the
Barthesian concept of the “Writerly Text,” Gonzales’s
poetics construes each work as always a work-inprogress, continuously expanding as it is rewritten
and reinterpreted by its readers. This construction
subverts the hierarchies that are traditionally
associated with aesthetic and cultural engagement:
here, the creator is a receiver and the receiver
is a creator. Both are committed to the growth
of a work, and within this channel of
communication, the emphasis is moved from
conceptions of sole ownership and subverting
authority to partnership and collaboration.
Now, if only it were really that simple.

25

In Gonzales’ notes on
his Malikhaing Pagsulat
(Creative Writing) class
titled “MPs 110: Isang
Tala tungkol sa Palihan
hinggil sa Encantadia
Fan Fiction, at mga
kaugnay na Usapin,”
he not only relates the
act of writing fan fiction
to the realm of “new
literature” along with
hypertext, but also to
fan fiction as metadata
or metafiction. For
Gonzales, fanfiction
is also a text because
it can have multiple
versions of one story
or source, each one as
viable as the original.

26

Vladimeir Gonzales,
“Hyperwriting: Isang

In AKO ANG DAIGDIG, the user/contributor is given
a multitude of voices and perspectives. In a sense,
the user also bears witness to the various personal
histories and the development of the site through its
stories. These stories in Hyperkuwento, according to
Gonzales, both use and explore the characteristics
and cultural implications of hypertext. As with AKO
ANG DAIGDIG, viewer/reader involvement is the

Walkthrough,”Likhaan:
the Journal of
Contemporary
Literature 3, Quezon
City: University of the
Philippines Institute of
Creative Writing, 2009,
210.
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core of a series of stories found in the notebook Transtextual. Stories
such as “Patayin sa Indak si Anastasha!,” which functions similar to
David’s should i stay or should i go and *snip*, and “Lunes, AlasDiyes ng Umaga,” where readers can manipulate the narrative by
pressing a combination of numbers on a fax machine upon which the
machine appears to print out the story, presents local experiences as
a fax message evoking a slice-of-life narrative with its brevity and
intriguing open ending, which are also the elements of flash fiction.
In “Lunes, Alas-Diyes ng Umaga,” as the characters change,
so does the narrative.

Instead of exclusively aiming for individual distinction, my essay has
emphasized a thriving art or literary scene defined by collaborations
and acknowledging the mutual exchange of ideas. This collaborative
practice includes/is characterized by three key features: First, there
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The hypertexts by David and Gonzales subvert conventions
in writing through their exploration and use of digital forms
and computer languages (HTML and Javascript). Both writers
seamlessly integrate image with text, where the function of
the image produces the text and one is defined by the other.
Admittedly, it is impossible to gauge the general reception of
these works. There was no way for me to tell how other people
received David’s hypertexts or Gonzales’s Hyperkuwento—
David was served a copyright infringement lawsuit for Hi
Ma’am Sir. I must admit that on a personal level, I found
works like HMS and *snip* an enjoyable and interactive
way of reading.27 David and Gozales’s hypertexts retained
narrative elements of conventional print literature even as
they reconfigured it as a divergent form that continues to
expand and push against the border of literary production.
On the other hand, Agregado and Maldoror in regarding (the
idea of) an audience, encounter and reception of their works,
acknowledge that the artwork or composition is always imbued
with an amalgam of influences. They absorb and transmute them
according to intent for their own work, resulting in what I would
consider a respectful and informed yet non-hierarchical
(or rhizomatic) consideration of influence and inspiration.
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is the suspending of belief in the need to produce original
or intellectual work, instead focusing on intention and
response. Second, there is a conception of criticism as
discernment: identifying which elements in a work
might be vital to a community and an individual or 27 During a brief
to a moment in historical time—opening channels
teaching stint at the
of possibility and validation rather than elitist gateUniversity of Santo
keeping or crass commercialism. Finally,
Tomas, I introduced
there is acknowledgement of a basic fact of c
my students to
ultural production, made clearer by the intersection
Sandaang Salita Mula
of art with the digital world: the near certainty of
sa Kalikasan, a word
artworks creating their own meaning and currency
generator that gives
that go beyond its creator’s control
ways of describing
and viewer’s expectations.
natural phenomena
in different Philippine

In considering the opportunities and limitations of
collaboration or transforming a previously existing
work (for example, using recorded sound or music
samples to create a composition), I also consider
what it means to communicate as a person using
the internet. Or, in further consideration of ways
of thinking that produce memes, what it means to
communicate as a person born and raised on the
internet. There is a way to balance or rather, to
develop a habit in which a person is open to the
idea—and open to communicate such an idea—that
concepts and images flow and are transmitted from
one eye to the next and undergo transmutation. In
much the same way that a message is garbled in the
game of Pass the Message. That perhaps the work
that resonates the most isn’t one that was mastered
and perfected, but the accident produced from a
time of uncertainty and chaos (and the debris from a
catastrophe—Marcel Schwob: “For all construction
is made of debris, and nothing is new in
this world but forms.”28)

indigenous languages.
My aim then was to
put it out there and to
see whether the work
would have been met
with enthusiasm and
interest—perhaps a
few out of almost a
hundred did. The point
was to share and to
say, “hey, this exists
and I think it’s cool.”
(So, my role as a writer
also oscillates between
enthusiast, and as I
describe it, discerning
critic.)

28

Marcel Schwob, The
Book of Monelle,
trans. Kit Schluter
(Cambridge: Wakefield
Press, 2012), 7.
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Giving tribute means recognizing something’s impact on someone’s
life. It is the act of making a relationship visible through some form,
whether this is done out of gesture, or through the creation of a work
that highlights influences. It expresses a form of differentiation, in the
sense that the creator looks back to what has gone before and in effect
becomes self-aware of one’s own creatorship. This self-awareness
manifests when one looks back to one’s influences, and recognizes
one’s own potential to influence others as well. And yet, to give
tribute is to show gratitude and humility.
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This humility is apparent in Giosdesk’s comic strip collection,
KartoonLand Adventures. It is one among the releases for his
comic series, Lakan at Makisig. In one of our correspondences, he
stated that all he wanted to achieve in the making of the collection
was to give tribute to his influences.1 This tribute was delivered
through the main characters of his comic, Lakan and Makisig,
who represent his sons in real life.
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This work is characterized by a parade of settings and situations,
which are used to refer to popular titles—comics or otherwise. As
it is in parody, the gags function based on our knowledge of what it
parodies. This means that its contents refer to something that is not
just personally recognizable, but something that could be recognized
by a group of people. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the
word “familiar” in its many uses. In this essay, I take particular
interest in these definitions:
5a : frequently seen or experienced : easily recognized
(a familiar theme)
b : of everyday occurrence (a familiar routine)
c : possibly known but imperfectly remembered
(her face looked familiar)
6 : having personal or intimate knowledge —used with with
(familiar with the facts of the case2)
It is common to think of familiarity in terms of the
personal level (definition 6), because familiarity arises
from one’s personal encounter with something.
However, definition 5 suggests that there is also
a social aspect to the notion of familiarity. While
something that is “frequently seen or experienced”
can be taken as something that is personally
encountered frequently, it can also mean a thing of
abundance. That is, it can be encountered by many
people in various situations.

1

Giosdesk, Facebook
message to author,
January 21, 2019

2

Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, s.v.
“familiar,” accessed
August 15, 2020,
https://www.merriamwebster.com/
dictionary/familiar
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In KartoonLand Adventures, the main adventure begins with Makisig,
one of the brothers, falling into a komik book.3 He is followed by his
brother Lakan, jumping in more intentionally than his brother (fig.
1). I will unpack the importance of the holes later. But for now, it is
enough to note that these holes set a pattern, in which this komik
collection unfolds.
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fig. 1: All images courtesy of the artist.

Once Lakan and Makisig have dropped out of the hole, the visual
form changes. The characters are drawn with generally short
stature with thin limbs. The hair is stylized to look more bunched
up and rounded. Their eyes look like glossy beads. They are wearing
white gloves, which is reminiscent of some early Disney characters
like Goofy. They are wearing two-buttoned shorts similar to that worn
by Mickey Mouse. Makisig himself recognizes the stylistic change they
underwent, as he comments on their own representation (“Pacman
eyes,” “gloves,” and “gigantic feet”) (fig. 2).
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fig. 2

This visual form associated with classic Disney
characters becomes further explored when the komik
moves to a scene in Steamboat Willie, which is one
of Mickey Mouse’s earliest appearances.4 In this
strip, Lakan and Makisig ride the steamboat (fig. 3).
Lakan then steers the steamboat, imitating a pose
that Mickey Mouse took in the original animation. He
holds the steering wheel of the steamboat with arms
wide apart, and stands with his legs apart. He dances
and whistles while steering. These exaggerated poses
are common in cartoons as these try to emphasize
gestures. Makisig tries to identify a familiar scene, but
recalls Ikabod instead of Mickey Mouse.

3

In this paper, I am
using the term komik
to refer to comics that
have been made in
the Philippines. The
term comic is used
as an umbrella term
for comic works in
general.

4

“Walt Disney Treasures
- Mickey Mouse in
Black and White”,
(Walt Disney Video,
2002), DVD.

fig. 3
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Not counting the main characters, this is the first point where two
contexts mix in one strip: that of Mickey Mouse and that of Ikabod. Both
are mice, and were initially presented in black and white. However,
these two were apart in terms of space and time. Mickey Mouse was
created in the 1920s.5 Ikabod first appeared around the 1980s.6 And
of course, Mickey Mouse was created by Walt Disney, who resided in
the United States of America; Ikabod was created by Nonoy Marcelo,
who resided in the Philippines. Mickey Mouse has been parodied by
two Filipino-made characters: Lakan in our komik, and Ikabod via
Makisig’s recollection. Though the character being referenced by
the gesture of steering a ship while whistling is absent, it is already
evocative of Steamboat Willie. That is, the punchline at the end
is funny because we know that the Makisig mistakenly identified
Ikabod instead of Mickey Mouse.

In his book Image Studies, Sunil Manghani proposes that
images have an ecology: images have a life of their own, and
they are part of a community of images that they exist with or
against.7 Mickey Mouse, a cartoon monochrome mouse, is part
of a great number of drawn mice. Ikabod is part of this image
community, although his image might not appear to us as often as
Mickey. Nonetheless, the last panel of fig. 3 is funny if we recognize
that Ikabod is also part of that image community.
The collection then goes on to reference early Disney animation,
which featured soundtracks more than spoken word (fig. 4). This
leaned closer to a stage performances than a dialogue-based scene
in a film. Such celebratory scene interests me because this is a comic
panel that tries to capture both sound and motion.
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In this strip alone (fig. 3), there is already an asymmetry in the
world of comics, or in the wider scale, that of popular culture.
While there is an abundance of local works in the history of
comics, the image of Mickey Mouse is abundant enough that
he does not even have to be present in a scene in order to be
recalled. Giosdesk resists this by making present a similarly
monochrome mouse, Ikabod.
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fig. 4

It is easy to associate a single panel with a photograph that captures
a singular moment. After all, a photograph and a single panel could
both appear to be in one picture. But in comics, a
pictorial singularity does not mean a single moment. 5 Michael Barrier, The
Musical notes floating across the panel suggests
Animated Man: A
8
time, because sounds require a time element. As our
Life of Walt Disney
eyes move from left to right, time passes. Through
(California: University
panels like these, the comics medium converses with
of California Press,
traditional and contemporary media as it comes out
2007), 56.
from its self-transformation.
6 Alicor Panao, “Ptyk
But this scene ends when Makisig notices
is home,” UP Forum
a “rewind” button and then presses it:
Online, n.d.
“What does this button do?” (fig 5). It was an
accessible reference; a line attributed to DeeDee 7 Sunil Mangani, Image
from Dexter’s Laboratory, every time she touches
Studies: Theory and
a button in her younger brother’s laboratory.
Practice (London:
Routledge, 2012), 35.

8

Scott McCloud,
Understanding Comics:
The Invisible Art (New
York: HarperPerennial,
1994), 94-97.
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fig. 6
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At the press of a button, Lakan and Makisig were flashed back
into the world of silent film. This time, another medium shores
up in comics: they both deliver a narrative through pictures
and text. But unlike comics, a silent film delivers a narrative by
intermittently showing segments of motion picture and text.
The attempt of the comic medium to imitate the way silent films
operate highlights their difference in working with picture and
text. The unfolding of time has been laid out in space through
these panels.9 But because of this, “I think we’re going to need
a lot of panels” (fig. 6). And yet, through this imitation, the
experience of silent films also becomes more familiar.
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After the silent film, the transition was not quite
smooth. Instead of a transition through action, the komik used
text to cue in music, indicating the return of sound. Walking
around, Makisig encounters the Monkey and the Tortoise (from
Rizal’s early visual narrative) fighting over a banana tree (fig. 7).
Makisig interrupts this argument by calling out, “What’s up, Doc?”
The two other characters, however, could not understand Makisig.
Explaining this failure of communication, the last panel shows a
drawing hand, presumably Rizal’s. The translation for the spoken
text says, “What happened?” “I don’t know.”

fig. 7

9

McCloud,
Understanding Comics,
7–8 and 66–74.
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A few interesting encounters happen here. I see this as the most
complex strip in the comic book, where several separate characters,
concepts, and narratives were staged to interact. Makisig, the monkey,
and the tortoise, were created by Filipinos. However, both use a
colonizer’s language. The series Lakan at Makisig primarily uses
English as its language. Rizal’s monkey and tortoise speak Spanish.
Makisig’s actions still refer to the animation medium by uttering a
Bugs Bunny line: “What’s up, Doc?” However, Rizal’s monkey and
tortoise were originally drawn on paper. On top of it all, Giosdesk
drew the monkey and the tortoise (and the entire strip in general)
according to his interpretation. It is a mix of Giosdesk’s influences
and encounters mediated by his own drawing style.
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fig. 8
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Makisig falls into yet another hole, ending up in the world
of Peanuts (fig. 8). This time, the brothers were drawn much
more rounded, a clear reference to the way Charles Schulz
drew his characters during the late period of Peanuts. The
noses were small rounded bumps, the mouths become larger
when shouting, and their facial expressions could be attributed
to Schulz’s visual language. Moreover, an array of objects and
situations give reference to Peanuts, such as Linus’ blanket, the
football gag, and sitting on Snoopy’s doghouse.
After entering Snoopy’s doghouse, which could be considered
yet another hole that serves as transition, they find themselves
in the world of Pugad Baboy (fig. 9). Like the previous transitions,
Lakan and Makisig transformed into something visually appropriate
for the title. Just like the characters in Pugad Baboy, they became
obese. Their facial features include having a single eyelid, two round
eyes, and an “m” shape marking out the outline of their eyes. Because
of their large bodies, the frames could barely fit them. It is amusing to
see how Lakan and Makisig’s bodies have started pouring out of the
last frame, confronting us with its being a reference. It reminds us
that while this reference to Pugad Baboy evokes the original,
it is still presented through Giosdesk’s own komik. Through
their size, Giosdesk’s own panels have been struggling:
“We need bigger panels!”

fig. 9
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At the end of that segment, the hole again plays a role. But instead of
opening yet another context for them to enter, it closes in on them.
Sometimes, the hole does not wait! We are not always ready for these
kinds of transition. But we must go through them in order to move
forward. There is no more leeway to linger. The adventure has given
all it has to offer.
After being swallowed by this hole, the final strip shows that it was
all Makisig’s dream (fig. 10). The adventure has allowed Lakan and
Makisig to explore and interact the world of their father’s influences.

fig. 10
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But if it was all Makisig’s dream, was this adventure his own
rearrangement of his father’s influences? If so, where does this
come from? I can only speculate the possibility that this also
comes from Giosdesk spending time with his children. While
children eventually grow up as persons distinct from their
parents, they also grew up spending time with the adults around
them. These are narrow bridges that connect generations. The
familiar is shared with others.
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The main plot of Giosdesk’s KartoonLand Adventures began with a
hole, and it ended with a hole. A hole, in general, could signify a lack
of something, a blank that needs to be filled. But a hole can also be
seen as concealing a secret. A keyhole unlocks with the right key.
A tunnel is present in order to go through terrain that is otherwise
insurmountable. In some adventures, holes as in the caves are
desired for exploration and mapping.
The hole in KartoonLand Adventures are the same holes used in
cartoons. It usually represents a trap, or a means of falling into
somewhere unknown. I have seen cartoon characters being chased
by a hole—an animated, living hole! I have seen characters move
holes across space as if they are only abstract shapes to be slid
across the screen. Despite remaining unexplained, these holes
provide quick and playful transitions between scenes.
These holes sometimes perplex or beckon to us. As enigmas,
we do not know what dangers they might conceal or where they
would lead. But on the other side of this uncertainty is also the
promise of opportunity. Beyond the fear of the unknown, there
is the desire to find out. Those holes can teleport us to worlds
where the impossible has a chance of becoming possible.
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Falling out the other end of a hole is disorienting. The question always
comes up: “Where am I?” It is jarring because we do not know if what
we knew still applies to this new world. But eventually, the more we
incorporate this new world into our schema, it becomes more familiar
to us. We do not necessarily forget what we have gone through.
Instead, the way we understand our realities becomes rearranged. It
becomes part of what we call the familiar. The hole, then, provides a
chance to continuously challenge our previous conceptions of things.

But this cosmology is also at least partially familiar to us. Within
our memory, a lot of artifacts float around in space: events,
experiences, emotions. Through a series of forces, these
artifacts gravitate toward each other and cluster together in
certain ways. Some of these are closer to our consciousness—
the ones that we encounter everyday. They are close to us
just like the moon: we can see its details, and yet we are just
as likely to take it for granted. Familiarity does, in some cases,
breed contempt.
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Through these holes Lakan and Makisig explored many worlds.
However, this adventure is not only vicarious for us. While
this komik refers to popular titles in this tribute, this does not
necessarily mean that it is familiar to everyone. Only some
of us can decipher what is going on, which allows us to see
KartoonLand Adventures as both parody and tribute. We gain a
glimpse of Giosdesk’s cosmology through this work.
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This contempt allows some of these artifacts to drift away from
their orbits over time. They grow ever more distant from us. We
may still see traces of them in our sky, but at best they are faint. We
could no longer feel their gravitational force on us; they no longer
affect the tides of our daily emotions. It does not matter whether
they fade in terms of space or time. Out of sight, out of mind. Time
heals all wounds. The distance just grows greater.
However, our longing has the power to create gravitational forces.
We experience memories more vividly because of our longing—an
image of a happy event, the memory of a loved one. Despite the
inertia of forgetting in time, these artifacts are once again pulled into
our orbits. Michael Ann Holly describes the discipline of art history
as possessing a certain melancholy. There is a longing to reclaim a
cosmology that has been lost. It is “the oxymoronic pursuit of what
has once been.”10 In this sense, there is a longing in the creation of a
tribute. This longing becomes a gravitational center. It warps space
and time. Through such a tribute, this longing is shared with us and
satisfies this longing.
The longing to remember and to reconstruct has created
a vortex toward which all of Giosdesk’s influences and
knowledge of comics and cartoons gravitate. Within this creative
maelstrom, various memories of encounters and
images collide in ways that they have never before. 10 Michael Ann Holly,
Bugs Bunny’s words echo toward the arguing
“What is Research in
Monkey and Tortoise. Ikabod mimics the actions
Art History, Anyway?”
of Mickey Mouse.
in What is Research
in the Visual Arts?
(Williamstown: Sterling
and Francine Clark Art
Institute, 2008), 10-11.
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This vortex refers to a history both familiar and yet strange.
It is familiar because we, too, have encountered Bugs Bunny,
Rizal’s work, Ikabod, and Mickey Mouse. At the same time, it
is strange, because our own knowledge only partially overlaps
Giosdesk’s own. This vortex has dislodged the things we know
from their havens, and have gathered these concepts and
ideas into a galaxy. They cluster together around the vortex
highlighting certain relationships between these things. The
early years of the comics medium from the late 1800s to the
1900s coincided with the rise of animated cartoon industry.
Both have shared the fate of being thought of as entertainment
for children. The Spanish-speaking monkey and tortoise do not
understand the American English uttered by Bugs Bunny, showing
us differences between colonizing powers with which Filipinos had
to negotiate. It is easier for us to recall Mickey Mouse than Ikabod.
Pugad Baboy is one of the better known works of the 1990s, and is
still being appreciated today.
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This playful rearrangement arises from Giosdesk’s order of
things, something that is unique to his personhood. This order
materializes through his skill of drawing and knowledge of his
materials. At the very beginning of this comic book, before the main
adventure, Giosdesk begins by introducing the materials he uses in
making komiks. It begins with an awareness that any work requires
material support and interventions of the creator. From paper and ink
comes drawing. Through these drawings we recognize their referents.
We feel the energy in the work through the movement of the lines and
the texture of the backgrounds. That is the power of creatorship: the
ability to create sensuous vortices of memory and meaning. And as the
komik ends, the vortex loses its energy and sets all of these free.
“It was all a dream.”
In the end, Kartoonland Adventures is not merely a checklist of what
must be remembered. It is an act of reenchantment. Through the pull
of its vortex, things of the past regain the kinetic energy they used to
have. Their presence confronts us once again. These things of the
past slip into a hole, and are given another opportunity to become
part of the everyday—the familiar.

The first version of this essay was commissioned
by and first published on Triple Canopy in 2016.
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Balaguer
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Writing about graphic design and its political history in the Philippines
is a quandary as there is barely any reference material, local or
otherwise, dedicated to the subject. One must, by force, use foreign
sources in order to make a local reading. Another method: extrapolate
from the work of Filipino thinkers in related fields and cobble together
a prosthetic theory of graphic design, pockmarked by syllogisms
and mixed metaphors. One could also take to the streets and record
observations over beers, with graphic designers and their (politically
charged) clients, few of whom will go on record. Or one could
Google and hope that the Internet is not lying too much. If none of
these approaches are fully recommendable on their own, perhaps
all of them together might elucidate a more comprehensive,
if far from perfect, picture.

Team Manila was founded in 2005 by Jowee Alviar and
Mon Punzalan, and has since established itself as one of the
premier design studios in the Philippines. The studio began
as a T-shirt design company and later morphed into a firm
attached to a chain of retail stores. The lifestyle souvenirs on
offer include pencil cases, lunch boxes, backpacks, lanyards,
and pairs of socks. The products are all instantly recognizable
for being emblazoned with intricately layered, multicolored,
and vectorized local imagery: jeepneys, Shepard Fairey–esque
portraits of national hero Jose Rizal wearing aviator shades,
and Tagalog street slang in Helvetica. (Team Manila has turned
the typeface, stalwart of Swiss modernism, into a ubiquitous
trademark and something of a national symbol.) The success
of the T-shirts and lifestyle sundry has established a consumeroriented, optimistic nationalism, especially among the youth,
who are Team Manila’s primary customers. The company instilled
in Filipino minds a sense of what design can do, and put graphic
design in particular on the popular-populist map. In a 2011 Philstar
Global article, Alviar stated Team Manila had inspired “a new wave
of nationalism.” Alviar, who graduated from University of Santo
Tomas in the Philippines and received an MFA at CalArts, explained
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over the phone: “The youth are able to understand the
value of design on a T-shirt, and Filipino pride campaigns
are being spoken more and more in a design language.”
Team Manila’s success has created a veritable school of
patriotic design. Since the company’s rise to popularity, store
shelves have been aggressively populated with every manner
of object bearing the country’s flag or colors and oversized and
embroidered maps of the Philippines. Various other nationalistic
symbols—from the Chocolate Hills, a popular tourist destination on
the island of Bohol, to the sorbetes (ice cream) and fishball vendor
carts seen on the streets of Metro Manila—have also proliferated.
Pinoy pride became a selling point in advertising, a significant change
in a country where “Imported!!!” and “US Quality!!!” have long
been the postcolonial norm. Typically pun-loving Filipino ad writers
have rolled out populist “every Juan” ad campaigns (Juan being the
quintessential Filipino name) geared at superficially activating our
sense of Filipino self-worth, preferably through the purchase of an
object that signifies our level of nationalism and even allows us to
perform wearing, displaying, and selfie-ing.
The happy-go-lucky consumerism and reductive stereotyping
inherent in these souvenirs and design artifacts are rarely analyzed
by citizens, newspapers, and politicians. Academics at the moment
tend to steer clear of graphic design. No journals are devoted to
the subject, and serious texts and publications tackle it, if at all,
as a small chapter in a larger narrative of local material culture.
Outside of a few social media feeds and rarely read texts, this
new consumerist nationalism seems to be taken at retail-friendly
face value instead of as a starting point for a discussion about
the production of nationhood by design.
This conversation is not a minority concern. The nationalistic
youth culture trend has been effective at influencing public
policy. Since 2012, the Department of Tourism (DOT) has
promoted the country as a hip destination both locally and
internationally through the campaign “It’s More Fun in the
Philippines.” Similar to Team Manila’s coupling of Helvetica and

The political and social agency that graphic design has
attained might seem surprising in a country like the Philippines,
where the industry’s professionalism, discourse, and critical
practices lag. In the Global North/West,1 there is a greater and
perhaps more insidious understanding of the value of graphic
design, expressed in terms of monetary remuneration and the
recognizability of auteurs in the field. One might think that this
relates to North/Western designers productively applying their
lofty theories concerning design’s agency in social and political life.
And yet applications of those theories—from Hannes Meyer’s failed
social democratics as director of the Bauhaus in the late 1920s to
Bruce Mau’s idealistic Massive Change movement in the 1990s and
2000s to Metahaven’s polemics and critical explorations of political
design—have occurred mostly on an elite or corporate level.
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graphically savvy representations of Filipino pride, the campaign
pairs its eponymous phrase, set in the typeface Harabara (originally
designed by Brazilian art director Andre Harabara), with colorful
photographs of Filipino tourist attractions, natural wonders, and
cultural touchstones. The Filipino public quickly began to produce
its own versions in the thousands, many of which were adopted by
the DOT for use in advertisements and brochures. The campaign’s
marked success established Harabara as the Filipino font,
recognizable to both professional designers and to the “every
Juan,” who may not know Harabara by name but would know it if
they saw it. Though the idea of design as a means of agency isn’t
fully recognized by the majority of Filipino graphic designers—
who operate on a vernacular level, far from the air-conditioned
studios of Makati and Quezon City in Metro Manila—legislators
attempted to harness Filipino design’s newfound power in the
wake of this activity. In 2012, the Senate passed the Design
Competitiveness Act, whereby “the State shall [endeavor]
to promote an economy and society driven by design and
creativity responsive to our fast-changing times and reflective
of the Filipino culture and identity.” The bill led to the creation
of the Design Council, a group of representatives from various
design sectors instated to help carry out the bill’s provisions.
Incidentally, Team Manila’s Alviar is a core member.

The effects hardly ever trickle down to the rest of humanity.
This is what makes Filipino design so interesting: agency
quickly diffuses from the A-B fancy studio to the regular
C-D-E service providers and, perhaps, even to the
forefront of politics.2
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CREATIVE MISPRONUNCIATIONS

With its streetwear stencils and prominent use of Helvetica,
Team Manila may not seem that groundbreaking when measured
by a global standard of design style and discourse. However,
international design movements tend to reach us with delay or in
garbled form. They sometimes dribble in through returnee designers
educated overseas, the Internet, and forward-thinking magazines
bought by the well-heeled while traveling or rummaged with luck
at secondhand bookstores in Manila. When trends do arrive, we are
faced with the added challenge of poor translation and, in the most
glorious cases, creative mispronunciation. Though
somewhat fraught, our connections to foreign 1 The hyperreal
movements are inevitable for Filipino designers
geography of North/
to consider, as there is little local theory on which
West is measured
to base a critical perspective. We could navigate
standing from the
overseas currents not for the sake of emulation but
Philippines. These are
for crafting analyses fit to what’s contemporary, on
not empirical points on
the ground.
a map. They tie into
post-colonial narratives

In light of this, one might ask: Why was Helvetica,
with its idealized geometries floating above pristine
white fields, yoked to the Technicolor identity of
the Philippines, where nothing is the color of snow
(too much dust and smog), and the very notion of
blankness seems utopian (too little empty space)?
Filipino graphic design is as overcrowded as the
landscape of the country, the 12th most populous in
the world. Here, minimalism can be understood as
a sign of poverty, only surfacing when the designer
does not possess enough technical or financial

of idealized wealth and
progress.

2

Marketing speak in the
Philippines classifies
people into ranks of A,
B, C, D and E. A-B is
upper and high-middle
class and C-D-E is
lower-middle class, low
income, and poor.
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prowess for the addition of borloloy (lavish ornamentation), and fills
the gaps with decorations that cost time and signify money. A white
void might also denote a spiritual lack. There is no greater Filipino
sorrow than being alone, and the singular focus—the whiteness—
of minimalism can hardly be sold to a people whose idea of visual
pleasure is an explosion of the colors and textures that constitute
the experience of community. To us, variety is necessary to attract
the eye and soul. Universality in design is not about the blurring
of all colors into white, a color we wear to funerals, but rather
the representation of every facet of the community with its own
distinct shade. The more flamboyant the better.

Of course, this sentiment is entirely patriotic. Agency is only
granted to graphic designers in the Philippines when nationbuilding is invoked. When political or social power is conceded
to designers, it is still to serve top-down power structures and
corporate interests—which is not to say that graphic design in
the North/West does not serve top-down power structures and
corporate interests, though the presence of a more audible critical
voice can at least nominally call these practices into question.
Here, design theory is almost invariably passed through a sieve
that separates critical or subversive qualities. What trickles down
to application is only the notion of agency as optimism, colored a
particularly Filipino shade of happy, unadulterated by the analysis
of weightier issues without which, it would seem, change cannot
occur. The current brand of Philippine patriotism tends to exalt
only the positive traits of a people, and messages carried by design
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Team Manila’s use of sober-faced Helvetica to convey Filipino
pride is all the more noteworthy in this context. “We chose the
typeface for our logo even before we started making the shirts,
because it was clean and clear,” Alviar clarified. Helvetica was
originally an attempt at typographic perfection through the
crafting of ornament-free, minimal forms, which together could
provide a universally accessible visual language. Symbolizing
affective fervor for an equatorial nation may be far from the
typeface’s original intent, yet it’s rather fitting that Helvetica
would come to represent the sentiment of a united people.

nationalism are unequivocally one-sided in their portrayal of
the Philippines as the most awesome place ever. The notion
of agency as an oppositional force is difficult for a people
whose idea of power, enforced by a long history of both
colonial and dictatorial social norms, is founded on kinship
politics that prize majority-led consensus and conformity.
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POWERPOINT NATION

In the Philippines, graphic designers often do not identify as such.
They might be called print technicians, graphic artists, layout artists,
or simply artists. Their work is less likely to entail the direction of a
campaign from conception to execution than to serve as a cog in the
wheel of a graphic-service provider employed to do precisely what a
client dictates. Designers mostly operate within a larger manufacturer
of tactile objects, executing preconceived or template-driven designs.
Exceptions are concentrated in large urban areas like Metro Manila
or Cebu City, where a few North/Western-style studios have regular
clients like ad agencies or medium-to-large corporations. Street-level
graphic designers are either freelancing for precarious pittances
or working full-time yet non-contractually, adjunct to some sort of
printing service that makes books, tarpaulin billboards, corporate
giveaways, illuminated signs, Xerox or Riso copies, silk-screened
items, T-shirts, even tattoos. The key element for the success of
these businesses is the ability to diversify, to act as a one-stop
convenience (sari-sari)3 store for graphic artifacts.
The invisibility of graphic design as a legitimate profession,
something for which you might earn a diploma at school,
implies a workforce that is, for the most part, unspecialized
and undereducated. Consequently, there is little respect for
the designer’s input. It is common to see print shop customers
sit down and dictate the layout while the designer
dutifully clicks in assent. What results is a graphic 3 Convenience store.
nation that resembles Microsoft Word or PowerPoint
Translated, sari-sari
files, as that is generally the software literacy level
means “variety” or
of the client, who is always right. This attitude
“sundry.”
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fig. 1: Print shop signage
from Metro Manila, 2015.
All images courtesy of the
author unless otherwise
stated.

fig 2: Political signage in
Parañaque City, 2012.

fig 3: True Star Horoscope,
August 1994. Colophon
credit: “Cover concept
Agnes Escasa-Estanislao”

fig 4: Instructional sports
booklet purchased at
National Bookstore (Las
Piñas City), circa 2015.
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makes its way, largely intact, into the corporate world, judging
by the typeface-blindness and kernel-deafness of so many corpoconglomerate billboards.

SIDE NOTE: Counterintuitively, this abandoning (or
extrusion) of the canon could be an avenue towards design
decolonization or demodernization. Though without critical
gravitas to support and develop the precision of any extracanonical incursions, the opportunity for aesthetic liberation is
often and largely foreign notions of pre- or de-colonial (racial)
purity. More interesting would be the opportunity to creolize a
new aesthetic via mistranslation. It would be an efficient (because
familiar) strategy for birthing an aesthetic language entirely our
own, built on creative, poetic mis-digestion of an alien vernacular.
These practices and attitudes that marginalize the designer’s role
contradict the local power of creative industries, of which press and
literature form the largest part in terms of economic contribution
and employment, according to the UNESCO Creative Economy
Report of 2013. Creative industries in the Philippines employ 11
percent of all workers—the highest percentage in the world—and
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Examining the class struggle between the moneyed, educated client
and the undereducated, working-class designer, a vicious cycle
becomes apparent. Because designers are usually considered to be
blue-collar executors rather than creative-class visual strategists,
clients do not listen. Because clients do not listen (or designers
cannot speak), high-visibility design products such as billboards
normalize inefficient, awkward design. Because major advertisers
commit amateur design mistakes, the smaller workforce emulates
these choices and illiteracy is perpetuated. Because design
illiteracy is so ubiquitous, there is hardly anyone able to teach
design and specialize the workforce. Faced with extremely
inferior salaries—the design of a logo can go for as little as
300 pesos, or six US dollars, according to a freelance recruiter
interviewed in 2015—and few opportunities for creative
fulfillment, talented designers, most of whom are self-taught,
emigrate to other countries in search of fruition.

represent 5 percent of the GDP. Despite their subjugation,
the Filipino designer, then, does drive economic growth
and attain social influence.
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POLITICAL GIVEAWAY SEASON

If you were to ask someone on the street to draw a line between
institutional power and graphic design, they’d probably tell
you—in saving-face, saying-without-saying Filipino style—that
the political campaign season is the busiest of times for designers.
The owner of a printing press might provide sordid details about
how the discounted, in some cases gratuitous, printing of campaign
collateral might win favors, ranging from tax exemptions to the
awarding of bids to produce all of the politician’s printed materials,
should they be elected. A congressional aide might allude to political
parties creating their own printing presses to operate exclusively
during campaign season launder campaign money
into political pockets. A manufacturer of corporate 4 In seven years
giveaways such as key chains, T-shirts, mugs,
spent researching
fans, or even leather wallets might mention that
vernacular typography
these products often seal the deal for voters, as the
in the Philippines,
Filipino public does not always vote for convincing
the apparent gender
political platforms but more frequently makes
of all sign painters
decisions based on who hands out the best freebies.
encountered has been
A friend recounts a tricycle driver saying, “Whoever
male.
I vote for, it doesn’t make a difference to my life. At
least with this guy, I got a leather wallet. What did 5 Popularly known as
the other guy give me? Nothing.” A sign painter—
epal, this practice
arguably one of the most talented graphic design
increases name
figures in the Philippines, vernacular or otherwise—
recognition for
might speak of a big boost in business in advance
candidates—another
of elections, just before the moratorium on spending
surefire way to win
4
public funds is enforced, as he is employed
elections. While it is
to paint the names of politicians on all kinds
frowned upon, epal5
of surfaces in public space.
izing is still prevalent
due to Filipino
politicians’ notorious
impunity. Several
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fig. 5: Cover of Ermita Magazine, scanned
from the collection of Jowee Alviar

bills have been filed

Everyone in the business would point to a common
political campaign practice: outsourcing the
design to printers (which is to say regular and not
fancy designers), in most cases with very basic
instructions: “Here’s the politician’s name, here’s a
picture of her face. I don’t really care what else you
do, but we want both of these things to be really
big.” In which case, the role of designer, however
condescended to, is quite weighty.

in the Philippines to
curb these practices,
reflecting, per the
Senate Anti-Signage
of Public Works Bill
1976 (which has not
yet been passed), the
public distaste for “a
system [that] fosters
and promotes a culture
of political patronage

WORLD-CLASS FAUXCONUTS

and corruption,
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and diminishes the

Between 1965 and 1986, the ruling period of
importance that
conjugal dictators Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos,
the public needs to
design and culture were mobilized to foster a
place on sup-porting
mythical, ultranationalist image of a Filipino nation
government officials,
reborn after nearly fifty years of American rule and
not because of their
two-odd decades of post-WWII malaise—which
popularity, but because
were preceded by 300 years of Spanish colonization.
of their essential role in
This epic campaign for the arguably and twistedly
policy determination.”
decolonial Marcos brand, christened Bagong
Lipunan (New Society), was compartmentalized into a malefemale distribution of tasks. While Ferdinand busied himself
with the masculinized endeavors of infrastructural investment,
governmental policy, and cronyist economic relations, Imelda
engaged her feminine wiles to provide a glittering, showbiz
facade for the nation, instrumentalizing native iconography
and folklore in a process of “modernization.” To this end,
the presidential couple was consciously refashioned into
the nation’s Adam and Eve. They positioned themselves
as protagonists of the local folk legend Malakas at
Maganda (Strong and Beautiful): the Filipino first man and
woman, born from a single cane of bamboo. Design and culture
were accordingly oriented around the artificial rebirth of an
idealized, mythical, indigenous nationhood. For the Marcoses,
this identity had to be “world class,” as Filipinos describe any
product or person that is so top-notch as to be exportable.
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fig. 6: Chordbook purchased circa 2013
at second hand store in Cubao Expo
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Large-scale urban developments and monuments such
as Leandro Locsin’s brutalist Cultural Center of the
Philippines—an abstraction of the bahay kubo or traditional
bamboo hut—dramatized the godlike role of the Marcoses in
the construction of Filipino identity: orientalized and vaguely
folkloric, designed expressly for global consumption. Here and
up until the present, the decolonial is furthered as consumeroriented strategic essentialism.
In order to fully implement the New Society campaign, Imelda and
Ferdinand sought to control information that reached the public
through all media outlets. For writers, filmmakers, designers, and
image-makers unwilling to be manipulated, finding meaningful
and remunerative employment was difficult. Those who opposed
the myth-making apparatus were persecuted, tortured, imprisoned,
executed, or forced into exile. While rare, independent publishing
outside of Imeldifically blessed outlets did happen, creating small
pockets of creative expression and subversion. One such place was
the cultural publication Ermita, published in 1976 for ten issues, four
years after the pronunciation of martial law and ten years before
the end of the Marcos era and its stifling censorship. Another
was Jingle Chordbook, published from 1970 to 2012. While it also
featured record reviews and artist profiles, Jingle was known and
beloved for its extensive section of pop song chord sheets with
lyrics. Juaniyo Arcellana—at the time of interviewing, a senior desk
editor for the Philippine Star, one of the country’s largest daily
newspapers—wrote for Jingle over many years. He recounted that
tumultuous early era over beers.
Back then, there was no free press and only three statesanctioned newspapers: Daily Express, Manila Bulletin,
and Times Journal, and they all practically had the same news,
just minor variations. There was also The Manila Review. It
wasn’t exactly a Marcos publication, it didn’t parrot propaganda,
but it was still published by the government. A lot of the
artists and writers either took to the mountains [as part of
the communist guerrilla group, the New People’s Army (NPA)]
or were imprisoned. I worked at Jingle, alongside very talented
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people like Dante Perez and Lav Diaz, who now are big deals in the
art world. There were so few publications, all of us ended up working
in the same places. When I saw Ermita magazine, when my father
brought home that first copy for me, it blew my mind. We became
inseparable. I used to read it before going to bed, I used to smell the
newsprint. Ermita addressed the real need for an outlet for all
the artists and writers whose activity was abruptly stopped
during Martial Law.
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With editors Krip Yuson and Sylvia Mayuga and art director Boy
Yñiguez at the helm, the pages of Ermita were populated by
cultural heavy hitters such as filmmaker Peque Gallaga; graphic
designer, artist, and curator Ray Albano; and artists Roberto
Chabet and BenCab. Though the magazine was primarily
devoted to art and culture, it seemed to agitate for political
change however subtly. Arcellana takes another swig of his
beer. “Di pwedeng deretsohan lagi, parang padaplis (You
couldn’t always say things straight, it had to be sideways).”
The Marcos aesthetic glorified clean lines, noble values, and
neatly packaged, linear narratives with a globalized accent.
Organic and irreverent, these magazines carried hidden
messages in cryptic typefaces, advocated rebellion through
sex and drugs and raucous misbehavior, coded their real
opinions in cleverly juxtaposed items of news, and used
humor as a weapon to undercut official agendas. The humor
was crude and often misogynist. See the issue of Ermita with
the provocatively titled travel feature “69 Philippine Beach
Resorts” that collaged an image of a raunchy bikini-clad bomba6
star type—perhaps a nod to the sex tourism industry—with that
of a typically modest swimming-in-shorts-and-T-shirt crowd,
along with a list of government-sanctioned tourist information
concerning entrance fees and facilities. Ticking the necessary
boxes, they did publish the government’s information though with
tongue in decidedly raunchy cheek. Sometimes, the criticism was
open, albeit in very fine print, like the August edition’s “Cityscapes
Citations” piece, in which editors asked contributors to describe
“tiny” public victories they saw within Manila’s landscape. While
one tacitly understood these victories as attacks on the Marcos

chokehold over Manila’s appearance, a not-so-veiled
denunciation could also be read on the title page, in
small black font that did not quite contrast with
a bluish background.

6

Bomba means naked
in Tagalog slang.
The actresses who
would appear in the
era’s multitude of

Over the years, our aging city of Manila has been the
object of numerous attempts at refurbishment and
beautification…some rather pathetic in their intent to
replace what would be better left alone or whitewash
what would be better demolished.

soft porn films were
called bomba stars. It
is rumored that these
films were actually
sanctioned by the
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Marcoses as a way

The miniature text fired against Imelda’s city
beautification practices, which included, as Gerard
Lico details in Edifice Complex: Power, Myth,
and Marcos State Architecture (2003), erecting
whitewashed walls to cover shantytowns from
the view of passing motorists—a move still aped
by politicians today, especially when important
international dignitaries come to visit—spraypainting parched lawns and dried fronds a more
attractive shade of green, and tying faux coconuts
around fruitless trees for a more rustic effect.

to curry favor with
the working class,
specifically jeepney
and tricycle drivers.
This labor sector is
still a formidable block
of voting influence,
as evidenced by the
political lobbying of
organizations such
as The Alliance of
Concerned Transport

As the dictatorial regime employed design to
fabricate its oppressive nation, the graphic
subversions of magazines like Ermita and
Jingle helped foment the spirit of civil disobedience
that ultimately led to the Marcos-toppling EDSA
Revolution of 1986, which saw citizens of Manila
storm the city’s main thoroughfare, Epifanio de los
Santos Avenue, in protest of the assassination of
opposition politician and vocal Marcos detractor
Ninoy Aquino. Ermita folded for financial reasons,
but Jingle persisted until online chord archives and
public TV karaoke channels rendered its formula
obsolete. Up until the last issue, Jingle continued
to publish songs that had soundtracked the EDSA
revolution, their chords and lyrics constituting an
important memorial to the fight for freedom.

Organizations (ACTO),
Federation of Jeepney
Operators and Drivers
Association of the
Philippines (Fejodap),
Pangkalahatang
Sanggunian Manila
and Suburbs Drivers
Association (Pasang
Masda), and the Liga
ng Transportasyon at
Operators sa Pilipinas
(LTOP).

Film scholar Luigi Conti
draws other political
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TBC: DECOLONIAL DADA AND DUTERTE

To be continued…
Notes on the topic here: https://pad.xpub.nl/p/Altwavequerfront
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Opaque political critique fits into what was, up until the presidential
campaign and period of Rodrigo Duterte, known to be the prevalent
Filipino cultural value of hiya, loosely translated to shame. In the
framework of hiya, open and direct criticism is seen as one of the
ultimate social transgressions, as it does not allow for saving of face.
Political censorship can be (and often is) defended as simply the
regulation of accepted social mores and the rightful containment
of the walang hiya, or those with no shame. The Internet and
social media in the wake of Rodrigo Duterte’s political career have
forever changed the landscape of what we consider acceptable
public speech. Protected by the mediated veil of an online avatar,
distance from the interlocutor allows one a remove from the
experience of provoking someone else’s hiya, confrontation
has become acceptable, provided it is an aggression backed
by the majority, thus enforcing the status quo. The aesthetics
that accompany this affirmation by critique are a similar
assault on the senses. Trust in the messaging (or messenger)
is manufactured via visual chaos, and the cruelty of the
message is rivalled only by its brutally festive appearance.
Anything too slick is perceived as paid-for, professional, as
opposed to grassroots opinion. The main conduit for political
opinion making in the Philippines is Facebook, where the
native aesthetic is memetic. Memes—already anti-elite and
anti-establishment and thus fitting neatly into post- or decolonial language—have exploded into a new tropical Dadaist
(anthropofagous?) relationship between Philippine political
power and graphic design. The results are dissonant, effective,
mesmerizing, and not to be underestimated.

parallels to the Marcos directives and bomba films in his essay
Bomba: The Birth of a Genre:

“In the implementation of Martial Law in 1972, the bomba
needed to change. The mestiza was the prevalent star in preMartial Law era, embodying the Hispanic influence located
in Tagalog cinema. The western concept of beauty was
standardized – with fair skin, sharp noses, and voluptuous bodies.

The ultra-nationalist stance of the Marcos regime forbade such
screenings of European bodies in favor of the native image on
screen, paving the way for the emergence of the bold film and its
stars such as Gloria Diaz, Elizabeth Oropesa, and Daria Ramirez.
The wet look bold film typically involved the female stars
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drenched in water, with their assets clearly visible beneath a thin
underdress. In the latter part of the bold film phase, the female
leads were characteristically young-looking – ‘in tune with the
Marcos concern with youth for nationbuilding--integrating with
efforts such as the Kabataang Baranggay and the lowering of the
voting age’… “

Mayumi
Hirano
and
Mark
Salvatus
(Load
na
Dito)
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Kabit at Sabit was a multi-site exhibition conceived as part of Load
na Dito’s continued exploration of engagements and potentials of
curating in local art ecologies. Our search began with a sense of doubt
on what we call ‘fast-curating’ prompted by the neoliberal logics that
demand constant production of exhibitions, particularly the kinds
that seek spectacle and entertainment. Hyper-production contains the
perils of exploiting local resources, increasing carbon footprint and
creating precarious labor. How can we resist such a mechanism by
way of curating? How can the practice of curating create conditions
for sustainable and durable art ecologies? Through practice-based
research, we explore such simple yet foundational questions.
This essay will explain a mode of practice, which we call ‘almost
curating,’ and its application to the exhibition Kabit at Sabit.

In the text titled “Developmental Art of the Philippines” artist
and then director of the Cultural Center of the Philippines
museum, Raymundo Albano, writes about his curatorial scheme of
‘developmental art,’ in which “people were shocked, scared, delighted,
pleased, and satisfied even though their preconceived notions of art did
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Activities of curating cannot be separated from a particular
context shaped by socio-political agencies. The Philippines
is discussed here as a locality. The serenity of the white
cube stands in stark contrast with the bustling streetscape,
and artists have confronted this crude gap physically and
conceptually throughout the history of art. Everyday life is
an arena contested by crashing human desires and needs,
patched by excesses and deprivation, prey and resistance.
Election campaigns provide an extreme portrayal of the
landscape transformed into a colossal spectacle of power
battles. The streets are bombarded with faces and slogans of
political charms and insults, recited promises, and grand speech
fantasies as choreographed performances, forcefully soliciting
to permeate people’s minds. Given this reality as the context,
what scheme of curating could counterplay power relationships?
If not a total take-over of the power or exodus, can curating at least
intervene in the imposed juxtapositions of things and disturb the
syntax that tries to tame us?

not agree with what they encountered” which “made
one relatively aware of an environment suddenly
turning visible.”1 Installation art, “the kind that hangs,
leans, or gets support from an existing structure,”
made possible to present ‘pieces of junk’ for aesthetic
perception to challenge the established idea of art by
his defense of developmental art.2

1

Raymundo Albano,
“Developmental Art
of the Philippines,”
Philippine Art
Supplement 2, no.
4 (July - August
1981):15-16.
Republished in

Albano’s series of curatorial activities around
the notion and state of ‘hangings’ was a venture
developed through his affiliation with the Cultural
Center of the Philippines, where he assumed the
role of director of the visual art museum from 1972
to 1985. Working at the cultural propaganda arm
of the repressive Marcos regime, the international
vocabulary of installation art allowed Albano to
play with the tight institutional threshold. Sand,
junk iron, raw lumber, rocks and such literal things
were brought into the sanitized white cube from
the outside world filled with ‘demonstrations and

Raymundo Albano:
Texts (Quezon
City: Philippine
Contemporary Art
Network, 2017): 46.

2

Raymundo Albano,
“Installation: A
Case for Hangings,”
Philippine Art
Supplement 2, no. 1
(January - February

Looking through this lens, Albano’s mention of the Pahiyas
festival of Lucban may be understood in reference to Marcos’s
massive tourism program.7 The Pahiyas Festival, in which
the exteriors of houses are decorated with vegetables, fruits,
local sausage and objects that pertain to the livelihood of the
household, is introduced by Albano as an instance of “naturalborn” installations in support of his discussion on installation
art as the international language of modernist art that speaks
to “our authentic selves.” In 1973 under the grand promise
of the Marcos’s New Society project, the administration of the
Pahiyas festival was transferred from the local Catholic parish
to the municipal government, which turned the local religious
community celebration into a popular tourist attraction.8 Today, the
extravaganza sceneries of Pahiyas are not just made of hangings
made of vegetables, the kiping (translucent rice wafer) and arangya
kiping (chandelier made of rice wafer), but also advertisements of
consumer products and banners of politicians, increasingly obscuring
the original significance of the fiesta as a cultural practice evolved
around the communal faith. Albano’s musings on Pahiyas may spark
in contemporary readers a hint of nostalgia for the distant past, where
folk patterns and rituals were intact from alien intrusions. A sense of
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barricades.’3 Installation also allowed the artists to exercise their own
selection and decision to construct a space within the white cube.
Thus, Albano’s thesis of installation may implicate his curatorial
gesture to share a certain sense of authority with particular groups
of artists, whom he found “responsive to the time, meaning, to the
social, economic and aesthetic requirements of the people.”4 Patrick
D. Flores reflects on Albano’s curatorial approach as “provocative: it
may have insinuated a level of democratic habit...into an institution of
a military autocracy that was complicit in repressing the body politic
in no uncertain terms,”5 at the same time indicating its alignment
with Marcos’s national rhetoric fabricated by linking together
“a cultivated native civilization and international vocabulary of
modern art.”6 The curatorial approach taken by “the trickster selfconsciousness of Albano,” as portrayed by Flores, still entailed
circumspect curatorial selections, self-preservation inside the
institution patronized by the dictator.
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1981): 2-3. See

longing is also present in Albano’s fabrication of the
authenticity of installation art, which he connects
with the childhood experience and memory inscribed
on the body, and describes as “an experience of
mobility, performance, body participation and
physical relation at its most cohesive form.”9 The
restaging of such experience is conceptually sound;
however conceiving it as a form to be exhibited
may dismiss the series of social interactions
and community engagements that make up the
foundations of the local practice of ‘hanging.’ Doreen
G. Fernandez vividly captures the creative energy
of Pahiyas generated by the interaction of people
in the very moment of preparation: “ladders are up
against roofs, youths are hanging out of secondfloor windows; elders are directing the artwork
from the street; children are stringing, festooning,
holding props for the principal ‘artists’; others wield
electric drills, hammers, paintbrushes, pastepots, or
‘supervise’ while drinking.”10 Flores highlights the
scene of deinstallation as an essential part of the
Pahiyas festival, in which people “take them down at
the end of the day, and share the bounty with the rest
of the community.” Pahiyas is not a mere assemblage
of everyday material to create a spectacular
visual display of entertainment, but it is rather
‘social installation’ or a process-based community
practice that relates and connects individuals to the
immediate living environment and further to a larger
cultural and socio-political context, as Flores points
out, “in some instances, households would put up
tableaus that comment on the pressing concerns of
the day.”11 This vernacular practice of installation
resonates with Isabell Lorey’s words in her analysis
of precariousness: “survival depends from the
beginning on social networks, on sociality and the
work of others.” Due to the vulnerability of a living
being, there is a fundamental social dependency, and

Raymundo Albano:
Texts, 17.

3

Albano briefly
mentions the socioeconomic conditions
for Developmental
Art in “Philippine
Art Today: Young and
Developmental,”
Festival: Contemporary
Asia Art Show, 1980 II
(Fukuoka Art Museum,
1980): 338-339. See
Raymundo Albano:
Texts, 40-41.

4

Albano, Raymundo
Albano: Texts, 46.

5

Patrick D. Flores, “Field
Notes From Artworlds:
Interest and Impasse,”
Third Text 25, no. 4
(New York and London:
Routledge, 2011): 392.

6

Patrick D. Flores,
“‘Total Community
Response’: Performing
the Avant-garde as a
Democratic Gesture
in Manila,” Southeast
of Now: Directions
in Contemporary and
Modern Art in Asia 1,
no. 1 (March 2017): 25.
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impossibility of living a wholly autonomous life.”12 How can curating
maintain actual social relationality sprawling from the local practice of
hanging? This entails expanded space for art to consider the presence
of the other bodies and recognizing multiple interdependencies.

Necessitated by varied agencies in prolonged social instability
and political violence, the practices of artists’ self-organization and
emphasis on interdependence are political acts to remain collectively
independent from the patronage of manipulative powers. The artists’
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An exhibition Piglas: Art at the Crossroads held at the CCP in 1986
offers an important historical instance in addressing such a question.
A few months after the collapse of the Marcos dictatorship, a
handful of artists and cultural workers initiated this all-inclusive
exhibition at the CCP, which invited the participation of anyone
claiming to do art on the theme of social change could bring
one work into the ‘center’ once tightly controlled by elitist and
authoritative regulations under the Marcos regime.13 No rules
governed the exhibition. Art was endorsed by the authority
of the maker himself/herself. Artists united to generate and
amplify a democratic “impulse to cover as much ground and
enfold as many agents as possible” as a form of resisting the
autocratic manipulation of meanings of art coursed through the
curatorial exercises.14 Singularity was replaced with multiplicity.
Superficial cohesiveness was taken over by disruptions. “A
gamut of forms, from painting and performance to installation
was scattered across the spaces of the CCP, from the main
gallery to the hallways”, as if it were the “occupy” movement
to liberate art and culture, which had intimate linkages to the
democratic advocacy held by the leftist leaning artists known
as social realists.15 Their art practice was founded on the faith
in collective movement, as Lisa Ito describes, “Artists therefore
went beyond individual expression, embracing causes beyond
self as well as more communal forms of involvement and social
engagement.”16 Piglas offers a perspective that views and uses an
exhibition as a space of coinhabitation, considerations, and caring
for each other. The gallery space was taken into the organically
growing web of artists and cultural workers.
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7
drive to create a democratic space has been fueling
the art ecologies in the Philippines, which Dayang
Yraola writes to be creating “cultural commons
operating with the concept of work-life nexus
(creative ecologies), non-economic motivations,
social reciprocity and trust-based exchanges…
[where] serving their co-artists is considered their
gain.”17 It is in this value of serving their fellows
where the role of an artist-curator may be situated.
Exhibitions are made as a space to incubate each
other’s artistic practice and in some cases as a
venue to generate financial support. This idea of
trust-based exchanges is associated with the idea of
mutual protection, which may concomitantly develop
a collective safeguarding mechanism. Caring
generosity for the community hence involves a
question of territorial demarcation, which eventually
establishes a status and function of a self-sufficient
institution. It is the reproduction of a particular
type of agency that separates us from other, that
differentiates shared from separated, failing to see
the multiplicity of connections that compose the
social reality. How can curating veer away from its
operation based on selection and exclusion, and
open new territories for affective encounters and
communicative exchanges with others?

The Pahiyas Festival
in Lucban, Quezon
is a harvest festival
celebrated every 15th
of May. Originally
a practice offering
to the native gods
and goddesses, the
Spanish colonizers
exploited this practice
by infusing Christianity,
symbolized by the
patron saint of farmers
called San Isidro
Labrador during the
16th century.

8

Lou Antolihao, “From
Fiesta to Festival:
Tourism and Cultural
Politics in the
Philippines,” Kyoto
Review of Southeast
Asia 15, (April 2014),
Young Academics
Voice, accessed
July 9, 2020, https://
kyotoreview.org/

To explore the ways of curating that could counterplay the power politics, deterritorialize the space,
and facilitate more inclusive art discourses, we use
an operative framework of “almost curating.” The
term ‘curating’ is used here in a technical sense,
borrowing the definition from Jean-Paul Martinon
and Irit Rogoff: “a gamut of professional activities
around setting up exhibitions and other modes of
display.”18 ‘Curating’ can be attached with prefixes
to be specified, expanded or abstracted: such as
co-curating, where multiple curators work together

yav/from-fiesta-tofestival-tourism-andcultural-politics-in-thephilippines/.

9

Albano, 18.

10

Doreen G. Fernandez,
“A Town Bejewelled:
Philippine Food Art”
Kultura: A Forum
For Artist, Critic
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to make exhibitions; para-curating, which includes a range of
activities, which have been traditionally considered adjacent
and auxiliary to the exhibition proper, as a form of curating
in its own right; post-curating, which indicates an attempt at
undoing hierarchies and curatorial authority from below, and
within the practices of curating prompted by the precarization
of working conditions.19 While our search takes its cue from the
multiple layers of analysis and propositions proffered by attached
prefixes, we work with another operative word ‘almost’ to explicate
our stance to keep our critical exploration in a constant process of
nearing ‘curating’ but not quite. The intentional distance secures a
critical space in maintaining self-reflection, self-flexibility and selfreflexibility, which are essential in becoming part of a specific location
and its art ecologies. The in-betweenness allows us to experiment
with various degrees of planning but not control to complete. The
framework of almost curating is based on the idea of nonlinear

and Audience 6, no.

processes, disruptions, multiplicity, confusion and
play. Kabit at Sabit was the first exhibition ‘almost
curated’ by Load na Dito.

2, (Manila: Cultural
Promotions Division,
Cultural Center of the
Philippines, 1993): 38.

KABIT AT SABIT

11

Patrick D. Flores,
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“Engaging Public Space

The Filipino word kabit means to attach and to
connect, and sabit means to hang, which can
be used to describe both the state (naka-kabit,
naka-sabit) and the act (i-kabit and i-sabit),
suggesting the temporariness, transformability
and unforeseeability of the material situation
and curatorial scheme. With a reference to the
social connotations layered on both terms, the
title Kabit at Sabit also suggests our attempt
to problematize the condition of vulnerability,
insecurity and instability as in Lorey’s argument
about precariousness that is “existentially shared,
and endangerment of bodies that is ineluctable and
hence not to be secured, not only because they are
mortal, but specifically because they are social.”20
Sociality that our survival depends on is further
complicated by the increasingly blurred distinction
between physical and virtual spheres. Kabit at Sabit
took inspirations from the critical consideration
of the contemporary precarious condition that
is “relational and therefore shared with other
precarious lives” through artistic exploration of
relationships and engagements intricately woven
by the ambivalence of sharing and separation.”21
Through a temporal attachment to an existing
structure, how can artistic practice hack the
power algorithm programmed by the logics of
neoliberal governance by altering social tensions?
How can an exhibition create a sphere where art
ideas remain in the state of flux and continue its
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transformation without stopping the movement toward possible
transformation of social landscapes? How can we capture and share
individual experiences dispersed in phase and place, as the process of
considering precariousness as a condition shared by all?22

A total number of thirty-two artists across the archipelago
responded to the call by kabit (temporarily attaching and
connecting) and sabit (hanging) works in various media and
forms in their immediate environment.24 Some of them shared
with us their plans and information on the physical locations in
advance, while we chanced upon other contributions through
encountering their works online with the hashtag #kabitatsabit.
Some works were made fresh to be presented at Kabit at Sabit,
while others were existing works brought outside from their
studios. The emphasis on temporality induced instinctive gestures
that prioritized critical and sincere encounters over perfection
and control. The exhibition blurred the distinction of production
and presentation.
Criticality was generated and shaped through unmediated
relationships with a simple raw material ubiquitous in the immediate
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A simple guideline was set and disseminated to artists based in the
Philippines via social networking sites: install an artwork on the
exterior of his/her house, studio or outdoor space on the last day
of the election campaign, May 11, 2019, and simultaneously post
photographs or live stream the video of the work on social media
sites.23 The method of making an all-inclusive platform through
open-call was applied to develop our practice of almost curating.
No curatorial selection. No curatorial intervention in the artists’
plans. Propelled by an intention to tweak the familiar tensions
of the curating and the curated, the exhibition was designed to
operate on differences, a multiplicity of ideas, and pluralisms
of artistic approaches without engaging in a curatorial habit
to create one unified voice to narrate and stabilize a particular
way of ‘reading’ the artworks. Thus the exhibition explored
a way to keep artworks in direct attachment with the context
and the site of production.
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Archive 01, (The Japan

living situation. Materiality of the everyday objects,
particularly the tarpaulin banners of political and
commercial printing was explored by Ronyel
Compra, Atsuko Yamagata, Harvey Vasquez and the
collaborative work of Pope Bacay, Pin Calacal and
Miguel Puyat as a connecting point between art and
a social environment. The intimate improvisations
considered such toxic materials as a colloquial
language common to all; thus subversively inserting
perspectives to reveal the cultural and social codes
embedded in the everyday landscape. As Brenda
Fajardo writes, “colors and textures of found objects
that reflected these realities were used for the sets;
...It was possible to capture the patina of time and
become more sensitive to the aesthetic qualities
of local materials, thereby increasing our powers
of expression.”25 The colors of chemical pigments
and the texture of synthetic fiber became tools to
construct a sensible stage for critical reflection on the
realities as well as for playful imaginations of a world
of multiple connectivities.
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Folk narratives are central to the social networks
of people, where individual behaviours and
objects perform certain roles and meanings. It is a
communally practiced intangible art, continuously
repeated and constantly adapted, which takes on a
collective character and a conventional appearance.26
“In interpreting the universe, all aspects of life were
bound together in image-making.”27 The works of
Apotropaic x SKYLAB, Leslie de Chavez and Christian
Tablazon with Jael Mendoza problematized the
cultural tradition of storytelling and unraveled the
power to direct, control and manipulate the body and
mind by initiating and engaging in a shared process
in which the participants/audience are encouraged
to think, question, reason, and create from their life
experiences; as in the words of Fajardo:
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“As a counter consciousness movement, it
necessitates an awareness of issues and the need to
destroy the colonial frame of mind.”28 This functions
as an alternative pedagogical platform for collective
unlearning. Lena Cobangbang’s recipes hung on a
tree, Irma Lacorte’s food sharing, Joey Cobcobo’s
printing workshop disguised as a pizza shop, and
Melissa Abuga-a’s hangout offered a social space
based on the artists’ will to offer and share with
the neighbors as well as the passersby. Exchanges
through hanging and picking up shaped a space
open for unplanned encounters and interactions; thus
collaboration unfolded organically. This resonates
with Julie Ewington’s reflections on the social
space created around the installation in Baguio
Arts Festival by: “what had seemed a peripheral
activity, the incessant percussion accompanying
every installation, was in fact the very medium and
language of social interaction, the shared activity that
bound artists from different countries together more
surely than speech.”29
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Against the invasion of political and neo-capitalist
interest, the body is increasingly placed under
a suppressing regulation. Our task continues as
“to strive for real social change by opposing the
patriarchal system in its various manifestations and
expressions in Philippine society, and this struggle
is not women against men, but women against the
male-dominated structures and their institutions
that have ruled unquestionably over society.”30 Pam
Quinto, Aze Ong and Greyz Lockheart expose their
own bodies in the street to challenge social binary
perceptions, public and private, man and woman,
social and domestic. Through performative acts, the
fragility of the body is transformed into a monument
of courage and sympathy. The disembodied faces
and eyes in the works of Jose Luis Singson, Ginoe,

1st-Kabit-at-Sabit

24
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Angelo Magno and Rico Entico, while problematizing the presence of
the eye, disrupt the totality of the body as a canvas onto which social,
cultural and political codes are projected. A collective performance
by Bucho, Meatfist and Mikki Luistro, using the mirror dodecahedron
helmets, plays with the politics of gaze, and questions the separation
of self and the Other. The fragmented body suggests the potential
transforming into a hybrid, non-essentialized, non identical assembly
of a life, formation of connectivity and collective subjectivity.

The expansion of the virtual space into the physical
space is obscuring the distinction between the two. Our
body is connected in both the online and offline sphere
simultaneously, which exposes our actions to an ever
increasing danger of vertical and horizontal surveillance,
but it can also produce a new form of “connective action,”
bottom-up mobilization that occurs when calls to action
cascade through interconnected personal networks.31 Social
media was incorporated as a parallel site of the exhibition
in order to explore this expanded social sphere composed of
complementary relationships between online and offline spaces.
Video and photographs documenting the preparation, work and
performance played not only a role in documenting and collating
individual experiences but also developing shared social realities.
Accidental encounters were linked by using hashtags and sharing
the posts in a nonlinear order prompted some artists’s spontaneous
participations. The exhibition had no central hub or command
structure, and its entirety was rendered rather as formations of
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Kabit at Sabit inhabited numerous places simultaneously and used
the internet and social media to foreground each unique place and
project. The location was indicated on Google Maps, only to reveal
the reality of unfillable physical distance and impossibility of
grasping the whole, while the live feed on the social networking
site created a sense of assembly in a certain moment but
simultaneously creating temporal disjunctures. This allowed
the audience to evade linear paths, one unified narrative and
straight logics. Disruptions of smooth flow is a way to hear the
silenced and to see the covered.
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Bugaoan (San Pedro),

parasites, than an organizing host.
Attention was directed to the microcosm evolving
around the living space of artists. Home was
considered as an intimate ecosystem, a fragile
ecosystem, in which the body is intricately
interwoven or trapped. The body is put on to motion.
It is through the movement of the body one makes
contact with the surroundings and connects the
space of home to a larger context. Thus a locality
is defined through the experience of the body
mediated by languages, cultural-social codes and
technologies. The awareness of the fact that our
body is equally trapped in these infinite relationalities
allows us to think and act beyond the dichotomy of
private and public spheres and the division of shared
and separated. Kabit at Sabit situated itself in this
organism of interconnectivities. Its existence solely
depended on the individual motivation to create,
as well as their generosity to respond and will to
participate. Participations were manifested in various
forms - from mere attention, showing one’s presence,
to engagement in interactions. Certainly, operating
purely on artists’ voluntary participation without
any curatorial selection is an inadmissible gesture
in the curatorial process directed at completion of
the exhibition; as a matter of fact it entailed a high
risk for us of having no exhibition at all, and this is
where the core of almost curating is located. Curating
becomes a form through rhizomatic interdependence
of various factors. It is a continuous practice of
generating interactions, conversations and energy in
its integration with ecologies of art and society.

Pin Calacal + Miguel
Puyat + Pope Bacay
(Parañaque), Leslie de
Chavez (Lucban), Lena
Cobangbang (Quezon
City), Joey Cobcobo
(Mandaluyong), Ronyel
Compra (Bogo), Rico
Entico (Makati), Denver
Garza (Bacoor), Ginoe
(Silay), Klara Grancicova
& Obsolescent
Manufacturing
(Quezon City), Greys
Lockheart x NVC
(Aklan), Kat Grow
(Santa Rosa), Marlon
Hacla and Obsolescent
Manufacturing (Quezon
City), Irma Lacorte
(Dumaguete), Angelo
Magno (Cainta), Aze
Ong (Quezon City),
Pam Quinto (Quezon
City), Jose Luigi
Singson (Taguig),
Christian Tablazon with
Jael Mendoza (Los
Baños), Isola Tong
(Pasay), Toxic Future
(Cebu), Harvey Vasquez
(Manila), and Atsuko
Yamagata (Makati).

The scattered individual actions made spontaneous
links to be disrupted and then to be reconnected;
this constant renewing and re-routing of the circuits
enabled the impulse relay and transformed it into a
physical sense of affinity. Staying on the threshold of
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not securely held in a position, but dangerously
likely to fall or collapse, curating may be an
instrument in keeping art connected to the
actual living circumstance, while simultaneously
triggering connecting points to be made in
overlapping entities and networks. Key to the
sustainable and durable art ecologies is not
found in an attempt to stabilize the meanings of
art through selection and preservation, but in
an effort to consider the ecology as a unified yet
open-ended web of all agents beyond the entire
framework that categorizes, evaluates, separates
and excludes. A dispersed yet mutual attempt
has the potential of breaking apart the ordered
space for open possibilities for reassembling
them in a way yet unknown, which will not
be measurable and definable by
a pre-existing power scale.
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The exhibition Christmas Eve, Emilio Santiago, 1942 starts in a room
with hardly any display. A wooden bench bisects this space, turning our
attention to facing walls. On one is a short text outlining the curatorial
approach of the exhibition, on the other a painting. We are looking at
one painting from the collection of Jorge B. Vargas titled Christmas
Eve (1942) by Emilio Santiago. From a single work, the curatorial
agency meshes with the iconographic impulse to unravel an exhibition
that looks at how a painting yields affinities to material culture.
Whereas the typical iconographic idiom traces the image to motifs
or references, in its conjugation with the curatorial it cultivates the
image and allows it to ramify and vivify contexts and aspects of the
work into an animated assemblage. In the exhibition Christmas
Eve curatorial labor is exuberant as it allows an image to thrive.
It becomes an activity of parsing the image and in doing so,
rendering it prolific and elaborating for it a social life.
228

fig. 1: Installation view of Emilio Santiago’s Christmas Eve,
1942. All images courtesy of the Vargas Museum.
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Santiago’s painting hangs by its lonesome on a stark white
wall, only a halo of light around it. The enclosed space
embodies condensation of attention, which outside this
room, in the corridors and open area of the third floor of the
museum, is then disseminated across various tropes arising
from this singular work. In the painting it is Christmas Eve,
a mother tucks her child to sleep. She is holding a white toy
horse trolley. There is a gift newly unwrapped—a book, “A Story
of...Country.” Part of the title is obscured by another gift whose
wrapping is still intact. Possibly, the gift is another book. On the
floor is a plastic ball, a bike beside it. Behind the mother and child,
a window opens up to a world outside. The room is elevated, we see
Filipino- and Japanese-style lanterns on eye level. Inside the room are
a bouquet of flowers, a nativity scene. It is a composition that may be
seen as strongly allegorical. The book might speak to the successive
colonial narrations of nation. The season’s generosity might reference
the logic of colonial largesse, the mother and child might point to
conventional embodiments of motherland. In all these annotations, the
materiality of the objects presented in the image recedes in favor
of a more thematic approach.
The curatorial, in this exhibition, is a logic of practice
that convenes the materiality that iconography grants the image
and affords it integrity to converse with other texts, things, and
situations. In this sense the image is rendered prone to plenitude
and proliferation. The practice exceeds the negativity of critique
and instead presents an ardency that explores and mines
the image for its myriad capacities, on one hand, and
an openness that accommodates the bounty of intertexts the
exhibition harvests, on the other. In a format such as in this
exhibition, the curatorial is rendered exuberant in its capacity
to evoke vitalities of the visual, the art historical, and the critical
from a single work of art that simultaneously mobilizes an
iconographic program and disperses it.
The exhibition, which ran from April to May 2018 at the
University of the Philippines Vargas Museum, is part of the
museum’s Art History Series wherein the collection of the
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fig. 2: Emilio Santiago, Christmas Eve, 1942.
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museum is re-curated—or in Flores’s chosen idiom, excited—
by way of art-historical methods. To excite, for Flores, is to
“render vulnerable a canonical object” and transform it into
“an object that morphs into subjects in space and creates
subjectivities in the political encounter between subjects
and things.”1 Christmas Eve, Emilio Santiago, 1942 is the
fourth iteration in the series. The Art History Series started in
2013 with Picturesque, which used the thematic approach to
look at ideas of beauty and the aesthetic of the picturesque. In
2014, a monographic approach was explored to foreground the
primacy of drawing and the graphic arts in conversation with the
works of Pablo Amorsolo and Pedro Coniconde in an exhibition
titled Drawn to Scale. The third edition was Republic in 2016 which
adopted a diachronic approach to revisit the period of the Philippine
Commonwealth. All three methodologies, the thematic, monographic,
and diachronic, gather works from the collection and mix them
with works of contemporary art, animating a vibrant conversation
between them. The collection is repeatedly animated,
reframed. As the works from the collection gather 1 Patrick D. Flores, “The
new contexts for meaning, the fixations of the
Artistic Province of
collection are troubled. The exceptional authority
a Political Region,”
of the collector is opened up to contemporary
Ties of History (exh.
interventions of the curator and the artists.
cat.) (Manila: National
Commission for Culture

Theorist of the allegorical Angus Fletcher argues
that iconography “almost always triggers a need
to consume the symbol.”2 Within this schema,
discerning symbol “requires conspiracy” and the
allegorical morphs into “a kind of conspiratorial
agreement to employ secret meanings for public
or semipublic meanings and communications.”3
In the case of Christmas Eve, Emilio Santiago,
1942 curatorial labor becomes a method of
exposing this conspiracy and unsettling the art
historical’s “hermeneutic imperative,” which for
Fletcher is a form of iconographic “exfoliation.”4
Whereas exfoliation peels away at an image’s
material conditions in order to come up with
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thematic essence, the curatorial demonstrates a condition. Flores
has annotated this tendency: “[The exhibitionary] may historicize its
material; it may also render it contemporary. Or it may demonstrate a
particular condition.”5 This condition may be what Flores nominates
as excitement, or what I nominate for the purposes of this essay, an
exuberance. In the interfacing of the curatorial and the art historical
then, it is the exuberance of curatorial labor that allows the image
to resist the conspiracy or sure-footedness of allegorical exegesis.
It grants a different grammar to the iconographic, a different
mode of agency against the grain of the exegetical. Whereas the
allegorical relies on the proficiencies of exegesis, “reduc[ing] lively
image to the static printed sign,” the curatorial as it mobilizes
the iconographic in this exhibition invests in the vitality of the
image, ramifies, vivifies.6 It proffers an “erotics” rather than a
“hermeneutics” of the image, as Susan Sontag proffers.7

The work of art must be considered in terms of its own measure—
its own “coordinates”—the “conditions of its own being.” Lest the
analysis seem to verge on formalism…after the work’s immanent
sense is made manifest, then and only then can it be related to larger
comparative notions and descriptive terms…The work must focus
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The curatorial reconsideration of the iconographic might
perhaps speak to the reconfiguration that the concept of
kunstwollen afforded the iconographic program of the art
historian Erwin Panofsky. Austrian thinker Alois Riegl’s
concept of the kunstwollen (“will-to-form” or “stylistic intent”
or “formative will”8), an artistic intention shaped by both
the individual’s and the period’s worldview, brought to the
iconographic approach the necessary singularity and vitality of
the image to create a context for and in itself. Panofsky picks
up and redeploys the kunstwollen as “artistic volition,” and
crafts for it a trajectory distinguishable from “both the artist’s
volition and the volition of his time”: “to cover the total artistic
phenomena” or “the fundamental sense residing in the artistic
phenomenon,” which in turn becomes a way “to secure for
[accounts of artistic volition] a right to stand side by side with [art
history].”9 Michael Anne Holly annotates this conversation:

itself and must create its own conditions of existence in
“the mind of the judging viewer.” It should be “the task
of Kunstwissenschaft to create a priori valid categories
which...can be applied to the artistic phenomenon
under study as the determining measure of its 5 Patrick D. Flores, “The
immanent sense.”10
Exhibition as Historical
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Proposition,” Yishu

In this exhibition, it is the curatorial, interfacing with
the art historical and iconographic close reading, that
mediates the image’s formative will and “conditions
for its own being,” and the artist’s and the milieu’s
worldviews. In place of more stable thematic
persuasions, what becomes productive is the choice
to appoint the plenitude of material signs for an
exhibition that focuses on a single image, not to
interpret but instead to annotate the materiality of the
iconographic and cultivate the socialities
of the objects materialized.

13, no. 2 (March/April
2014): 103.
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We can see this in the other elements in the same
room: in a table vitrine, a copy of the Official
Gazette opens to a spread for December 1942.
Two proclamations are here outlined: the proper
observation and prescriptive manner of observance
of Rizal Day and the New Year’s. Across this display
is a selection of magazine covers featuring images of
Christmas from the Philippine Magazine (1936-1941)
and the Philippines Free Press (1948-1969). There is
the interpellation of the state in the social life of a
colonial nation in the proclamations. The selection
of magazine covers evokes a public that recognizes
these festive images. It is a gesture of painting a
mood from materials in circulation during the period
which also doubles as a method of intimating a
milieu against which the rest of the exhibition may be
read. It is Christmas, the world is suffused in light,
an optimism, a generosity.
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This curatorially inflected close reading troubles the selfsustaining narratives of the artwork, exhibition, collection,
curatorial agency and urgency, and art history. For this
exhibition, the work of close reading is recovered from its
strictly formalist inheritance and is granted historical and
social latitude. Perhaps, closer to this method is what T. K.
Sabapathy elaborates as a “lateral method”: “deepening
the grain of readings and interpretations; in other words,
to embark upon extraterritorial enterprises and breaching
boundaries that separate disciplines; to bring to bear on the
study of a particular or specific art the material, biographical,
conceptual, and socio-political matrices of other practices and
productions, and in this way forge networks of contexts for
explicating that art.”11 This lateral reading incites a number of
interfaces. From an iconographic program, the exhibition yields
to other iconographies (Mother and Child), diachrony (1942),
material history (dress), local and visual culture (Christmas), all
these fleshed out by a gathering of visual art and media, ephemera
(letters, greeting cards, archival photographs), documents (state
issuances), and objects (a pañuelo, a fan).
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Unlike the first three editions of the series, Christmas Eve, Emilio
Santiago, 1942, does not implicate contemporary art. For this
exhibition, Santiago’s painting is made to flourish a constellation of
objective affiliations. The approach is quite eclectic, a self-sufficient
image becomes object of a close reading through which the curatorial
activity is committed to gather and disperse potentialities of material
implications. The implications are materialized by way of objects that
are part of the collection itself, to which Santiago’s work belongs.
The exhibition comprises what works of art Vargas has collected:
paintings of Christmas scenes and works done in 1942 on panels
in the North Wing; paintings on scouting and a collection of the
covers of the magazine Philippine Scouting on the wall adjacent
to the museum’s library; paintings of Mother and Child in the
corridor across; works on the subject of dresses in the South
Wing corridor; and a number of table vitrines containing
archival materials, photographs, and paraphernalia scattered
across the space.

In this case, the reading of the image translates to risking
both the image and the art historical to the promiscuous
methods of the curatorial and relieves it from the settled
narrative of the collection, the authorial investments of the
collector, or even the singular and unilinear imagination
involved in the indexical insinuation of art history or
iconography. The nomination of Santiago and his painting
to inaugurate a host of discourses and contexts in this milieu
participates in these reconsiderations. Santiago is not
a canonical figure; nothing much is known about him.
His centrality in this exhibition, in this context, deprives the canon
the privilege to set the terms of what can be studied
or exhibited. 11 T. K. Sabapathy,
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“Retrieving

While the curatorial agency to generate contexts
for the gathering and assembly of works threads
through the iterations of the Art History series12, it is
in this edition that the technology of the iconographic
is inaugurated as curatorially compelling in itself,
rendering vulnerable not only the canon or the
collection but also the very procedure of looking
at and making meaning out of an image. The
image itself copiously materializes a context that
the curatorial labor engages with via, in a revision
of Panofsky via Riegl, the image’s artistic volition.
While the first three iterations of the Art History
series foreground interlocking contexts that do
not preclude the iconographic, what Christmas
Eve, Emilio Santiago, 1942 enacts is a curatorial
urgency primarily motivated by the grammar of
the iconographic. It is not so much the singularity
or multiplicity of the archive or the references that
orients the experience of the exhibition, but the
activity of reading an image and of extrapolating
from it—using this image to evoke or provoke—a
condition of historicity or contemporariness.
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Premises for Writing
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Twentieth Century in
Southeast Asia,” in
Writing the Modern:
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Toh (Singapore:
Singapore Art
Museum, 218), 377.
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The labors of the curatorial in their capacity to annotate threads and
tendencies of critique or possibility are most robustly articulated in the
exhibition’s exuberant handling of material. This curatorial exuberance
elaborates ardent labors, which may intimate an intervening space
in between ardor (intensity or passion) and arduousness (difficulty
or strain). A form of devotion, or perhaps, commitment to a text
or image. It is a decision to “trust in [texts or images] to remain
powerful, refractory, and exemplary.”13 It becomes analogous to what
queer scholar Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick nominates as “reparative”
reading (as opposed to a “paranoid” one), wherein the practice
“assemble[s] and confer[s] plenitude on an object that will then
have resources to offer an inchoate self.”14 This mode is structured

fig. 3: Philippine Executive Commission Chairman Jorge B. Vargas
welcoming Prime Minister Hideki Tojo and senior officers of the Imperial
Japanese Army upon their arrival in Manila. Screenshot courtesy of NHK/
Getty Images. Part of the Vargas Museum archives.

by a generosity for the image or text and its
potentialities; a gift of “feel[ing] along with it as with
a thing that is like no other.”15 Ardent labors animate
intensities and recognize difficulty and strain. This
method is nonetheless never unambivalent. Ardent
reading might perhaps lead to the emergence of
something exemplary or to finding felicity in forms
or articulations not readily recognizable as such. Or
perhaps, “the pleasure of discovering serendipitous
insight or calm felicities of contemplation.”16
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14
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so Paranoid, You

These potentialities are drawn from the
“ramifications of the image.” As aspects of the
image are animated by the curatorial agency and
the iconographic idiom, their possible social lives
are imagined. The task unfolds as parsing and
proliferating. For example, from the intimation of the
painting’s provenance or the presence of Japanese
lanterns, an entire colonial milieu is convened:
proclamations calling on Filipinos to observe the
New Year’s and Rizal day, and the celebration of
Christmas day which manifests in the most tepid
of card greetings adorned with snow landscapes
and ikebana received from a host of public figures,
from future president Diosdado Macapagal to Mrs.
Aurelio Alvero, wife to one of the earliest annotators
of Philippine non-objective art17, to the Headquarters
of the Imperial Japanese Navy in Manila. By focusing
on the image in its ramifications, the curatorial
agency becomes that of ensuring that threads thrive
as they unravel, that these connections however
unwieldy are “rendered contemporary” or are made
to “demonstrate a particular condition.”18

Probably Think this
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City: Ateneo de Manila
University Press,
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This condition might speak to the entanglement
of the colonial and the collection, and in an
encompassing gesture, art history and its archives.
The collector is a salient aspect of the work that the

17

Aurelio Alvero (19131958) was a literary
writer who also wrote
about Philippine art
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and culture. He was

exhibition draws out. The collector is Jorge B. Vargas
(fig. 3), first chairman of the Philippine Executive
Commission (PEC) established in 1942, the governing
unit under the Japanese occupation under the
authority of the Japanese Military Administration.
Prior to this, he was Executive Secretary to
Commonwealth President Manuel L. Quezon. In 1941,
upon further encroachment of the Japanese forces
into Manila and upon orders from American officials,
Quezon and his reduced cabinet were moved
from the capital to Corregidor, which remained
under American control. With this move, Vargas
became Chief Executive of the Civilian Emergency
Administration and became the first mayor of the
newly established Greater Manila City. He became
the first Filipino Ambassador extraordinary and
plenipotentiary to Japan from 1943 to 1945. It is
under the collector’s name and authority that the
collection gathers and from which certain aspects of
the image become legible.

an art collector and
helped Jorge B. Vargas
gather works for his
collection. He wrote
the monograph for
the exhibition First
Exhibition of NonObjective Art in Tagala
held at the Philippine
Art Gallery in Manila
in 1953. For the
relationship between
Vargas and Alvero,
see Patrick D. Flores,
“Other Worlds: The
Native, the National,
the Non-objective,”
in Archival Turn: East
Asian Contemporary
Art and Taiwan (19601989), ed. Yi-ting Lei
(Taipei: Taipei Fine Arts
Museum, 2018), 225239.

18

Flores, “The
Exhibition as Historical
Proposition,” 103.

fig. 4: Archival photograph of Marina Yulo Vargas (colorized)
and son Eduardo Mariano after childbirth from the Scrapbook
Vargas Yulo Tribe Vol. 5. Image courtesy of the Vargas
Museum archives.
fig. 5: Installation view of Pablo Amorsolo’s undated drawings
under the exhibition theme “Dress,” from left to right:
Woman of the Town; Domestic Differences; Meditative
Woman.
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Vargas, as a key personality in the Japanese period, parallels the
virtue of the painting Christmas Eve in the exhibition. It is through
Vargas that we find layers of the exhibition consolidate and
disperse; condense and dilate. “Mother and child” brings together
works in the collection that release the theme, and also, by way
of Vargas’s personal effects, present aspects of his life, enriching
the representation of the colonial climate. This is also true for the
category dress, which in this case mines a comparable range of
material culture of the period by way of personal belongings
of Vargas’s mother.

It is an ardent agency that grants curatorial labors an exuberance
that allows for a latitude of complex feelings in addressing difficult
and violent histories while eluding the foreclosure of opportunities
to intervene, and keeping these complex histories and contexts
always troublesome and unwieldy, stakes for a riskier involvement
with them. Curatorial exuberance “thus provides a visceral and
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I find exuberance a compelling trope to turn towards in
elaborating on this aspect of curatorial agency. According to
literary critic Tyler Bradway, there is a prevalent resistance
against the “seduction of positive affects” in theory, since
they are usually deployed to “suture the public into a passive
identification with oppressive power. Exuberance is ‘uncritical’
because it obstructs a properly ‘dis-illusion[ed]’ relationship to
power.”19 The elaborations of the complexities of the colonial
in the context of a general social life which the exhibition
attends to might be overdetermined by the moral dimension
of critique, which tends to proceed in total terms, thus: the
figure of Vargas and the collection under his name become
colonial enabling, it is ever suspect in this sense. Bradway
nominates exuberance as a possible language to speak of
positive affects and dissipate this moral dimension.
It “provides an idiom, enabling [one] to articulate new
structures of feeling, relation, and value.”20 And since
performatively this idiom speaks against hegemonies and
repressions, the future, and in this particular case, the present
and past is not experienced unambivalently.

fig. 6: Christmas cards from the Office of the President
and the Headquarters of the Imperial Japanese Navy,
December 1940-1942 (Vargas Museum archives)
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symbolic intimation of an alternative social order, where…relations
possess an entirely different economy of value.”21

These archival materials are encountered as objects in the wild,
which for Freud might as well constitute an “improper” practice
of “concepts watered down and misused.”22 Critic Johanna
Burton uses this citation as a way to elaborate the viability and
vitality of criticism wherein speculation is key: “[C]riticism, at its
best, speculates on ways of seeing instead of reiterating them.”23
This curatorial approach of allowing a singular image to open up
various entry points in the collection and the history of Japanese
colonial occupation professes a critical and creative intervention
that delays or eludes the inevitability of negation. Perhaps it is here
that urgencies of the curatorial, the iconographic, the critical, and the
art historical mesh and gain traction. To read ardently, in this case, is
to pursue an imagination that works with its objects, formations, and
affiliations endowing these with potentials of being speculative. In
this sense, the curatorial must stay in step with particular speculations
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A vital intervention demonstrates this visceral and symbolic intimation.
An archival video of Vargas welcoming the first Prime Minister of
Imperial Japan, General Hideki Tojo, at the New Luneta in 1943 renders
this colonial milieu animate: the collector is alive and responsive to
an expansive context of coloniality, war, civility, and nation-building.
Projected onto a wall alongside a transcript of his speech, Vargas’s
voice and the occasion’s vibrant celebratory soundscape color the
exhibition space. This vitality frustrates framings of the colonial as
technology of total oppression or the agents who are caught in
its grasp as either naïve or lacking agency. It also foils possible
takes on the collection as a gathering of works that are passively
constituted, or that readily yield or easily oblige to heedless
reframings. This condition of vitality and exuberance, which is
also the way these objects are rendered contemporary by way
of the curatorial activity, may be seen in how archival materials
interrupt the question of colonial control by invigorating the
collection and the collector by way of an intelligence that is
engaged and interested in a host of other things such as the
history of sports and scouting in the archipelago and out of it.

19
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and conditions it elaborates, which at turns is ardent
and arduous but always exuberant. By doing so, the
exhibition, and the series that it belongs to, extends
the vocabulary and method of curatorial labor, and
culminates with the inextricability of art history and
the curatorial, and the exuberance of iconographic
attentiveness, and a “fascinated,” as Flores imagines
the collector’s imaginative milieu, and most ardent
agency that plays out in the figure of Vargas and
the curator himself.

Tyler Bradway, “Queer
Exuberance: The
Politics of Affect in
Jeanette Winterson’s
Visceral Fiction,”
Mosaic 48, no. 1
(March 2015): 183.
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In conceptualizing the labors of the curatorial, and 22 Johanna Burton,
in this essay, the critical, as exuberant as they are
“More than This,” in
ardent, we grant the image, the archive, and the
Canvasses and Careers
situation the capacity to speak to conditions and
Today: Criticism and
speculations on their own terms, giving them relief
its Markets, edited by
from settled and schematized understandings
Daniel Birnbaum and
of political efficacy or potential. The work of the
Isabelle Graw (Berlin:
curator and the critic become necessarily more
Sternberg Press, 2008),
sensitive and difficult in this reconsideration since
58.
they are now tasked to discern and articulate not
only the complexity of historical contexts and the 23 Ibid., 59.
vitality of social life, but also to insist on the creative
potential of agency to imagine and craft positions of
auspiciousness or advantage. Within this framework, Christmas Eve,
Emilio Santiago, 1942 succeeds in renewing the critical purchase of
much-maligned methodologies such as iconography or art history
and in revitalizing the ways we look at and encounter images
and their contexts.
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Printmaker Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui’s 1984 viscosity print titled Predella
brings the viewer to a dual-tiered composition: the upper tier with an
image of a woman in an iconic terno and regalia with the colors of the
country’s flag, gesturing compassion through her outstretched arm;
and the lower tier with a tableau of physical conflict, particularly of
police forces violently dispersing street rallyists. At both sides stand
narrow Corinthian columns parallel to silhouetted images of armed
men beside them. By housing imageries within the metaphor of the
predella—a platform where the altar stands on, which may hold
narratives on the life of the dedicatee above it—the stress is placed
onto how the lower tier supports and supplements the image
above it. The work then can be read to allude on how the grand
image of the country is actually founded on and built through
violence and chaos.
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An edition of this work was included in the printmaker’s major
retrospective exhibition at the Cultural Center of the Philippines
(CCP) in 2020, titled Allegories & Realities: Ofelia GelvezonTéqui in Retrospect. It was shown alongside output from
different stages within the process of its productions, such
as the sketch traced on drafting paper, various proofs from
different stages of the process, and the ink plate. Through
observing differences from the sketch to the actual edition,
the conceptual, and even technical, processing the artist went
through the production of the work may be gathered. For one,
in a gesture of concealment, the figures beside the columns of
the predella were scratched out from being rendered as discrete
figures. Also, the columns and the figures at both sides of the
woman in regalia were removed totally. At the left side was a man,
seemingly of authority, peeping from behind the column while
stepping on a curled commoner groveling at his knees. At the other
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side were two women with concerned expressions—one of whom
was intended to be the self-portrait of the artist. Such placement
appears to insinuate how these figures and for some, the powers
they represent, were part of the structure that holds the social
order presented by the predella in place. Through approaching the
obscured details in such a way, a viewer may find Gelvezon-Téqui
forwarding not only political sentiment, but a political accusation as
well. And such interpretation was made visible by the display of these
materials in the retrospective exhibition.
This concept of ‘obscurity’ serves as the nexus in analyzing the
printmaking practice of Gelvezon-Téqui during the immediate
context she was in at the moment of her production, in relation with
the circulation of her practice through the sections on her prints in
the major retrospective exhibition mounted several decades after.
The word ‘obscurity’ may be seen in light of various metaphorical
meanings aligned with semantic fields from the Sanskrit language.
At the same time that it may refer to a secret (following the words
gūdhâtva or “obscurity of sense,” and gūdhârtha or “the hidden
of mystic sense, having a hidden meaning”), the term may also
refer to a burden (following the word atibhāra or “excessive
burden, excessive obscurity”) which elicits suffering
(following the word klistatva or “obscurity [of a text]” 1 Lucie Doležalová, Jeff
from the main form klishta or “being distressed,
Rider, and Alessandro
1
tormented”). ‘Obscurity’ hence can be read to be
Zironi, ,introduction to
either the act of shrouding something in darkness,
Obscurity in Medieval
if intentionality is present; or the in potentia shroud
Texts, (Krems: Institut
of darkness enveloping something, if otherwise.
für Realienkunde des
Moreover, the term can also be read as this
Mittelalters und der
darkness’s engendering of pain, distress,
frühen Neuzeit, 2013),
and torment.
1-3.
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fig. 1: Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui, Predella (artist
proof), 1984, etching, viscosity color printing.
Image courtesy of the artist.

fig. 2: Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui, Sudarium (artist
proof), 1984, etching, viscosity color printing.
Image courtesy of the artist.
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It is through using the concept of obscurity as lens that this approach
allows the role of the retrospective exhibition to depart from merely
being a commemoration of a particular practice or segment of art
history. Instead, it is made to extend towards being an ‘apparatus’ to
examine the social field of the contemporary time. ‘Apparatus’ here,
borrowing from Foucauldian discourses, refers to a heterogeneous set
of elements that “has a concrete strategic function” and “appears at
the intersection of power relations and relations of knowledge.”2
By establishing a link and continuity between the past and the
present, the retrospective exhibition format spurs its potential
in gathering insights particular to the personalities and institutions
of power that surround it.

Meanwhile, it has been observed that the market for the visual
arts underwent significant flourishing during this administration.
The increase in the number of commercial art galleries and
the surge on the prices of art works can be said to be partially
engendered by the State through the figure of the First Lady
then, Imelda Marcos. Aside from her amassing of works, which
have encouraged others to follow suit, the cultural policies and
programs implemented during the regime had also contributed to
the growth of the market in both direct and indirect means. Through
cultural programs and institutions, underscored by their power to
support and validate practices, the State was able to erect structures
and ultimately foster an environment that perpetuates a market-driven
dependence for State patronage to a certain significant extent.
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The relevant prints of Gelvezon-Téqui demand to be cast on
to the context of the Marcos regime, most especially Martial
Law. The very first letter of instruction issued by late dictator
Ferdinand Marcos, Sr. after his declaration of Martial Law in
1972 was to take over and control the existing publications
and mass media outfits then. Together with the abduction
and detainment of those who resisted, this degree of
censorship suppressed written and spoken word
critical against the government.
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Among the primary instituted cultural institutions was the CCP,
which was under Imelda’s chairmanship and auspices. It provided
space for certain artists to exhibit their works, and opportunities to
be commissioned for its permanent collection. It has said to have
favored works of artists considered “advanced in the international
mainstream and, above all else, apolitical.”3 The Marcoses were
said to have supported selected artists to craft favorable images
of the State, and to shape an understanding of art disarmed of its
revolutionary potential. In effect, the artist—said to be loyal to the
patron by virtue of obliged reciprocity—was rendered victim to the
supposed co-optation of the regime. Obviously, art that speaks overtly
against the dictatorship did not receive such level of support.
In sum, the Marcoses had used repressive and ideological means
to establish a considerable clutch on the art ecosystem during their
regime. It is in this climate of political control that
the printmaking practice of Gelvezon-Téqui was 2 Giorgio Agamben,
subjected on. An alumnae of the University of the
“What Is An
Philippines with a double degree in Fine Arts and in
Apparatus?,” in What
English literature, the Accademia di Belli Arti di Roma
Is an Apparatus? And
in Italy, and the Pratt Institute in the United States,
Other Essays, ed.
Gelvezon-Téqui practiced printmaking while teaching
Werner Hamacher
at the College of Fine Arts and the Department of
(Stanford: Stanford
Humanities (now Department of Art Studies). She
University Press,
then met and married her husband Marc Téqui, who
2009), 2-3.
uprooted her to Paris in 1973, where they built their
family of five, distant from the turbulence and horrors 3 Emmanuel Torres,
of the Martial Law period. Despite her distance from
Philippine Abstract
the Philippines however, she kept her heart close
Painting (Manila:
to the country and continued exhibiting
Cultural Center of the
her works in Manila.
Philippines, 1994), 21
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fig. 3: Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui, Homage to Piero della Francesca
(Edition 2 of 5), 1972, Ink on paper, 41 x 56 cm. Image courtesy
of the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts and
University Collections Mapping Project.

fig. 4: Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui, Retablo (artist
proof), 1982, etching, viscosity color printing.
Image courtesy of the artist.
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Many of Gelvezon-Téqui’s prints during the period noticeably integrate
Catholic concepts with pop culture—largely elements appropriated
from the arcade. Sudarium (1984) depicts a self-portrait of the artist
as St. Veronica, holding a sudarium (sweat cloth) with her squeegees.
Resembling the saint’s image of martyred Jesus Christ, Sta. Ofelia’s
sweat cloth is imprinted with the face of the similarly martyred
Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino, Jr., who was assassinated earlier that year.
The face was superimposed on the view of a first-person shooter
game, with its corners inscribed with Ugandan dictator Idi Amin
Dada’s words, translated as mahirap tumakbong mas matulin sa
bala (“no one runs faster than a bullet”). Through invoking words
from a dictator, there is a strong insinuation, if not accusation, that
the assassination was actually planned out by the Marcoses.
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With this kind of work, one would not identify Gelvezon-Téqui
as an artist who conceals the political commentaries in her
work. However, it should be considered that this work, together
with other prints whose content are relatively deliberate, was
produced while she was already outside the country—and thus,
free from the strictures built by the dictatorship. It is curious
however how more than a decade back in her practice while
she was still residing in the country, she was one of the artists
chosen in the second batch of 13 Artists by the CCP at exactly
the year the Martial Law was declared in 1972. Assuming that
her pre-France works reflect the political stance cemented by
her succeeding works, the question of how she was able to run
away with such nature of content under the nose of Imelda, who
chairs the institution which implements the award, can be raised.
Without dismissing factors contingent to the specificities of the
selection process of the institutional validation machinery and the
aesthetic taste of Imelda, finding articulations of resistance can be
treated as a pivot in studying the artist’s pre-France prints created
prior the award, and which possess a greater degree of obscurity
compared to Sudarium.
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The piece Gelvezon-Téqui presented for the 13 Artists show of
the CCP in December along with four monoprints of the same
subject, Homage to Piero della Francesca (1972), the artist
admits, is “quite timid.”4 Such is a recognition of obscurity
perhaps. The print treads along the imagery of Renaissance
painter Piero della Francesca’s The Flagellation of Christ (ca.
1455-1460), which depicts the scourging of Jesus Christ at a pillar
by the Romans, at the sight of their governor Pontius Pilate. The
narrative is frequently read as a story of the innocence of Christ, and
the nonchalance of the majority. How the painting was implemented
is divergent from the conventional way of portraying the event in two
terms: firstly, the gruesome event is unfolding in a clean courtyard,
outside the eyes of the public; and secondly, the actual event
is marginalized, as other three figures, isolated from the event,
are foregrounded.
The strict details present in Gelvezon-Téqui’s print—even up to the
acanthus leaves in the Corinthian pillars—present a rather obsessive
fidelity to the reference. With such degree of ‘replication,’ even small
divergences should have been done purposively. Looking at the print
more closely, one shall see the reduction of the face of Christ and his
flagellators, and the entirety of Pontius Pilate into mere outlines. The
lack of identification of both the oppressors and the oppressed call
to mind the anonymity of the Filipino victims abducted and killed
during the early months of Martial Law, and that of the officers,
who had carried out the oppression. Pontius Pilate, infamous for
washing his hands with water to cleanse himself after Christ’s
conviction, alludes to the masterminds—the dictator and his
administration—who had been denying the accusations. It can
be said that the degree of censorship and the manipulation
of propaganda then resulted to the silencing of
the deaths of the desaparecidos, shrouding their
narratives and the possibility of justice into darkness. 4 Ofelia Gelvezon-Téqui
These cases were marginalized from the eyes of the
(artist) in conversation
public, as the Marcoses portray a clean image of the
with the author, March
country to hide the monstrosity happening inside.
2, 2020.
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Gelvezon-Téqui’s print intimates the concept that the gesture of
obscuring ideas can work as a modality to channel political dissent
or commentary through its enigma. English poet Henry Peacham
used the term aenigma to refer to “a kind of allegorie, differing onely
in obscuritie … which for the darknesse, the sense may hardly be
gathered.”5 The content of the print speaks of a narrative from a
foreign context; hence, relegating the viewer from a different culture
or time shrouded within the darkness of obscurity, and inflicting
upon them the burden of suffering the possibility of not being able
to see beyond the reference imagery. It is a kind of suffering that
the viewer may not even be conscious of—and it is in this same
ignorance that they potentially further suffer. As for American
theorist Angus Fletcher, this aenigma “serves political and social
purposes by the very fact that a reigning authority does not
see the secondary meaning.”6 This suffering of non-realization
was demonstrated by the First Lady’s possession of seven of
the artist’s works in her personal collection, as of December
of 1972.7 In similar terms, the CCP holds thirteen prints by the
artist—all except two were purchased; while the Museum of
Philippine Art (MOPA), another cultural institution instituted by
Imelda, held ten.8 It is notable that in the CCP collection, there is
a print that similarly treads the style of Sudarium, titled Retablo
(1982). The print, which shows a retablo of religious icons was
superimposed with silhouettes of military figures besieging
and looting it, suggests the militarization and low-intensity
conflicts plaguing the country then. The presence of such print
in the collection of an institution founded by Imelda hints to the
Marcoses’ non-realization of the print’s resistance through its
aenigma, and/or to the unevenness of the potency of the
power the Marcoses actually held over the varying levels
and spheres within the CCP.
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Discourses on patronage, particularly in relation with
the Marcos matriarch, appear to be highly relevant
to the immediate context of Gelvezon-Téqui’s major
retrospective exhibition. A little more than a month
before its opening, social platforms were set ablaze
by commentaries and criticisms incited by a banquet
dinner held at the CCP. The event was said to be in
honor of Imelda for her contributions as the founding
chairman of the Center. Three long tables garbed
with elegant black cloth and decorated with luscious
foliage were assembled at the Center’s Main Lobby.
What bedazzled the most were the thin fabrics of
reds, oranges, and yellows suspended from the
indoor balcony, embracing the lobby in a wall of
warm seemingly geometrical hues. The fabrics recall
the hues of abstract artist Hernando R. Ocampo’s
Genesis (1966), an oil painting commissioned by
Imelda which became the image woven onto the
tapestry backdrop at the CCP’s main theater hall.
They were made to glisten and shimmer by the
illumination of the grand chandeliers, designed by a
foreign firm in close collaboration with the architect
Imelda commissioned for the Center’s structure,
Leandro Locsin. What these walls allude then are the
interlaced patronage relationships that the Marcoses
wrought early on, which were the very forces that
led the banquet to existence in the first place.
Expectedly, the personalities at the forefront of the
actualization of the event can be traced to the family:
from recipients of international scholarships, to
former appointees to political seats. Pushing through
with such banquet amid the crisis of the Taal Volcano
eruption, where thousands around its perimeter
had to evacuate from their homes, only stressed
the potency of the power the Marcoses hold over
these patronage relationships, which lingered even
decades after their expulsion from the country.
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Alternative, if not intervening, readings to these warm-hued translucent
walls can be proffered. In a gesture of confiscation, critics interpreted
these walls to hint on the bloody period of the Marcos Martial Law.
Likewise, perhaps to further hijack them, it can be pointed out that the
fabrics were hung from the general vantage where the enfant terrible
David Medalla led a three-artist demonstration against the Marcoses
for building the Center during its inauguration—the very event upon
which spirit the banquet was said to commemorate. These endeavors
to interpret bares the precarity—and productivity—of the activity
of reading as it wrestles with the relentless possibility of multiple,
sometimes conflicting, meanings.
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Such multiplicity is made more exuberant by considering the
positionality of the banquet and Gelvezon-Téqui’s retrospective
exhibition as parts of the CCP’s golden anniversary celebration.
As the retrospective attempts to portray, among others, the
narrative of an artistic practice that can be seen to have
negotiated her politics with the expectations of the patronage
relationship it had with the State in the past, it may serve as an
apparatus to explicate that likewise, the institution of the CCP
can assert its resistance against the Marcoses in the present,
and subsequently, against the idea that it is homogeneously
co-opted. However, the print presented for the 13 Artists show,
Homage to Piero della Francesca, which operates central to the
constellation of meaning-making being asserted, was not part
of Gelvezon-Téqui’s retrospective. Such absence can be seen
as an anomaly to the completeness and comprehensiveness
aspired for, if not expected from, a retrospective. And worse, it
may soften the assertion being made. However, a discussion with
the artist revealed that she and the curator were actually searching
for the print to mount it near the entrance of the exhibition space.
Such intent establishes the print’s cruciality within the context of the
exhibition, and by valuing the print as such, exposes the longing to
fill the gap, supplicated by an unretrieved materiality, in the narrative
that the exhibition attempts to portray—in short, a form of nostalgia.
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Derived from the words nostos, which means ‘to return home,’
and algia, which means ‘longing,’ nostalgia is a desire for a
homecoming, whose home may pertain to unreachable space,
time, or both.9 The concept is often dismissed—at times taboo
within critical circles—as it is mired with associations to paralyzing
sentimentality and futile illusionism. In fact, looking at its origin from
the medical field, the term was initially coined to refer to an ailment
that “produces ‘erroneous representations’ that causes the afflicted
to lose touch of the present.”10 Nostalgia hence, gleaned at this lens,
is an obsession of an elusive past, leading to an indifference to the
present. This idea of nostalgia may appear to be a tendency to the
retrospective exhibition format, most especially if its vision—or the
vision it is judged to aspire for—is merely to celebrate a practice or
a segment of art history.
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However, something is actually gained from embracing the nostalgia
for the unretrieved, if one departs from mere sentimentality and stems
to something else, maybe something larger. By yearning for a different
temporal terrain, the subject makes sense of homecoming in face
of the impossibility, but not futility, of returning to what ‘has been’
while existing in the matrix of the ‘what is.’ Somehow, it surfaces the
immaterial narrative, allowing one to talk about it without having
the object materializing it. In the case of the retrospective then, to
long for the print Homage to Piero della Francesca was to conjure
the narrative it evokes, regardless of the pragmatic limitations of
exhibition-making—hence still making it a viable apparatus to
examine the present by looking at the past. To further this viability
in relation with the strictures of its context, not having the print
actually pushed the exhibition into another shroud of darkness,
whose critical potential for resistance is revealed secretly by
suffering the burden of longing for something that it may not or
never have, and of approaching but never to fully arriving at a
utopic completeness through remembrance.
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The lenses of art history and the curatorial as interlaced disciplines
pursue, among others, such homecomings to narratives of the past,
and forward these to the present in the hopes of rigorous tempering,
critique, and seeping into. Mobilizing the concepts of aenigma and
nostalgia, the analyses of Gelvezon-Téqui’s printmaking practice
and retrospective exhibition, respectively, enabled the openness to
the potentials of obscurity in relaying contesting and complicating
discourses on how phenomena in sociality are dominantly
understood. By having resistance shrouded by darkness—that is, a
metaphor interpreted in a handful of ways—art history animated
the retrospective exhibition, as it played its role as a covert
apparatus to assert agency within patronage relationships that
proves to be strong in the political milieu of the country, and
central to what sustains the power of the Marcoses. Such power
threatens to remain as an undercurrent that shapes the social
order until there is enough power and conviction to counter such.

W.
Don
Flores
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PICTURE COMPLETION: MALABAR NIGHTSHADE

This was her story:
Spilovoy and Trirykhov are eating alugbati at our father’s house.
They are Russian and have come to work at the sugar mill in
Danao. Trirykhov says that his name means three-horned and
raises his hand to splay three of his fingers against his forehead,
palm forward.
Notes:
1.)

They were sounded them out to me this way:

Each with acute stresses on the third syllable. I voice the names
that way as well.
2.)

Her brother would later own a bust of Jose Rizal and a framed
reproduction of the hero’s Mi Último Adiós (English translation:
My Last Farewell; this title being not entirely of Rizal’s doing). I
remember those objects being in the living room of her brother’s
house. I could not understand the Spanish.

3a.)

[Image description: Close-up of wine-colored vine with heartshaped leaves; twigs and foliage from other plant species in the
background.]

3b.)

Scientific name: Basella rubra L.

3c.)

Common English names: Vine spinach, red vine spinach,
climbing spinach, creeping spinach, buffalo spinach, Malabar
spinach, Ceylon spinach, Malabar nightshade.
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spee-lee-boy
tree-ring-off
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3d.)

Description: Basella alba is a fast-growing, soft-stemmed vine,
reaching 10 metres (33 ft) in length. Its thick, semi-succulent,
heart-shaped leaves have a mild flavour and mucilaginous
texture. The stem of the cultivar Basella alba Rubra is reddishpurple.

3e.)

Soil and climate requirements: Basella alba grows well under
full sunlight in hot, humid climate, and in areas lower than 500
metres (1,600 ft) above sea level. The plant is native to tropical
Asia. Growth is slow in low temperatures resulting in low yields.
Flowering is induced during the short-day months of November
to February. It grows best in sandy loam soils rich in organic
matter with pH ranging from 5.5 to 8.0.

4.)

Before the war, the Danao sugar mill was located on the other
side of the island. It has long been closed down and replaced with
many others. Over time, more than half of the island’s arable land
area would be devoted to sugarcane.

5a.)

[Image description: Diagram titled “American Sign Language
Alphabet” showing the letters of the English alphabet and contour
line drawings of their associated hand symbols.]

5b.)

The 23rd letter is signed by pointing three fingers upward, with
the signer’s palm facing the reader, thumb holding down the last
knuckle of the pinkie.
***

Tree. Ring. Off. Mouthing the words is a signing of my own name back
to myself. I attempt to do this under someone else’s tongue and coach
myself patiently until I can manage the syllables. It has a taste that never
quite reaches the back of my throat because I retch the words out again
and again never swallowing.
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READING DISTANCE

I am evaluating the interval. I am putting it through its paces like
running the tip of my index finger, slippery with saliva, across beads of
dog teeth strung in series along the gum line of the animal while she
sits quietly in my lap. The texture of words is not meaning, the smalls
weights and indentations they leave in our mouths as we tongue them
through is not symbolic.
… bo bo oo dd od oq …
… ob ob pp oo po bo …

***

At the enb of the series of ivory qeabs, my finger slibes along the curve
of her right fang, my inbex now tid-to-tid against the staqqing doint
of her canine, her Kay nine, her puinine, offering my fingerdab for
denetration. There is a muttering, a mutt-ering, of warm bog qreath.

***
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At the end of the series of ivory beads, my finger slides along the curve
of her right fang, my index now tip-to-tip against the stabbing point
of her canine, her kay nine, her quinine, offering my fingerpad for
penetration. There is a muttering, a mutt-ering, of warm dog breath.
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The texture of words is the brackish coastline in between our
landlockedness and the world sea. Words separate us. So what of
casting a line into the mass of unknown water? What of the attempt to
tie a fly lure in a grammar of knots taken from elsewhere not here, not
my grammar? Better perhaps to push out into that ocean in a dugout
box with bamboo legs flexing like a water strider’s. Or, if one prefers,
a small sailboat whose wreckage will be found ten months later; many
miles, this time south, of its departure point.
How to get your watercraft into the sea? This is a list of options I’ve
seen recently:

PARALLEL TO SHORE
EXTENDING OUT FROM SHORE

BUILT ON PILES

BUILT ON FILL

WHARF
PIER

QUAY
JETTY

I would give some helpful advice about how to negotiate the transition,
but I have not been in the ocean for twenty years now.
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FORT
It becomes easy to fall in, and, even if you don’t end up inside a
dangerous area, you will still have to hoist yourself up and out.
Returning to the surface world, we see that the word “fort” seems most
germane to childhood playtime over anything else. It is the mock-house
you build out somewhere in the woods (friendly woods) where you and
your friends can play.
Revise nomenclature. Find a better word.

FARMER OR PRISONER
MNH relates the notion that every artist is either a farmer or a prisoner.
How does Robert Smithson demonstrate this dialectic in action? (e.g.
Mirror Displacement pieces).
http://www.robertsmithson.com/photoworks/pw.htm
http://www.robertsmithson.com/drawings/300/
heap_p104_600.jpg
Build a fort in the studio. That is to say, create the occasion to
perversely emphasize isolation, to double down on the prisoner side of
the equation. Use “fortress”, not “fort”.
Off-the-shelf 2x4s will make construction easier and will help underline
the arbitrariness of the situation (e.g. pre-assigned spaces, pre-assigned
materials).
Build to echo the walls. Roughly 8x12. Follow the roofline. And then
skew it, like so:
-----===_____
\ \
\ \
\ \
--------C-Annex #19

A pre-fab Home Depot garden shed (approx. $600.00) might be a
possibility. Assemble inside studio. Move all studio equipment inside
the shed. Bar both studio door and the garden shed/fort door. Paint or
write within the space.
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Tests
The American flag must be oriented according to a forward facing
direction such that the upper left canton is always the leading edge.
This is an orientation implying impending advancement or attack.
The Philippine flag is top-bottom reversible, with the upper field or
top half indicating the state of arms within the country given a specific
context or location. The nation is at war when the red field is on top and
the blue field is on the bottom; it is peacetime when the colors replace
each other.
The orientation logic behind both flags carry over when they are hung
banner-style.
There are other orientation-sensitive flags, but we are most interested
in the two mentioned above.
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PROCEDURES IN CASE OF ATTACK
CUES
		
-

strange men on foot or riding a vehicle
vehicle might be an old truck (meant to
transport cane, etc.)
always a group
most likely armed
in military fatigues
crossing the fence

PROCEDURES
1.)
2.)
		
3.)
		
4.)
5.)
		
6.)
		
7.)

move quickly but quietly to find your sister
go to the gun cabinet and take two firearms
(your choice), and the bullets for each
expect magazines to be loaded and ready,load
them if they are not
no bullets chambered
take the handset (radio) and call security;
report in as “Blue Skies”
bring guns and hide in the bathroom where
the walls are thickest
bar the door; do not let anyone in

TED KACZYNSKI
Or JB’s Two Cabins.
Or Thoreau’s Walden.
The individual versus the collective. Reactions to industrial progress
and the future it presents. Similar impulses finding widely varying
resolutions.
See also The Poetics of Space, Gaston Bachelard.
See also Marc-Antoine Laugier’s “primitive hut”.
Addendum: Meeting with JB moved to next Wednesday, 9 AM, Film
Office.

REDOUBT
A redoubt is temporary fortification meant
to cover a retreat. As a type of military
earthwork, it is meant to be enclosed on
all sides, defensible from all sides.
It might stand alone as a detached work,
serve as a place of refuge within a larger
fortification, or be incorporated into a
continuous line of entrenchments as an
artillery or infantry strong point.
-- http://www.cr.nps.gov/HPS/hli/currents/
earthworks/glossaryQ_Z.htm
A last stand or a site of reckoning.
Of some significance is the idea that the redoubt is a temporary
structure. It is to become the leavings of movement and action.

SMALL
In hindsight (20/20), it was never a case of big protecting small. Rather,
it was small protecting smaller--both seeking to become part of the
walls, to melt into the structure, to become the protective shell itself
and leave nothing for the invaders to take.
There is something atavistic about the compulsion. It is the fleeing
animal driven by threat of bodily harm or extinction. This threat is
doubled when one is in the position to see one’s twin, within arms
reach, abiding under the same threat.

CAMOUFLAGE
The term “countershading” was coined by Abbott Handerson Thayer
during the turn of the century (1800-1900; not the most recent turn
of the century). Among other things, he was a painter of what now
seems trite allegorical figures (e.g. women as figures of virtue in long
white tunics and angel wings). In 1903, Thayer made a painting called
the Stevenson Memorial to commemorate Robert Louis Stevenson
(Treasure Island, etc.)
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Countershading can be observed in, for example, the plumage of
seagulls—white underbelly, dark on top. With the darker coloration on
the side that would normally be brightly lit by the sun and, conversely,
lighter coloration on the side normally falling under shadow, a blurring
of the animal’s form occurs.
See also “razzle dazzle” for large moving vehicles such as naval
warships. In use just before WWII and the advent of radar.

WALLS
A wall which is too hard or too cold or too
solid is unpleasant to touch; it makes
decoration impossible, and creates
hollow echoes.
-- from A Pattern Language, Alexander et al.
It is doubtful that a pattern has been engineered to provide against
eschatological finality.
The workers brought in heavy timber to line the wall of the house
against gunfire. Each was at least a foot thick. These were stacked three
at a time, two stacks deep.
Care was taken to ensure that these protective structures would not be
seen from the outside. While they completely surrounded a person or a
child sleeping in a bed, they never rose beyond the windowsill.

THE CLERESTORY
“Clerestory” refers to any window above eye-level meant to bring
outside light and outside air into an indoor space. Contrast with a
normal window typically meant to provide a framed view out into the
world surrounding the house.

Layout of wall supporting the entrance:
----------------------------------------XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
----------------------------------------Path
No other kinds of windows are possible.

THE WALLS FROM ABOVE

XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX

Relative to Interior Space
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BLUEPRINTS
An architectural diagram is not mimetic. It cannot be said that they
are produced from buildings, but rather they produce the buildings.
Blueprints are proposals.

x x x
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JAEL MENDOZA teaches art and visual studies at the University of the
Philippines in Los Baños, where she also graduated magna cum laude
with a degree in Communication Arts. Her works have been shown at
Sining Makiling Gallery, Pelikultura, 98B COLLABoratory, Para://Site
Projects, the Ayala Museum, Project 20, Jim Thompson Art Center (TH),
Lost Frames, and Gallery Tiresias (UK), among others. She completed
her MA in Media Studies (Film) at the UP Film Institute. Her ongoing
research and moving-image work deal with low-fidelity images,
memory, and surveillance technologies. She is co-curator of Nomina
Nuda, a small, nonprofit independent platform and exhibition space
in Los Baños, Laguna.

WONG BINGHAO is a writer, editor, mediator, and curatorial
worker. Their practice is concerned with research-forward
collaborations with artists and cultural practitioners to develop
original vocabularies, aesthetics, and dialogues that gesture toward
representational accountability and ethical, expansive artistic
practice. They write for artist books, exhibition catalogues, and a
variety of publications including Artforum, Frieze, Leap, Textwork,
and Southeast of Now. They served as Evaluator for the 2020 Andy
Warhol Foundation | Creative Capital Arts Writers Grant Program.
Their series of online publications (Indifferent Idols, 2018; nominal
bliss, 2019; and forthcoming 2021) aims to generate new research
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CHRISTIAN JIL BENITEZ teaches at the Department of Filipino,
Ateneo de Manila University, where he obtained his AB-MA in
Filipino literature (2016/2018). He is a member of the Film Desk
of Young Critics, and served as its Chairperson for the filmic year
2019. He was hailed as Poet of the Year 2018 by the Commission
on the Filipino Language, and short-listed in the Purita KalawLedesma Prizes in Art Criticism in 2017. His critical and creative
works have been published in Katipunan, Kritika Kultura,
Likhaan, and Philippine Studies, among others. Presently,
his critical engagements primarily move around Philippine
time, as perceived through the tropical, the mythological,
and the material.
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networks around contemporary artists of non-binary and
trans experience. They received a BA in History of Art from
University College London and an MA in Southeast Asian
Studies from the National University of Singapore, where
they wrote dissertations on transgender and queer diasporas
in contemporary art respectively. Currently, they are the C-MAP
Asia Fellow at the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

ABIGAIL BERNAL is an assistant curator at the Queensland Art
Gallery / Gallery of Modern in Brisbane, Australia. Since 2006, she
has contributed to QAGOMA’s Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art, with an increasing focus on and interest in the Philippines. She is
currently working towards APT10 in 2021 and on Unfinished Business:
The Art of Gordon Bennett, opening in November 2020. Previous
curatorial positions have been at Griffith University Art Gallery (GUAG)
and the University of Queensland Art Museum (UQAM), with research
and teaching positions at the Queensland University of Technology
and the University of Melbourne.
Selected exhibitions include the Asia Pacific Triennial series (APT5,
APT6, APT8, APT9 and APT10), as well as other QAGOMA exhibitions
Kalpa Vriksha: Contemporary Indigenous and Vernacular Art from
India (2015-16) with Tarun Nagesh and Minhazz Majumdar; The
China Project (2009) with Suhanya Raffel; Frame by Frame: Asia
Pacific Artists on Tour (2008); and A Space for Healing (2008).
Exhibitions at GUAG include Madeleine Kelly: Hollow Mark
(2011) and Juan Davila: Graphic (2009) with Simon Wright; and
Zhang Xiaogang: Shadows in the Soul. In addition to writing
for exhibition catalogues, she has published in TAASA Review,
Queensland Review, Eyelines, and QAGOMA’s quarterly journal
Artlines. Research awards have been from the Getty Institute,
Los Angeles, and the University of Melbourne, Australia. Abigail
holds a BA (Hons 1) in art history from the
University of Queensland.

ZENY MAY RECIDORO is a writer and scholar from Quezon
City. She is a recipient of the Asian Cultural Council fellowship
grant in 2018 and 2019 and is pursuing an MFA in Art Writing
and Criticism at the School of Visual Arts. She graduated with
a degree in Art Studies from the University of the Philippines,
Diliman in 2014. Her literary works have been published in Lontar:
A Journal of Southeast Asian Speculative Fiction, Cha: An Asian
Literary Journal, qarrtsiluni, Terse Journal, Unlikely Journal, Kritika
Kultura, Queen Mobs Tea House, and Berfois. As an art writer, she
has written for the Brooklyn Rail and Degree Critical. Zeny grew up
in San Pedro, Laguna.
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STEPHEN WILSON is a writer, researcher, and educator who curates
art across cultural and political platforms. Wilson’s research focuses
on theories of attention within art, color, power, gender, futurity and
biopolitics. Since completing a doctorate at the Royal College of Art
in London, his recently edited publications include: Memories of the
Future: On Countervision (Peter Lang, 2017), The Persistence of Taste:
Art, Museums and Everyday Life After Bourdieu (Routledge, 2018) and
Transpersonal, instructions (upcoming). Since 2015, he has curated
Where Theory Belongs, Decommissioned, Transpersonal: art &
life directives and We Want Everything at London’s ICA alongside
co-curating In formation. He is a member of the Racial Imaginary
Institute co-curating On Nationalism: Borders and Belonging for
2020. Wilson has been a Visiting Scholar at Columbia University,
Department of Anthropology (2015/16) and a Visiting Professor
at the Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Filipiniana Research Center,
University of the Philippines (2018/19). He is a Senior Lecturer
and Postgraduate Theory Coordinator at Camberwell, Chelsea,
Wimbledon Colleges of Art, University of the Arts London and
a Visiting Tutor on the MA Fine Art Programme at The Ruskin
School of Art, University of Oxford.
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NIKOLAI ANDREI BANASIHAN is a comics creator and
a comics studies scholar. He has released a few works
independently through local comic conventions. He is
interested in exploring how comics as a medium challenges
and negotiates with art theoretical and art historical
approaches. He is currently teaching under the Department of
Art Studies at the University of the Philippines.

CLARA BALAGUER is a cultural worker and grey literature circulator.
From 2010 to 2018, she articulated cultural programming with
rural, peri-urban, and diasporic communities from the Philippines
through the OCD, a residency space and social practice platform. In
2013, she co-founded Hardworking Goodlooking, a cottage industry
publishing hauz interested in the material vernacular, collectivizing
authorship, and the value of the error. Currently, she heads the Social
Practices department at Willem de Kooning Academy and teaches in
the Experimental Publishing masters of Piet Zwart Institute. Frequently,
she operates under collective or individual aliases that intimate her
stewardship in a given project, the latest of which is To Be Determined.

LOAD NA DITO is an art initiative run by curator and researcher
Mayumi Hirano and visual artist Mark Salvatus since 2016. By
organizing and co-organizing a wide range of programs, Load na
Dito hopes to critically address the questions of participation,
collaboration and curation.
It creates situations, which include co-presence of individuals,
objects, images and ideas, as an attempt to facilitate free
associations and activate flow of creative energies. Through
the programs, Load na Dito humbly hopes to contribute to the
development of a sustainable ecology for contemporary art.
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Their previous projects include Role Play (Osaka, 2016), Sharing the
Field (Osaka Electro Communication University, 2019), Kabit at Sabit
(various sites in the Philippines, 2019), Either Storm or Draught (PacificCrossings, ArtSpeak, Vancouver, 2019), Flex* (Kamias Triennale,
Quezon City, 2020) and Pockets on the Street (Kyoto City University of
the Arts Gallery, 2020).
https://loadnaditoprojects.cargo.site/

MARK LOUIE L. LUGUE studies and teaches art history at the
Department of Art Studies of the University of the Philippines Diliman.
He was managing editor of Adhika: Vision & Legacy - The University of
the Philippines Diliman Collections, and its accompanying 35-volume
digital catalog. He participated in the Curatorial Development
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CARLOS QUIJON, JR. is an art historian, critic, and curator
based in Manila. He is a fellow of the research platform Modern
Art Histories in and across Africa, South and Southeast Asia
(MAHASSA), convened by the Getty Foundation’s Connecting
Art Histories project. He writes exhibition reviews for Artforum
and has essays published in ArtReview Asia (Singapore), Art
Monthly (UK), Asia Art Archive’s Ideas (HK), and Trans Asia
Photography Review (US), among others. His research is part
of the book From a History of Exhibitions Towards a Future of
Exhibition-Making (Sternberg Press, 2019). He is an alumnus of
the inaugural Para Site Workshops for Emerging Professionals
in Hong Kong in 2015 and was a scholar participant of the
symposium How Institutions Think hosted by LUMA Foundation
in Arles in 2016. In 2017, he was a research resident in MMCA
Seoul and a fellow of the Transcuratorial Academy both in
Berlin and Mumbai. He curated Courses of Action in Hong Kong
in 2019, a will for prolific disclosures in Manila and co-curated
Minor Infelicities in Seoul in 2020. With Singapore-based curator
Kathleen Ditzig, he will be co-curating In Our Best Interests, a
series of exhibitions and programs in Singapore and Manila in 2021
on the histories of Afro-Southeast Asian solidarities.
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Workshop with the Philippine Contemporary Art Network,
Jorge B. Vargas Museum and the Japan Foundation Manila
in 2018; the Workshops for Emerging Art Professionals, with
Para Site, Hong Kong in 2017; and the Beasiswa Seni dan
Budaya Indonesia, with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Indonesia in 2016. He graduated cum laude with
a bachelor of science degree at Ateneo de Manila University in
2013. He is currently completing his thesis study on selected nonfigurative abstract artistic practices during the Marcos period.

W. DON FLORES holds a BS Psychology from the Ateneo de Manila
University and an MFA from the California Institute of the Arts. His
works are in several private collections in the Los Angeles area and
have been shown in a number of group exhibitions and screenings,
including Subject Matters (2013), Mandarin Gallery, Los Angeles;
The First Lucban Assembly: PAMUMUHUNAN (Waiting for a capital)
(2015), Lucban, Quezon; Debatable Screenings: A Curated Series
of Global Contemporary Video (2016), ArtCenter College of Design,
Pasadena; From Bandung to Berlin: If all of the moons aligned (2016),
SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin; Lost Frames: London (2017), Gasworks,
London; and Place of Region in the Contemporary (2018), Vargas
Museum, Quezon City. He presently teaches art history, art theory,
and painting at the Silliman University Fine Arts Department.
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The Philippine Contemporary Art
Network is a recently initiated public
institution for contemporary art
temporarily based at the University of
the Philippines Vargas Museum. In its
preliminary phase, it focuses on three
activities: Knowledge Production and
Circulation; Exhibition and Curatorial
Analysis; Public Engagement and
Artistic Formation. It endeavors to
activate a network to coordinate a range
of interventions in contemporary art in
the Philippines and to cast a sharper
profile for it on an inter-local and transregional scale. It is keen to confront the
requirements of research and discourse;
curate art and subject the curatorial
gesture to critique; and propose modes
of exciting the public sphere of art, and
in the process, harness the energies of
its agents.
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PATRICK D. FLORES (b. 1969, Iloilo) is Professor of Art Studies

at the Department of Art Studies at the University of the
Philippines, which he chaired from 1997 to 2003, and Curator
of the Vargas Museum in Manila. He was one of the curators
of Under Construction: New Dimensions in Asian Art in 2000
and the Gwangju Biennale (Position Papers) in 2008. He was a
Visiting Fellow at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
in 1999 and an Asian Public Intellectuals Fellow in 2004. Among
his publications are Painting History: Revisions in Philippine
Colonial Art (1999); Remarkable Collection: Art, History, and the
National Museum (2006); and Past Peripheral: Curation in Southeast
Asia (2008). He was a grantee of the Asian Cultural Council (2010)
and a member of the Advisory Board of the exhibition The Global
Contemporary: Art Worlds After 1989 (2011) organized by the Center
for Art and Media in Karlsruhe and member of the Guggenheim
Museum’s Asian Art Council (2011 and 2014). With Joan Kee, he
co-edited the Southeast Asia issue of Third Text (2011). He convened
in 2013, on behalf of the Clark Institute and the Department of Art
Studies of the University of the Philippines, the conference “Histories
of Art History in Southeast Asia” in Manila. He was a Guest Scholar
of the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles in 2014. He curated an
exhibition of contemporary art from Southeast Asia and Southeast
Europe titled South by Southeast and the Philippine Pavilion
at the Venice Biennale in 2015. He was the Artistic Director
of the Singapore Biennale in 2019.

TESSA MARIA GUAZON (b. 1973, Manila) is curator
and Assistant Professor of Art Studies at the University of the
Philippines, Diliman. Her curatorial and research projects
center on urbanization, city spaces, and place-making
through contemporary art.

She has curated exhibitions for institutions, most recently: Lawas
Public Art at the UP Diliman campus grounds and Consonant
Forms, Resonant Practice at the Yuchengco Museum Makati City.
In 2017, she co-curated Tropical Cyclone at the Kuandu Museum
of Fine Arts Taipei, Taiwan. Her exhibition Plying the Seas,
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Divining the Skies explored place, belonging, and loss in new media
art, installations, and photographs of Taiwanese artists.
Current projects include the Southeast Asia Neighborhoods Network
organized by the Urban Knowledge Network Asia and the International
Institute of Asian Studies Leiden, the Netherlands. Her case study on
art and gentrification considers the curatorial potential of researchoriented projects. She curated Island Weather for the Philippine
Pavilion at the 2019 Venice Arts Biennale.

RENAN LARU-AN (b. 1989, Sultan Kudarat) studies “insufficient”

and “subtracted” images and subjects at the juncture of
development and integration projects. He takes artistic and
curatorial mediation as practices of translation, custodianship,
and invention of scenes for knowing and imagination.
Between 2012 and 2015, he directed the self-organized DiscLab
| Research and Criticism, a multidisciplinary platform and
“virtual” organisation for critical writing, theory, discursive
activities, and long-term research on Philippine contemporary art,
visual, and network culture.
He initiated the transregional project Herding Islands, Rats and the
Anthropocene and the ongoing Lightning Studies: Centre for the
Translation of Constraints, Conflicts and Contaminations (CTCCCs).
He was (co-) curator of the 8th OK. Video – Indonesia Media Arts
Festival, Jakarta (2017) and other recent exhibitions, including A
Tripoli Agreement, Sharjah Art Foundation, Sharjah (2018); Lightning
Studies: CTCCCs presents PASÁ PASÂ, Tokyo Performing Arts Meeting,
Yokohama (2018)/Lopez Museum and Library, Manila (2016);
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She has received fellowships for research and fieldwork in Asia
and has lived in Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, and Japan.
She was recipient of the 2013 Nippon Foundation Asian Public
Intellectuals Fellowship and was researcher in residence at the
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum Japan in 2017. Her essays and
reviews have been published in anthologies, academic journals,
and exhibition catalogs.
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The Artist and the Social Dreamer, Forecast Festival, Haus
der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (2017); and From Bandung to
Berlin: If all of the moons aligned (with Brigitta Isabella),
SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin (2016).
With support from the National Commission for Culture and
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